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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Why Is the Recruitment of Minority Students
An Important National Concern?
Present and future trends in population growth and in par-
ticipatkm in higher education reveal that people of color in
the United States are a dramatically increasing but seriously
undereducated segment of society. By 2000, minorities will
account fig roughly 30 percent of the population Bureau
of the Census 1990c). Even now, 27 percent of all public
schtx)1 students in the 24 largest city school systems are
minorities (1 ltxigkinson 1986). Yet for nearly all minority
groups, high schtxr1 graduation rates are significantly lower
than for the majority, and entry rates of college-age minorities
into higher education arc actually shrinking. For example,
almost half of all 18. and 19-year old Hispanics and oiw in
three African-Americans that age have not completed high
schrEl. The priportion of 18. and 19-yearolds from these
groups enrolling in college, despite big increases in that pop
ulation, are lower now than before. In fact, the gap between
minority and majority students entering college was wider
in 1988 than it was in 1976 (American Council on Educa
tion 1989).

With greater and greater numbers t.. minority r Rah
of age, the problem is no longer one purely of st >dal justice.
Government and industry alike have noted the p(Rential eco
nomic effect of these alarming trends in education (American
Gruncil On Education 1990). With the projected increases
in the minority population, the situation threatens to affect
the national ectmonly: Given the present level of minority
education, the pnential shortage of qualified ..v( rrkers
equipped to meet the needs of the market is a serious con
cern ( Eam)niN 1990b; I It xigkinson 1983). Institutions of
higher education arc being called up,m to exercise leadership
in helping to it:ldress these problems before they take on
even more critical proportions. l'he recruitment of minority
students must therefore not crily ft KIN on 111(HV aggressive
strategies to recruit those stuuik nts who are already well pre
pared hut also encompass Itrng term initiatives to Improve
existMg educational conditions.

What is the institution's Role in Pursuing
Diversity through Recruitment?
ligher educatit HI institutions are the traditiomil centers for

scholarly debate, rescarL Ii. innovation, and cliange ill social

Rn mmHg Age Muenrav student%



matters. Increasing the presence of minorities and of minority
perspectives in all aspects of the college and university is,
in its broadest sense, a (Juestion of social change. Uniwrsities
can provide vision, energy, leadership, and direction to other
institutitms, from sclux)I systems to government to business
and industry, first to establish firmly the goal of excellence
in minority education and then to pursue and achieve it
(American Council on Education 1988). 'through investigation
into the subject of minority education and the effectivenem
of responses at ,arknis levels, higher education institutions
can bring the issue into focus. But beyond the social role,
oilleges and universities need to determine the ways in which
diversity will be incorporated locally by identifying what the
problems are with regard to their own institution, Are minority
enrollments and graduation rates low and, if so, why? Do
minority students feel welcome and are they part of the col
kge community? Colleges need to evaluate their mission,
iiistitutiimal objectives and policies, and the allocation of
resources with minority education in mind. An initiative to
recruit minority students will affect, and be affecled by, insti
tutk)nal omcerns frinn curriculum to campus life. To he ef
fective and make a real difference, therefore, the goal of in-
creasing the presence of minorities (in campus should be
conceived as an institutk mai priority and an institution
wide goal.

How Are Minority Students DistinctFrom
Each Other and from the Majority?
Because they share many common omcerns people of cokir
are frequently rekired to as a single gnmp. In fact, however,
this population of African Americans, I fispanics. Asian
Americans, and American Indians ct insisis of an enormous
variety of people fr( mu different racial, ethnic, language. and
cultural backgn )(Inds. As a grt up. clear distinctions st kial
econtimic, and educatk mat can he made between minorities
and the majority. A much greater prop( mion of almost all
mint wity ct immunities have I( Aver hie( MR% higher unempit my
Illefli, alki pt s wer educat it in. Nith in terms of quantity and
quality ( Richards( m 1988: IS. Bureau of the Census 1990c).
Addickinally. the obstacles they encounter include s une ihat
are mit Part of (he experience of most maj(wity students. even
!hose who are disadvantaged. limited proficiency in English
and racial and ethnic prejudice are two examples.

ii



With regard to higher education, however, the nature of
the problems in each minority cimmtullity is somewhat dif
ferent, and each situation calls for solutkms that .4.e informed
and responsive to the needs of each community. Preparation
for college, language prOlcieney, immigrant in. lumimmigrant
(or refugee) status, time in the United State's, gender, cultural
influences, and financial condition are only some of the fac-
tors that vary from group to group and could have more or
less significance in a particular minority group's educational
profile. Further, important distinctions exist within minority
groups. For example, low rates of graduation from high school
are a serious problem in all Hispanic conmiunities and sig
nificantly affect the number of Hispanic students who enter
college. In the Puerto Rican community, however. school
dropout begins in junkm. high school, reaching levels esti
mated to be as high as MO percent in some sdlool districts
(Fernandez 1989). Consequently, it is considered the single
mist alarming educatkinal concern in the Puerto Rican Com
tnunity. Reciignizing and undeNtanding the difference's within
and atmmg the %-arious minority populations are essential
elements in a successful strategy fbr recruitment, and they
are an impiwtant prefitce to the larger giral of achieving cul
tural diversity in higher education.

How Is the Recruitment of Minority Students
Related to Other Institutional Concerns?
Because the ultimate goal in recruiting minority students must
be graduation, recruitment is rot an objective that can IR!
Imrsued in isolation. The better integrated it is with the col
kge's educatkinal pnigrams and services, the more uppkir
tunny it will have fin- success. Adiuissi Ms and financial aid
policies, strategics ft ir retention, and ()pp( wtunities lin transfer
are some of the areas intricately tied to recruitment that there
ft ire can shitre conmu (ibjectke's (Came& 1k itindat it HI
l)89; Lenning, Beal, and Sauer 19t40 ). Organizing strategies
fur recruitment that ctxnhine the human and financial rest nir
ces (if all these areas can he ct ist effective Aht ive all, luiwever,
it will disseminate minority recruitment th;ought nit the
institutk

Hiedive ret Raiment cif Win( irity students silt mid mit tinly
he ctmirdinated with many difierent areas t if the Institut it in
hut alsu enlist the participatitmt t ii peuple from ditterent
departments and at vain it's levels tit tesp(misihility It i w1rk

Ret. ()liege thnurin. stutletif.



in concert as part of a comprehensive plan. Nontraditional
models of recruitment teams can have significant success.
Administrators, faculty, and staff from acadcmic departments,
including ethnic stt.dies programs and centers, student ser .

vkes, and special program offices, such ati economic oppor .
tunity programs, can be organized to participate in the insti-
tution's strategy for recruitment.

Who Should Recruit, When, Where, and How?
Even when a formal structure thr recruiting minority students
exists, the function is commonly located in one of several
different areas within a college's organizational structure. The
recruitment of minorities can he administered through the
regular operations of the admissions office, by a specially
appointed officer, or through a variety of other possibilities.
Rather than the location of the office, however, it is the insti
tution's commitment to impnwing the education of minorities
that will ultimately endow recruitment with its iNitential to
be effmtive ((hristoffel 1986). In this sense, the leadership
and involvement of t( )p administrators are fundamental.

Ideally an institutkinwide (Ain clinceived as a process
rather than a program, recruitment of minority students would
optimally engage all constittlendes of the college faculty,
administrators, staff, and students in a well developed and
deliberate plan designed to achieve specific, reasonable goals.
The plan should he based a llmiprehensive institutional
audit reflecting the profile and present educatkinal situation
of IllillOritiCti at the institutit in. It should he moperatively
designed, including the perspectives of those who will imple
nient it, and should delineate the metluxis and resources
designed to achieve its ohjectives within a stated time. Finally,
it should he nuinitored, evaluated. and periodically nuxlified
to reflect changing L'olltlitiUlls and to capitalize on aspects
that enierge as being particularly successfill.

It
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FOREWORD

Over the past few years, the &INK Higher Education
Report series has published several mports dealing with the
issues of diversity, including:

Affirmative Rbetork, Ntwative Action: African-Anwrkan
and Hispanic Faculty at Predominantly White Institutions,
Valora Washington and William I larvey. Report No. 2, 1989.

Th, Challenge of Diversity: Invokement or Alienation in
the Aattlemy?, Daryl G. Smith. Report No. 5, 1989.

"INh.Risk" Students in Higher Ethscatims: 7i.ends,

Dionne J. Jones and Betty Collier Watson. Report No. 3,
1990.

From these reports, several general conclusions are easily
drawn:

The concern over diversity is increasing.
The issue of diversity not only concerns the strength of our
society's social fitbric, but also is hecoming increasingly
central to our economic well.being.
Iligher education institutions can and should play a major
role in educating a diverse dtizemy that will pmduce lead
ers capable of developing solutions fir the issues of diver-
sity in our society.

Much of the literature on minority students devefip; ctm
dusk ms based (Hi aggregate data. These publications daily
the general need by comparing the number of minorities
graduating from college with the population as a whole,
revealing that a maiur problem exists.

While that assessnwnt is accurate, it is not very useful. A

Mtn! fruitful examinatkm Woukl study the pnwess fri.nn
beginning to end and identilY each important step alt mg the
way. A pri wess similar to quality thamgement, this metlfix.1
helps correct problems long before a failure occurs.

Following this li)gic one step farther, ensuring gradual
of adequate numbers of minorities requires etiective recruit
mem, appropriate academic advising, constant nurturing, and
attention to bc)th the academic and nonacademic student
thn nigh( mt the process. In other words, fin. recruitment to
he successful, an instautionwide value must be present, con

kvirmiing Alimmty .simletat
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stantly reintbrced by leadership at all levels, that develops
an atmosphere c(mdudve to the graduation of minorkies.

In this report, Barbara K. &tone, diredor of retention pro.
gram-, and Elsa NuAez-Wormack, associate dean of faculty
and associate prokssor of English, both of The College of
Staten Island, City University ofNew York, review the available
current research and literature on the recruitment of minor.
Ries. They examine deim)graphics, the institutional stnicture,
and topics on recruitment, otkr general recommendations
for institutions, make suggestions for further research, and
discuss the basic elements and implementation of a recruit-
ment plan.

Tlw recruitment and retention of minorities is an issue that
higher education will continue to face throughout the decade.
"Ibis situation will not go away, for the percentage of college .

hound minorities will continue to increase for the foreseeable
future. As an institutionwide problem. it requires institution.
wide attentkm, leadership, and solutions. Academic leaders
must get all faculty involved in the pftwess. Institutions must
pn wide sufficient student support services. '11w entire college
comnmnity must become intellectually as well as morally
sensitive to the importance ofensuring the diversity of the
institution.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor
Professor and Direcuw
ERIC Clearinghtuse on Higher Education

,V1
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Minority students in increasingly smaller numbers arrive
at colkwes and universities from backgrounas as diverse
as those represented by white students. They come from
Republkan, Denwcratk, Independent, apathetic, poor, rich,
and mkIdle-chss homes They are dremed off at airports,
train Apots,1 and bus stalions or emerge at college gates
from station wagons, convertibles, and coupes driven by
single parents, two parents, no parents, uncles and aunts,
grandparents, themselves, and strangers. Some arrive in
tat*. They come from homes where MAO is spoken impec-
cably, where it Is poken (with an accent], where it is bro.
ken, where it is not voken at

Often they have been recruited as vigorously as first-
round draft choices . . sometimes they find themselves at
the gates of the only college they ever uanted to attend], but)
frequently they arrive at collewes whose names and locations
were unfamiliar to them only weeks before freshman ori.
entation. . . . In vile of their diversity, they arc lumped into
a group identity called "minority student"(Pemberton
1988, p. 9).

After more than 20 years, the percentage of minorities gradu-
ating from institutions of higher eduvation, relative to their
representation in society in general, ha.s actually decreased.
This result can he attributed to several factors. A major study
published by the Commission on the Higher Education of
Minorities reports that, conipared to whites, significant
numbers of minorities are lost at each juncture along the
"educational pipeline" (Mtin et al. 1982). First, minorities
drop out of high school at a debilitating rate. Recent studies
have found the Hispanic dropout rate to be well over 60 per-
cent in some cities and, among Puerto Ricans, closer to 70
percent (Fernandez 1989). Second, significantly fewer sto
dents who graduate from high school enter institutions of
higher education; those who do for the most part do not
directly enter senior colleges. Third, most minority students
in two-year colleges do not complete that degree, and among
those who do, many fewer go on to receive a baccalaureate
degree. Finally, minorities in four-year colleges who either
transfer from two-year schools or enter directly leave berme
graduatkm at a rate that is two to three times greater than for
whites (Mtin et al. 1982). In the meantime, the urgency of

Recruiting ci)Iltge Atimrity Students



graduating minority students in significant numbers has taken
on a completely new dimension.

The 1980s signaled increasingly important changes in
demography. While the overall U.S. population growth rate
is as low as it has ever been, about onehalf that of the late
1950s, minorities account for a steadily increasing percentageof the population, reflecting the comparable youthfulness of
these groups to nonminorities and growth rites tWo to 14
times greater (Fstrada 1988). Immigration is a primary factor
in minority growth rates, and presently 6 million of the 14
million immigrants in the United States are of school age
(Hodgkinson 1985). Thgether with the higher number of
births occurring in minority populations, it means that an
ever.greater proportion of secondary and postsecondary stu-
dents will be minorities.

As we enter the 1990s, the social, economic, and educa-
tional condition ofmost racial and ethnic minorities in the
United States continues to lag behind that of the majority
white population: Unemployment is higher, income is lower,
and years of education are fewer. The poverty rate for racial
and ethnic minorities in the United States is two to four times
greater than that for Americans in general, according to 1980
and 1986 figures. In education, severe disparities persist for
almost all minority groups, compared to nonminorities.

'16day, the goals of access and academic success for minor-
ity students are no longer matters of concern only, or even
principally, to the minority community. The demographic and
economic realities becoming increasingly evident to govern-
mem, industry, and the media are studied and reported so
frequently now that isales involving minority education have
moved into the national arena (American Council on Edu-
cation 1988; Economist 1990a).

Projections of changing demographic profiles nationwide
indicate that nearly 12 percent ot' the country's labor force
between the ages of 25 and 54 will, by 2000, be African-
American, 10 percent will be Hispanic, and another 4 percent
will include Asians and American Indians. Combined, 26 per-cent of the nation's workers in their peak productive years
will be people from ethnic and racial minorities (U.S. Dept.of Labor 19901)). The continuing neglect in minority educa-
tion has a jx)tential economic effect in light of differential fer-
tility by class, ethnicity, and region. If this ievel of education
and profemional preparation continues, a shortage of qualified



workers who can satisfy the demand.s of the market will soon
occur (Hodgkinson 1983).

In addition, enrollment at institutions of higher education
has skwed in recent years, and in most states, the number
of high school graduates is declining (Hodgkinson 1986; U.S.
Dept. of Education 1989). These facts, coupled with the eco
nomic realities of our times, have created a financial squeeze
that has brought largely untapped resources to the attention
of college and university administrators. For all these rea
sons--social, moral, and economicthe issue of recruiting
more minority students into higher education remains an
urgent priority.

Of course, no single measure can solve the problem of
minority undereducation, and higher education institutions
cannot and should not have to do it alone. Much, however,
is within their purview. Bringing more minority students to
college campuses is clearly one important step, and therefore
recruitment is an essential part of any successful institutional
plan for increasing minorities' participation. It is only the
beginning, however. Ensuring academic success and graduat .
ing are the necessary complements to achieving equity in
education,

Colleges and universities have developed strategies for
recruiting students to offset their low enrollment, but these
programs often do not include responses to the specific
requirements of the minority community (Christoffel 1986).
Even institutions with the best intentions begin recruitment
by arranging appointments at high schools with little or no
preparation and then proceed to speak to large groups of stu .
dents about the standard academic and social advantages of
pursuing a degree at their institution. With this approach, how-
ever, a whole range of questions remains unanswered, and
consequently results are achieved largely by chance. To be
meaningful, recruitment of minority students should be part
of a more holistic and systemic apprcrach that also embraces
the goals of access and retention.

Recruiting minority students is naturally complex because
it is related so intricately to these other educational concerns.
It is also complex, however, because of a more fundamental
matter: the identity of the population in question. Although
we use the term "minorities," no such single group of people
fits the term, certainly not in the sense of common origin or
cultural unity or shared language. Each group should be rec.

Recruiting College, Minority .S-tudents 3
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ognized and respected for the individuality of its history, culture, and language. The problems that confront differentminority groups sometimes vary, and the practices employedto address them should naturally correspond when possible.The circumstances that limit the access and success of peoplcof color in higher education are similar, however. In discuss-ing these common issues, we have used the term "minorities,"aware of the limitations it imposes. This report discusses fourprincipal ethnic and racial minority groups: African-American,Hispanic, Asian-American, and American Indian.While most of the Factors that limit part, ipati411 in highereducation affect all groups, they doso to a gmtter or lesserextent and the measures required to overcome the variousobstacles may differ from one group to another. The case ofdropping out of high school is an example. The smaller poolof high school graduates is a critical factor for both Hispanicsand African-Americans, hut for Hispanics, the problem beginsin the transition from eighth grade to high school, a phenom-enon that does mg apply to the same extent with regard toother minority groups. This particular
phenomenon is moreevident for Puerto Ricans than it is for Cubans. When discuss .ing the recruitment of minority students, therefore, it is impor.tant not only to analyze the different circumstances that existfor minorities in relation to the majority population, but alsoto consider carefully the differences that exist within the var .ious minority groups (Monsivais and Bustillos 1990).Examining the subgroups within each ethnic group alsohelps define the population of racial and ethnic "minorities."Because the proportion of students in higher education fromthe Asian/Racific Islander population more than representsthe propmion of that population in general society, most ofthe literature on "underrepresented minorities" no longerincludes Asians. The literature indicates, however, that PacificIslanders (Filipinas, for example) and Southeast Asians donot have the Mint' socioemnomic or educational profile asother Asian groups and are indeed underrepresented on coilege campuses.

Throughout this report, the recruitment of minority studentsis discumed with reference to the most homogeneous groupsof people feasible. Because studies are reported in the lit-erature to a large extent based on ay,gregate data, however,the degree to which this application has been possible islimited. In discussions concerning recruitment in the larger
4



colitt.xt, minorities have been referred to in general as a pop
ulation distinct from nonminorities. 1:1 chapters that discuss
educational factors or cultural charActeristics that may differ
for various groups, distinctions are made wherever possible.

In addition to wading the literature, the authors, in the
interest of producing a complete and accurate report, have
conducted personal interviews, visited community organi .
utions, and explored minority networks at various educa-
tional institutions.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The practice of recruiting minority students in higher edu-
cation is largely a response to the landmark Supreme Court
decisions and the federal legislation and education polky of
the civil rights era (Arvin' and Arciniega 1985; Galligani
1984). Since its inception, however, the purpose of minority
recruitment and its terms, methods, and (Sects have evolved
substantially.

Initial Efforts
In 1950, over 90 percent of African.American students were
educated in traditionally black colleges. By 1954, with the
Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board of Education,
such racial segregation in public education was declared ilk
gal (Fleming 1984). Subsequently, substantial numbers of
AfricanAmerican students enrolled at previously allwhite
institutions (Mawr 1980). In fact, by 1964, 114,000 African.
American students were attending predominantly white insti
tutkms, most of which were kxated out of the S(mth (Gurin

African-
American
students were
impeded "to
blend into the
sociocultural
life of tbe

and Epps 1975). The sweeping legislation of 1964, 1965, and annpus.
1968 further articulated and accentuated the new goal of racial
integration in higher education (Green 1982; N.1'. Times
1988c; Van Alstyne 1978).

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 "toughened means of federal
edgcement against discriminatory use" of the increased fed
eral funding to higher education institutions (Neer 1981, p.
3; see also Dunston et al. 1983). At the same time, the finan-
cial amistance provided by the Economic Opportunity Act
of 1964 and the Higher Education Amendments of 1968
helped to turn access into a reality for many African-American
students. Few colleges were responding to their needs and
expectatk Ms, however (Ascher 1983; Fleming 1984). While
administratt ifS rect ignimd that s(mw change would folk wv,
that change was expected to occur with little or no conflict
(Peterson et al. 1979). African American students were
expected "to blend into the sociocultural life of the campus"
and to compete academically, with(mt any significant changes
in the academic structure. ( w in programs (Fleming 1984, p.
12). A survey sample of 1,168 institutions studied in the latter
part of the 1960s reveals that 82 percent of colleges, in admit
ting African.American students, had either adopted ()pen
admissions policies or used special admissions criteria, but
that only 50 percent pi% wided special academic supp(m pro

PP
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grams and most of thtm made no effort to update their cur
ricula (McDanM and McKee 1971),

During this period, the main task of admis.sions offices was
to sift through and evaluate college applications; students
woe still in large supply. According to some, the function
of admisskxis was to make sure that the wrong people did
not get into the school (Ingersoll 1988). The main purpose
of the recruitnwnt stems college public relations, Recruiters
provided information about admis.sions standards, described
new programs and services, and attempted to attract qualified
students to apply.

Not all the impetus for greater participation by minorities
originated with the legislative body. The new political activism
that characterized the late 1960s "generated a proliferation
of black student organizations that expressed a need for black
political and cultural identity. 'these organizations were instru .
mental in mobilizing the recruitment efforts that dramatically
increased both the numbers and diversity of black students
on allwhite campuses in that decade" (Smith 1980, p. 29; see
also Plemirg 1984, pp. 11-.12).

While talented students who met the merit criteria of high
school grades and aptitude test scores benefited from the
ellons initiated by both legislators and activists, a much larger
number of academically and economically disadvantaged .stu .
dents remained slim out of the system (Russmann ct al. 1975).
ENen after the 1954 Supreme Court ruling to desegregate,
some states continued to operate dual systems of higher edu-
cation, and, as a consequence, the NMCP filed a lawsuit,
referred to as the Maws case, against the Department of
11eahh, Education, and Welfare, charging that the department's
Office of Civil Rights had failed to take action against the edu
cation system in those states. I LS. District Judge John 11. Pratt
ordered the Office of Civil Rights in 1973 to develop plans
with the states to desegregate their systems of higher edu
cation (laschik 1987; Melendez and Wilson 1985).

Peak Years
Erupting stwial conflict and student unrest added to the pres
sures for broader and more flexible admissions. At institutions
like The City t Iniversity of New York (Ct INY) and Virginia
State t Iniversity, the policy of open admissions. rekrred
by Clark Kerr as "the lin xst important single devil( pment in



higher education," was a result that revolutionized the mission
of increasing mito wity participation (Rossmann et al. 1975).

In the 'use of CEINY, before 1970, both the two-year and
fouryear colkges had entrance requirements based on high
school average or a combination of high school average and
achievement test scores. Although the cutoff points varied
mmewhat from one college to another, in general students
with averages of 80 or above were eligible to enroll in four-
year programs. Tlw two-year colleges required a high school
average of 75 for entry to a transfer program, while students
with high school averages below 75 but not lower than 70
were admitted only to two-year career programs. Students with
averages below 70 or who had not taken an academic progr,un
in high schixil were not eligible to enroll in any college of
CI INY. The special program fiw disadvantaged students
(through which most of the minorities at the university were
enrolled) were an exception to this rule. With open admis-
sions, the guidelines for entry to the fouryear institutions
were modified include students who were in the top half
of their graduating class or who had an average of KO or alxwe.
All other students were then eligible to enroll at the twyear
institutions (Rossmann et al. 1975).

The new policy opened the university's doors to a great
number of peopk. While white students were the prime
beneficiaries of the new polky, the prIpt)rtion of African
American and Puerto Rican students attending tlw university
increased substantially ( lavin 1974).

With recruitnwnt not necemary in open-admissions insti
tutions, the focus shifted to testing in the basic skills, place
ment, and counseling, and the new objectives of institutkinal
reform Iwcanw the implementatkin of compensaftwy pro
grants for underprepared students, a new and controversial
role for higher education.

In many instances, tlw special programs for economically
and academically disadvantaged students were staffed by their
own minority recruiters, and admissions offices often worked
independently of the economic opptirtunity prtigrams. Insti
ttitions of higher education were criticized for creating this
dicluitonly, as equal opp(irtunity programs frequently became
the sole source of recruiting minority students, resulting in
the exclusion of minority students not economically or at-a
demically disadvantaged ('Iliddiken 1981).

Rec Odhve owl. .suidents
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In other states, the response was manifested in other ways.
The expansion of community colleges was seen as a way of
addressing the needs of nontraditional students without com-
promising the standards of four-year institutions (Richardson
1988). Critics have argued that this two-tier system allowed
the four-year colleges to evade the responsibility of recruiting
minorities, relegating it to the two-year colleges (Cohen 1981;
Ohms and Alimba 1979; Richardson 1988). The objective
of recruiting minorities from two-year to four-year colleges
was, to a large extent, never realized (Donovan and Sehaier
Pe leg 1988).

As social pressures from other groups began to be felt, the
concept of "minority" in the public consciousness expanded
to include I lispanics, Native Americans, and Asians, and the
word "minority" was replaced with the term "racial and ethnic
minorities." Changing attitudes were reflected in the literature,
as agencies and individuals began to report on the various
minority groups as separate populations: African-Americans,
lispanics, American Indians/Alaska Natives, and Asians/Racine

Islanders. Colleges and universities included these racial and
ethnic subgroups in special programs and as pan of their
focus on minority recruitment, frequently with a special
emphasis On women.

In the independent sector and in the selective public insti-
tutions, the approach to minority recruitment focused on the
adoption of alternative criteria for admkskms. In these cases,
the weighting of admis.sions criteria, such as class rank, high
school grades, SM' scores, and letters of recommendation,
was nioditied to reflect rnme equitable conskleration of
minority students. Other institutions permitted admission only
dm nigh special status. In such cases, untintittees reviewed
a student's application and, based on strong letters Of recom-
mendation and a clearly demonstrated special talent, the com
mittee would recommend acceptance of the minority student
in questit )n. still cthers offered probatirmary or conditional
admission to students not meeting the regular requirements
fig. admission in which students had to complete prerequisite
requirements. MI6 as prefreshman sunulter residency pro
grams, a basic skills sequence. and counseling (11alcini 1988;
lievino and Wise 1980). As with the publk. sector, active
recruitment of minority students was still minimal; students
sought admission to private colkges and universities, and
enrollments were stable.
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With the implementation of affirmative action through the
admissions offices, many institutkms sought to use a set-aside

approach and to institute WOWS, Reaction to the policy of
using quotas for African-Americans and other minorities, how-
ever, resulted in the landmark Supreme Court rulings in De

Odoward [416 U.S. 312 (1974)1 and &gents of the

University of California v. Bakke [438 U.S. 265 (1978)1. In
De hods, where Marco De Funk sought admis.sion to law
school, the Supreme Court ruled the case moot, but Justice
Douglas, in the dissenting opinion, expressed concern about
the cultural biases of a standardized test like the 1SAT, biases
that, he suggested, might severely limit the tests' utility in

accurately predicting minority students' potential. He also
expressed concern about the practice of reserving places in

a law school clas,s for seled minorities (Mtin, Fuller, and
Green 1978; Cox 1979; Dunston et al. 1983; Hamilton 1979;
Lincoln 1979; Prim. 1981).

In Bakke, where Allan Bakke sought admission to the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley Medical School, the Court was
again divided. This time, Justices Brennan, White, Marshall,
and Blackmun ruled that the use of race was admissible in
university admissions, while Justices Stevens, Burger, Stewart,
and Rehnquist decided that race WM not an imue and ruled
in favor of respondent Bakke. The compromise position of
Justice Powell combined both views, c( muffing with the
admission of Bakke to the medical school while supporting
the use of race as a factor in university admissions (Preer
1981). This compromise position created ambivalence in
higher education institutions in establishing alternative admis
Mons criteria for minorities (Preer 1981) and resulted in a

retreat from the momentum that was taking hold on college
campuses in the recruitment of minority students (Awlsek
and (iomberg 1978; spratwn 1979).

The students being admitted represented the two ends of'
the educational spectrum. At one end, the best and the bright-
est minority students who met all of the regular requirements
for admission had achieved greater access and were being
admitted where previously they would have been excluded.
Others who were especially talented or who were able to

secure special recommendations were also being accepted
under alternative policies for admission. At the other end. ecu
nomically and academically disadvantaged minority students
were being accepted into special programs that had prolif
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crated on college campuses, such IS the state.sponsored edu.
cational opportunity programs. The students who still had
limited access were the large number of students with average
high school backgrounds. Depending on geographic region,
the options for these students were twoyear colleges or open.
admksions imtitutions.

Declining Concern
As political pressure eased and new regulations governing
the allmation of federal dollarswere implemented, less atten.
tion Was devoted to higher education for minorities. A study
conducted at the University of Maryland during 1969 and
1976 documented an increase in median freshman African-
American enrollments during the earlier years, immediately
followed by a decline to initial 1969 levels in the North Cen-
tral, Middle States, and Northwest regions, and decreases of
1 and 2 percentage points in the New England and Western
regions after the peak year, 1973. Results also indicated a
steady decline in the mean number of criteria for admission
employed by institutions (Sedlacek and Webster 1978). The
attitude that much had been accomplished in changing the
complexion of our college campuses was perhaps what led
to diminishing emphasis on the gtral. Although overall college
enrollments were stable in the 1970s, minority enrollments
began to drop after 1974. By the end of the decade, focus on
recruiting minorities had faded to near complacency.

Renewed Interest
As the college.going lxml of students began to diminish in
various regions of the country, concern fix:used not only on
more aggressive public relations and recruiting hut also on
maintaining existing enrollments. Frequently, minority recruit-
ment was acctmtplished only thntugh special programs or
,hrough the efforts of a special recruiter for minorities. As long
as cooperation and coordination existed among the various
offices of an institution, recruitment could be effective. Many
institutions, however, chose to bring together the previously
disparate functions of recruitment, admissions, and retention,
and presidents and chief executive officers began to realize
the king range planning impiirtance of enniliment manage-
nwnt for their institutions ( Ingersoll 1988).

In the early 1980.s, demographers began to warn of the
impact that the decline in birthrates in the white population



would have on college enrollments. At the same time, after
the 1980 Census, demographers signaled the growing pro-
portion of minorities in the general population and the
shrinking proportion on college campuses. In response, re-
cruitment took on a new face. A surplus of students no kmger
existed, and the vacuum was filled with the recruitment of
nontraditional populatkms, such as part-time students and
returning adults, and with the establishment of satellite cam-
puses (Kelly 1989).

The renewed special emphasis on all of minority educa-
tionfrom recruitment to retention, graduation, and entry
to graduate and professional schoolsis now being fueled
by a national concern for economic well-being. At individual
institutions of higher education, the concern is also very real.
As tuition costs soar, institutions are becoming more and more
aggressive in their recruitment of minorities to fill otherwise
empty seats.

Special Issues
Among the denuigraphic literature, many researchers focus
on the critical shortages apparent in science and technology
(e.g., Dix 1987; flodgkinson 1986; National Action Council
1988; Task Force 1988). Industry and government have
expressed such serious concern over the projected short-
ages of colkge graduates prepared to enter scientific fields
that it has been recognimd as a national crisis ( Econo-
mist 1990a; Naishitt and Aburdene 1989), drawing attendon
to the severe underpreparedness of sdux )I students in
mathematics and science, especially among minorities and
women ( National Research Council 1989). In higher educa
tion, institutkms have begun to respond with incentives like
partial or complete scholarships and special programs de
signed to attract students to these curricAla. Recruiters are
especially interested in studems who are a!ready prepared
and who plan to enter these fields. One popillatkm that has
been targeted to fill the vc)id is Asian.Americans (11tx.lgkinsc)n
1986). Indeed, a stereotype has emerged porraying Asian
American students as gifted, especially in math and science,
valuing education. and having strong support thim their filM
ales (1fsia and liirano Nakmishi 1988). Given the shortages
in science and technokNy. and as a result of this positive
image, some institutions have aggressively sought this

vulat
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In recent years, two significant isStles concerning the Asian
community have surfaced. One is the distinction that has
emerged between the application of the term:racial minor-
ity," which includes Asian.Americans, and "underrepresented
minority," which does not. In higher education, the propor-
tion of Asian.American students actually exceeds the propor-
tion of AsianAmericans in the general society, and, as a result,
sonic writers have questioned the need to include that group,
even though it is a racial minority (Pemberton 1988; Ross
1986). It is clear, however, that certain subgroups of Asian-

Americans, such as Southcast Asians and Filipinos, in fact
are not represented in higher education equal to their num-
bers in the population as a whole and are frequently eco .
mimically and academically disadvantaged (Hsia and Hirano.
Nakanishi 1988).

The second issue, also stemming from a high degree of
participation in higher education, is the question of restricted
enrollments, or quotas (Reynolds 1988; Suzuki 1989). In the
interest of achieving a more "substantively, culturally, racially,
and ethnically diverse" student lx)dy (Iloachlander and Brown
1989, p. 11), colleges and universities have moved away from
using strict meritocratic admissions criteria based on high
school grades and test scores to including sublective and non .
academic criteria. Authors argue that these policies are dis
criminatory in that they limit MianAmericans' access to high .

quality educatitin and that they result from a manifestation
of an antiAsian bias (Reynolds 1988; Wang 1988). Asian-
American high schtx)1 students commonly maintain above
average grades and rank in class and score among the highest
on standardimd achievement tests (Hsia and Hirano-Nalmnishi
1988). It is argued they shouki be admitted hetbre others Who
have exhibited loiss academic achievement, without consid-
eration of more suhjective measures (Farrell 19891 fisia and
I iirano Nakanishi 1988; Reynolds 1988; Wang 1988).

0



DEMOGRAPHICS AND DIVERSITY: What Colleges Should Know

Concern over the faltering pace of minorities' advancement
in society in general and in education in particular has been
expressed in recent years with conviction and eloquence.
According to practically every measure of participation and
well-being in our society, in education as well IS In general
prosperity, disparities persist between minority and non
minority people (Fmk H. Rhodes, cited in American Council
on Education 1988, p. Individual institutions of higher
education have a responsibility, to themselves as members
of the academy and ultimately to the society it serves, to know
and understand the realities that obstruct a growing rgment
of our population from full participation. The statistics in this
section provide the thundation for examining the social, eco .
nomic, and educational conditk)ns concerning people of color
in the United States as we enter the 1990s .

Population Trends, Socioeconomic Status,
And Geographic Distribution

During the past 20 years, the proportion of minorities in the
general population has increased so sharply as to "ensure
future changes in the population balance between Anglo.
Americans and minorities" (Oxford Analvtica 1986, p. 35).

This change is largely the result of two factors: immigration
and higher birthrates. Immigration is higher than at any time
since before 1920 (Rolm/ 1985).

Amerkan immigration continues to flow at a rate un-
known elveubere in the uvrld. ultb 5percent of
tbe u.orkts population, takes about 50 percent of its inter-
national migrants, not counting refugees (Oxford Analytica
1986, p. 20).

Because most immigrants who have arrived in the United
States since 1970 ( 77 iwrcent by the end of the 1970.$) have
been people of color ( Oxford Amtlylka 1986, p. 21), immi
gration is a significant factor in the discussion of minorities
in higher education. Immigration is changing the racial fbric
of the United States. In the 1950s, Ana 50 percent of U.s.
immigrants came from Europe. During the 1970.s, only 18 per
cent came from Europe, while more than 33 percent came
from Asia and 30 percent &inn latin American countries
(14)1wy 1985). Immigration phenomena vary kir the two
groups relevant to this review, Asians/Pacific Islanders and
Ilispanics.

By 2000,
racial and
ethnk
minorities uW
make up
nearly
30 percent
of the U.S.
population
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Birthrates within the AfricanAmerican and Hispanic pop-
ulations are higher than in the white community. A summary
of the size of population groups by race and ethnicity in 1980
and projected into 1990 and 2000 appears in table 1, indicat-
ing the growth expected in the minority populations. By 2000,
racial and ethnic minorities will make up nearly 30 percent
of the U.S. population.

TABLE 1

U.S. POPULATION BY RACE AND ETHNICITY
(Percent)

1980 1990 2000
Projecwd

"Ibtal Population (Millions) 226.5 250.4 268.3
Hispanics 6.4% 7.9% 11.7%
African.Americans 11.7 12.5 13.4

Asians/Pacific Islanders 1.5 2.6 3.7
American Indians/Native Alaskans 0.6
Whites 80.1 76.2 73.2

Figures for 1980 for ubites arrived at by subtracting "mber races"; projections
for IWO and 2000 for uktes arrived at by subtractitw "Vankb origin."
Columns of pnyeaed figures include estimaws from different sources and
do not Mai /W.

:= Not available

Sources: [Isla and Hirano Nakanishi 1989; Mingle 1987; 11.5. Bureau of the
Census 19814 19801,, 1980. c

The general decline in the number of schtml.age children
that is expected to continue through the middle of this decade
is not eveuly reflected in all parts of the country. Because
regional demographics vary, national figures can often mask
major differences in states. From 1970 to 1980, public scluxA
enrollments decreaied 13 percent nationwide. But in 12 Sun-
belt states, enrollments increased, while many Frostbelt states
decreased up to 25 percent (H(dgkinson 1983, 1986).

The high-growth states are also those with the lowest levels
of high school retention: 'fi) a significant extent, students in
these states are poor, handicapped, and of minority back-
grounds, and speak limited English ( Hodgkinson 1986). In
other words, those states with the higher rates of high school
retentkm will continue to experience diminishing numbers
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of students, while the states with the poorest recordsthose
with high numbers of minorities, including students whose
English Is limitedwill see bigger and bigger class sizes (see
table 2).

TABLE 2

PROJECTED POPULATION OF 18- TO 24-YEAR-OLDS
(000s)

Region 1990 2000
New England 1,369 1,185

Mideast 4,391 3,829

Sowheast 6.344 6,238
theat lakes .4,362 3,852

Plains 1,748 1,681

Southwest 2,672 2,81,4

Rocky Mountains 781 858
Kir West 4,08O 4,32i

SOUrtr- AlilerliVO C44111411 on EdUcUllull 1989.

Regardless of student population, however, differential kl
tihty ensures that the proportion of minority students in U.S.
elenwntaty sclumls will continue to grow. By the mid-1980s,
"each of our 24 largest city sch(x)1 systems lhad1 a 'minority
mal(Wity, land about! 27 percent of all public sclumi students
in the t LS. 'came from racial and ethnic1 minorities" (11(4;
kinsim 1986, p. 9).

The st)ciot.c(monik. status of minorities in the t 'lifted States
is subsuntially I( Aver than that of whites, as measured by sev
eral different factors. Median family income (discussed in
detail for each ethnic group later in the section ) is signal
cantly It mer ft w African Americans and I iispaMcs, and the per
ventage of families living in pmeny is several times higher.
Families headed by a single k.mak. are three times more likely
to live in poverty than are all families, and many more African
American and Ilispanic fitmilies are headed by women al( me.
The m()st powerful statistic of all, however and the one that
perhaps has the gr ect imptin for educattirs --is that the sin
Age lamest group poor pople in ihe 11nite1 Vales is children.
Nearly 20 percent of all American children live below the pov
erty level (see figure 1): 14 percent of white children, 36 per
cent of Ilispanic children, and 3 percent of African American
children ( (1.S. Bureau of the Census 199(k ). Yet IN werty rates

kvcriuting c.4 )/104(' AI/multi. students /7
,)
t) Ay,



decrease dramatically as years of school completed increa.se.The poverty tate in 1989 was nearly 20 percent for house-holders who had not completed high school, less than 9 per-cent for high school graduates without college, and under4 percent tbr those with one or more years of college (U.S.Bureau of the Census 1990c).

100

FIGURE 1
PERCENT OF CHIIDREN IN POVERTY IN 1989,

BY RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUP

20

Whke Maw* AfricanAmeritan
RACIALJETUNIC GROUP

.suurt t I S Burcuu (lithe Unstis I994k.

Rept wting on data from the early part of the 1980s, analystshave indicated two malor trends affecting the geographic dis-tribution of t S. population in the 1990s: ( 1) the move awayfrom the Northeast and North Central states to the Stitnh andthe West; and (2 ) the move away from city centers to outersuburban and rural area.s. in 1980, "for the first time in thehist( wy of the republic, the goigraphical center (if the pop .ukition crossed the Mississippi" ( Oxford Analytica 1986, p.42). This new migration notwithstanding. the East remains(iur nit st densely populated area: 80 percent of the t I.S. pop-ulation resides in the elstern half of the c(itintry (11(idgkinson 1980 ).
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The African-American community
AfricanAmericans represent an increasing proportion of the
population, hilt unemployment is higher for this group.
especially among youth, than for any other group.
Well over half of AfricanAmerican children live with their
mothers only, and 54 percent of families headed by African-

American women with children under 18 years old live

bekiw the poverty level.
Over half of all African.Americans lived in the South in 1980,
and 81 percent lived in metropolitan areas.

Population trends. Although the fertility rate for African-

Americans has fallen since the 1950s ( OxfordAnalytica 1986),
it remains higher than that of the white community, and, as

gamp, African.Americans represent an increasing proportion
of the populatkm. In 1980, the total fertility rate (1111) for
AfricanAmericans was 2.3, compared to 1.7 for whites. (A

sustained TIN of about 2.1 is necessary to replace popula-
tion. U.S. TR has been below this level since 1971.) Though

the number of African-Americans is increasing, circumstances
deleterious to their greater si)cial mobility continue to
plague them.

Socioeconomic status. In 1989, median income was lower
and unemployment was higher among African-Americans than

for whites, Asians, or liispanics (s,.N.! figure 2). Median family

income tor African Americans was $20,200, compared to
$34,200 overall (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1990a), and unem
ph Tment was 11.4 percent, more than twice that of the total
population (U.S. Dev t. of labor 1990a). Despite the gains
made by some, African Americans as a group are more likely

to be unemployed tiiday than a generation ago (Robey 1985).

The unemployment gap between African American youths

and white youths was more Man 20 percentage points in 1983,

when nearly So percent of African Americans between 16 and
19 years of age were unempk wed. CA insidering that this age

group accounts for a larger p(irtk in of the total African

American populati(in than white youths do of the white pop

Wad( in, the evident effed is that much more 5( bering ( itobey

1985). Thirty percent of African Amerkan families lived in
poverty in 1989 (I'S Bureau of the Census 19900
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FIGURE 2

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME IN 1989,
BY RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUP

Mike African- Hispanic Merriam Asian.
American Indian American

RACIAL/ETHNIC GROUP
Nuurtv; '.5. Bureau ul th cvnsus 19901

In terms of its relation to s(x.iocconomic status and uhi-
mately to educational opportunity, one of the most compel
ling realities affecting AfricanAmericans is the fact that so
many familiesmore than three tinws as many African-
American (44 percent) as white ( 13 percent)arc headed
sokly by women ( VS. Bureau of the Census 1990c). (Ilw
maj( rity of African.American children-58 percent in 1984--
live with their mother only IRobey 1985).) Because women
c(intinue to earn less than men th) and single-parent families
are more likely to live in poverty, the prevalence of this eii .
cumstance has devasuing impliotk ins. In 1989, 54 percent
of families headed i-ry African Amerkan women with children
under 18 years oki had incomes beknv the poverty level (
Bureau of the Census 1990c) (see also figure 3 ).

Geographic distribution. kw African Americans, migration
stems liont the South, and their nu wement (nit of the South
continued in increasing numbers until the 1970s. By the end
of that Lkcade, African Amerkans started to move back to the
stnith again, perhaps lwcause of changing attitudes there after
the Civil Rights movement and perhaps because of the general

vulat ion shift ui the St nith and West ( R()bey 1985 ). Of the
nuarly 26.5 million African Americans ct mined in the 1980
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FIGURE 3

PERCENTAGE LIVING IN POVERTY IN 1989,

BY RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUP
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Census, 53 percent lived in the South, 20 percent lived in the

North Central states, 18.2 percent lived in the Northeast, and

8.7 percou lived in the West.
African Americans have traditiinially lived either in tlw rural

South or in large city centers. Along with the trend for the gen

eral population, the number of AfricanAnwricans living in

the inner cities declined somewhat ( from ()0 percent to 58

percent iietween 1970 and 1980, and theist. living in city sub

urbs increased percent. African Anwricans are not moving

as far away as whites, who are going to the outer suburbs and

small towns, hut they are settling in the -low income inner

suburbs" ( Robe)' 1985, p. 1.191. Consequently. Affican

Americans are Iwo uning a larger port k in not ()illy of central

city resklents but also of nwtrt ipolitv.n residents. Eighty one

percent of African Americans mak,: their home in the metnip

olis. ln many major cities, such as Washingtt H, D.C.. Atlanta.

Detn)it, Whin Memphis. and St Louis, they are or stxm

will be a maitirity.

be Hispanic community
In the past decade, the number of Ilispanics has increased

dramatically in the I 'nited Stall's; hy 2(XX), they are expected

to constitute nearly 1 2 inlvoll of the populathm.

6.*
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The sockwconomic characteristics of Chicanos, Puerto
Ricans, Cubans, and Central and South Americans vary sub.
stantially, and these differences are reflected in the degree
of social integration and participation of each group in
American society. Among Hispanics, Puerto Ricans have the
lowest and Cuban.Americans the highest median incomes.
Because of migration patterns, more Puerto Rican families
.are headed by women in the United States than are other
Hispanic families, and the median income for these families
is considerably kmer than for families headed by women
generally.
Of Hispanic women heading households with children
under 18 years old, 58 percent live below the poverty level.
Hispanics reside mainly in cities and cluster regionally
according to nationality: Must Mexican.Americans live in
California and TOMS, the malority of Cubans live in Florida,
and Puerto Ricans live mainly in New York.

Population trends. Although the 1990 Census provides a
breakdown of Hispanic subgroups, previous data collections
do not. 1.Intil this time, the prevailing form of reference has
therefore been to the Hispanic population in the aggregate.
Between 1980 and 1988, the Hispanic population increased
34 percent, compared to 7 percent for non-Hispanics. About
half of this growth resulted from natural increase ( Word
Ana)lica 1986). According to U.S. data, a 38 percent differ
ence in births per 1,((X)%vomen exists between Hispanic (94
per 1,000) and non-Hispanic (68 per 1,000) women (1.!.S.
Bureau of the Cen.sus 1989). "The age of the average Hispanic
female is almost a decade younger than her white counterpart.
With no increase in the fertility rate, Hispanics will increase
their numbers of young Hispanic females" (Ilodgkinson
1986, p. 9).

The remaining increase in the I lispanic population is the
result of immigration. It is projected that "immigration and
high Ilispanic fertility will ihange Amerk.a's racial and cultural
composition, putting white non I iispanics in a minority in
sow states early in die next century" (Ox(ird/Ina/Wu 1986,pp. 11 12 ) I't )N1:114)11 pn)jectit ins indicate a yearly growth
rate of 4." percent. declining to 3.5 percent, rvsulting primarily
al first fr(mi immigration and tlwn fr.( im natural increase.
Based on these rates, it is projected that the I lispanic pop



ulation will exceed the AfricanAmerican population in the
early part of the next century (Oxford Analytka 1986, p. 37).

The major Hispanic subgroups include Chicanos (67 per-

cent), Puerto Ricans (12.7 percent, not Including the 1.5 mil.
lion Puerto Ricans living in POerto Rico), Central and South
Americans (11.5 percent), and Cubans (5.3 percent). The
remainder of the Hispanic population was counted in the
1980 Census as "other Hispanic," In terms of factors as sig.
nificant as economic status, ability to speak English, family

life, and demographic characteristics, the people of these four

groups differ sulmtantially. Although not much disaggregated
data exist regarding Hispanics, some facts are available. The
median age, for example, varies according to subgroup: For
Mexican.Americans it is 21,9 years, compared to 30 years for

Anwricans in general. More than one-third of both Mexican-
Americans and Puerto Ricans are under age 15, compared to
one-fourth of all Americans. This fact is significant because
Mexican-Americans have a higher fertility rate than Hispanics
in general. Cuban-Americans, on the other hand, have a
median age of 38, and only 16 percent are under age 15, while

12 iwrcem are 65 or older (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1980a).

Socioeconomic status. Because of different migration pat .

terns, the family structure of Puerto Ricans varies from that
of other Hispanics. More Puerto Rican women find work and
reside in the United States than do men: 35 percent of all

Puerto Rican families in the t Inited States are maintained
solely by wtnen, compared to 15 percent of Cuban and 16

percent of Chicano families ( Robey 1985). In 1989, 23 percent

of all Hispanic families were headed solely by women. Of
those with children under 18 years old, 58 percent lived

below tile werty level.
11w medim family inctime for Iiispanics in 1989 was much

lower than fin. all t IN families -$23,400, ccnnpared to $34.200

(U.s. Bureau of Ow Census 1990a). Inctnne varied signifi
cantly. howevc , depending on ilispanic subgroup. Figure's
fin' one year earlier, 1988, indicate that median ino mie fin.

Cubans was $26.90). for Central and South Americans $23,70),
for Mexican Americans $21.000. and for Puerto Ricans $19,000

(t T.S. Bureau of the Census 1990a). t 1nemploynwnt rates cur-

respc niik.d, in that Puerto Ricans and Chicanos were unem
plc )yed at the highest rates (9.1 and 8.5. respectively, in 1989 ),

Rik rusting Colkge .1 hit ono. Mudelas
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while the Cuban and Central and South American rates were
closer to 6 percent. These figures compare to 5.3 percent for
the total U.S. population (U.S. Dept. of lab)r 1990a). The per.
centages of families living below the pmerty level also varied,
although all were higher than for the general population: 31
percent of Puerto Ricans, 24 percent of Mexican.Americans,
and 16 percent of Cubans and Central and South Americans
lived in poverty in 1989, compared to 12.8 percent of all
Americans (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1990b).

Geographic distribution. Even more than African.
Americans, Ilispanics live in cities, but the number of cities
in which they are concentrated is fewer because they also con-
gregate according to ethnic origin. California, Texas, and New
York akme are home to 60 percent of the nation's Hispanic
population. Three out of four Mexican.Americans live in Cal-
ifornia or Texas, 50 percent of Puerto Ricans live in New Thrk
(43 percent in New York City), and two out of three Cubans
live in Florida (over 50 percent in the Miami metropolitan
area). On the other hand, in much of the country Hispanics
are rare: In 34 states, Hispanics make up less than 2 percent
of the population. In major cities like Miami, Los Angeles, San
Antonio, and New York, Hispanics make up, if not a majority,
then a significant portion of the population. Metropolitan
areas like Chicago, Houston, and San Prancisco-Oakland
count 350,000 to 600,000 Hispanics. In seven other metro.

Akan arem, I lispanics number at lea.st 250,000 (Robey
1)85).

The Askw and Pacific Islander commurities
By 1900, the largest Asian and Pacific Island subgroups were
expected to he, in order, Filipinos, Chinese, and Southeast
Asians.

Although Asian Americans are considered nikklle da,ss in
general. the mvii>economic status of the many Asian sub
populations actually varies enormously: southeast Asians,
the third largest group, averaged 50 percent living at poverty
level in 1980, and 35 percent of all those in poverty were
Vietnamese.
The majority of Asian Americans reside in the West, but large

irti()Ils of some subpopulatkMS are concentrated in other
regions of the country, such as the Nit wtheast and the South-
east. AlimIst all Atiian Arnericans live in MeV( pc thtan areas.
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Population trends. From 1971 to 1980, Asian immigratkm

totakd about 1.6 million, and from 1981 to 1988, 1.75 million

(Hsia and Hirano-Nakanishi 1989.). During the 1980s, Asians

were the largest group of immigrants: A greater number of
Asian immigrants came to the United States during the 1980s

than were counted in the 1970 Census. These figures do not

include over 500,000 refugees from Southeast Asia but do

include Asian Indian immigrants, who previously had not

been included in the Asian category. In the 1980 Census, 62

percent ()111.8. Asians reported they were born elsewhere;

their differing countries of origin arc changing the face of the

Asian-American community. Within the Asian population, the

Chinese constituted 23.4 percent in 1980, folkmed by Filipi

nos (22.6 percent) and,fapanese (20.7 percent ). Koreans

made up 10.3 percent of all Asians (U.S. Bureau ot' the Census

1980b). By 1990, however, Filipinos were projected to be the

largest Asian.American grow, folk wed by Chinese and S(Rith.

east Asians, who were expected to number more than I mil.

lion (11sla and HiranaNakanishi 1989). 'Me Pacific Islander

population is about 7 percent of the Asian and Pacific Islander

gnmp, and ( wer two-thirds come from Hawaii. The median

age for both Asian.Americaim (28.1.0 and Pacific Islanders

(231 ) is younger than Ibr all Anwricans (30).

Socioeconomic status. The nwdian fitmily income of Asians

and Pacific Islanders was $40,40(1, compared with the natmnal

mediati of $34,200 ( U.S. Bureau of the Census 1990a). Mi we

detailed data are not available for 1989, but fact( ws reported

in 1982 based on the 1980 Census reveal that while

was higher aiming Asian Americans than I( w the general pop

ulation ($22,700 compared to $19,900), the proportion ( 1 fam.

ilies with three or !mire w(wkers was also higher, 17 percent

cotupared to 13 percent (U.S. Bureau cif the Census 1980b).

In 1980, vast ditkrences also existed in socioeconomic status

in the Asian 'Pacific Island community. More than (Hie third

of those in poverty (35 percent ) were Vietnamese; in fall.

S )(Rheas! Asians as a group averaged over SO percent living

at poverty level. For Slum uns, the rate was also high, 29.5 per

cent, 'these figures compare to 7 percent fiw the Japanese and

Filipini Is (1 !.S. Bureau of the Census 19801)).

Geographic distribution. Similar to the oilier min( witics

described thus far. Asian Americans cluster in urixul areas and

Ret rulling Collegy Audenis .15
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are about equally divided between central cities and their sub-
urbs (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1980b). And, like Hispanics,
Asians and Pacific Islanders congregate according to their eth-
nicity. Data from the 1980 Census indicate that over 80 per-
cent ofJapanese, 69 percent of Filipinos, and 53 percent of
Chinese lived in the West and that proportionately more Asian
Indians (34 percent) and Chinese (27 percent) lived in the
Northeast than Asian-Americans in general (17 percent).
Southeast Asians are found mostly in Texati, Louisiana,
Northern Virginia, and California, where twothirds live
(Kobey 1985)-

For Asian Americans as a group, 56 percent live in the West.
California (35 percem), Hawaii (19 percent), and New York
(9 percent) contain 60 percent of Asian-Americans. Illinois,
Newjersey, limas, and Washington have Asian-American pop-
ulations of 100,000 or more.

Tbe American Indian community
The American Indian community is comparatively young
and has more children than Americans in general.
lhe large majority of American Indians do not live on reser-
vations; in fact, MOtit live in urban areas.
While about half of all American Indians live in the West,
every state contains American Indian communities. Many
American Indians also live in the South and Midwest.
Median income of American Indians is comparable to that
of At'rican.Americans and mast Hispanics, which is about
40 percent less than the median income for whites.
CAmipared to Americans in general, more than twice as many
American Indians lived below the poverty level in 1980.

Population trends. The 1980 Census counted Li million
American Indians, abt mt 0.5 percent of the overall population.
The American Indian population is young, with 44 percent
under 20 years of age, compared to 32 percent ot' Americans
as a whole. Only 8 percent were 60 years or older, which is
half the proponk in for all Americans. lhe median age of
American Indians was 22.9 years in 1980, considerably
younger than the t T.S. median age ( 30). At the same time,
Amerkan Indians have higher fertility rates than the national
norm. In 1980, kout two-third.s of all American Indian fam
ilies had children under 18, compared to (me bailor I .s. fam

ies in genentl ( L '.S. Bureau or the Census 198(k.).



About 500 American Indian tribes and hands were identified

in the 1980 Census; about 90 percent of them, however, had

populations of less than 10,000. The tribcs with the largest
populations (from about 160,000 to 235,000) were the Cher-

okee and Navajo, which together accounted for 27 percent

of the entire Indian population. Other larger tribes included

the Sioux (5 percent), Chippewa (5 percent), and Choctaw

(4 percent) (U.S. Bureau of the Census 19800.

Socioeconomic status. Median family income in 1989 for
American Indians was much lower than for the nation as a
whole, $20,000 compared to the U.S. median of $34,200 (U.S.

Bureau of the Census 1990a). Like the case of Mian.
Americans, the most recent detailed information available
regarding American Indians is based on the 1980 Census.

About one- fourth of all Indian families were maintained by

women alone, and their median income in 1980 was $7,200,

about 72 percent of the median tbr all American families

headed by women ($9,960). The proportion of American Indi

ans living below the official poverty level in 1980 was more
than twice as high as that of the general population, about

28 percent of all American Indians compared to 12 percent

of Americans in general (U.S. Bureau of the Census 198(c ).

Geographic distribution. One third of the American Indian
population live on reservations (25 percent) and in the his

tonic areas of Oklahoma ( timer reservations without estab-

lished boundaries) (9 percent ). While American Indians live

in every state in the country, they are largely concentrated

in the West, where almost 50 percent live in California, Okla
homa, AriAma, and New Mexico. The Nonh Central regkni

of the country is home to another near:y 20 percent. Of the

75 percent of Indians who live ott the reservations, over 50

percent live in urban areas. Of the 10 states with the largest

Indian populatit m, only Michigan. North Carolina, and New

York are east of the Mississippi River. About 27 percent of the

American Indian population is in the South, 18 percent in the

Midwest, and 6 percent in the Northeast WS. Bureau of the

Census 198(c).

The Educational Profile of Ethnic and Racial Minorities
At virtually all transitk in pc iints ;thing the educatk ifl ointin
uuni, dispnip( rt k inately large numbers of mint wities are

11111111111111111
At virtually all
transition
points along
the education
continuum,
disProllor-
donate& large
numben of
minorities are
lost, I IP
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lostat completion of high school, entry to college, COM-
pletion of college, entry to graduate or professional school,
and completion of gmduate or profemional school (Astin et
al. 1982). This reality, within the context of the changing
demographics of the country, poses a singular challenge to
education.

The size of the cohort of high school graduates will con-
tinue to decline until 1998 (Hodgkinson 1983) as a result of
the decline in birthrates after 1964 in the white middle class.
iigher birthrates among minorities, however, have meant

that minority populations will continue to make up an increas-
ing proportion of college-age, 'f not college-ready, students.
Further, the shrinking SIM of the college-age population is
not uniform across the country: As a result of immigration
and migration, the birthrate is rising in the Sunbelt states
while declining in the North, indicating that higher education
enrollments will continue to expand in one part of the coun-
try as they constrict in the other.

Most of the disparities :9 education affect all the ethnic and
racial minority groups in general. Because disparities could
be more or less severe for each group at different levels of
education, however, it is useful to consider the participation
and completion statistics tbr each group, organized by level
of education rather than by racial and ethnic group. '11te fol-
lowing sections theretbre discuss the rate of participation and
compktkin for African-Americans, Hispanics, Asian-Americans,
and American Indians (where available) relative to the rate

nonminorities for each educational level film) high school
through graduation from fmr-year college. Where available,
trends in the rate at which each group obtains baccalaureate
and advanced degrees and educational statistics comparing
the public and private sectors are discussed.

High school completion
Each minority group exhibits important variations in high
school completion rates ctmipared to the white population.
Ilundreds of tables have been compiled on topics ranging
fr im demographk-s to economic and ennillment trends to
institutional finance and student akl (see, e.g., American
( ouncil on Education 1989 ).11.5. Census data on high school
cc n'oplei ion rates frtml 1974 to 1986 tell a discouraging sttny.
After 12 years, and with almost as many setbacks S gains, high
sclu )ol complo ion rates for I lispanics and African Americans
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are still much lower than the rate for the majority, especially
when they are measured for students 18 and 19 years old, In
this category, the difference in high sdiool completion
between African.Americans and whites is more than 11 per-
centage points (76.6 percent for whites and 65 percent for
African.Americans) and between Hispanics and whites is
almost 22 points (only 54.7 percent of t lispanics). By age 24,
when 85,4 percent of whites have completed high school,
the gap narrows to about 4 points Llifference between whites
and African Americans, but between Hispanics and whites it
increases to almost 24 points, fiw only 61.6 percent of Ills-
panics in this age group have completed school (American
Council on Education 1989).

In the two years after 1986, high school completion de
creased for both groups (Carter and Wilson 1989). In 1988,
African.Americans aged 18 to 24 climpleted 14th schtx)1 at
a rate of 75,1 perc-ot (82.3 percent fiir whites), compared
to 76.4 percent two years earlier. Despite the continuing dis
parity, htmever, until 1987 the high schm)ol completion rate
for African Americans was imprt wing slowly but steadily. Et ir
Ilispanics, tlw number of high school dropouts is disconcert
ing. In 1988, only 55.2 percent of 18 to 24 year okls had fin
ished high school, 4.7 percent fewer than in 1986 (see figure
4). Although rates have fluctuated, readiing a high of 62.8 in
1985, the.mt)st recent (1988) high schtx dripitit rate fin.
Hispanics is even lower than it was in 1976. "l'he real school
dn)pout rate for I lispanics is much higher than has been cal
culated, luiwever, as a large numlwr of Ilispanic children
never readi ninth grade and are therefi not counted in tlw
high sdusil attrition statistics (Fernandez 1989 1.

For Anwrican Indians, dropping out of high schoi )1 is also
a serious problem. 11w dropout rate for Anwrican Indians
35.5 percent is simikir to that for African Americans. While
American Indians represent 3.1 percent of all &tit-Knits, they
account for only 0.9 percent of all elementary and secondary
students. Most American Indian students ( 82 percent ) attend
state run public schtiols, while I I percent are in scln
funded by the Buremi of Indian Affairs and 7 percent attend
private ( Many of them missionary) schools near reservatim HIS
(O'Brien lt)90).

Contrary to the situation hi w Amerkan Indians. I lispanics,
and African Americans. when viewed as a single group, A.sian
Antericans stay in sclii s 4: Ill the 1980 I ligh Sdk x )1 and

Ro. rioting (.()Ilegc .19



FIGURE 4

HIGH SCHOOL COMPLETION RATE FOR
18- TO 24-YEAR-OLDS,

1976 VERSUS 1988

African American Hispanic

RACIAL/ETHNIC GROUP

Sourco American Council on Education 19/49.

White

Beyond (FMB) survey, the Asian-American group had the
lowest high school dropout rate, the highest grade point aver-
ages (GPM), the largest percentage of high school graduates
who went directly to college, and the highest persistence rate
at two-year colleges of any group, including whites (Hsia and
lirano-Nakanishi 1989). These achievements have been attrib-

uted to, among other things, a shared value among Asian-
Americans in general of education, which is Issociated with
status and respect and has long been considered a vehicle
Itir social mobility (Hsia and HiranoNakanishi 1989). The
sample used in the H88:B survey, however, did not allow for
analysis by subgroups. Any differences among the various pop-
ulations, therefore, would not be evident. While Pacific Island.
ers are frequently grouped together with Asians, some re-
searchers maintain that their (Pacific Islander) situation in
higher education is closer to that of other minorities ( Bag&
sao 1989 ).

Other literature refers to state reports that Asian immigrant:.
and refugees, especially thtise in the It Aver sock iectinomic

4



strata, are burdened by culture shock, limited English, and,
in some cases, "a high incidence of violence and preludice
directed against (themi" (Tokuyama 1989, p. 69). Southeast

Asians are reported t) he falling into the at.risk category, with

many not completing high school Clbkuyama 1989).'

Undergraduate participation
In absolute numbers, data from the National Center tbr Edu-

cation Statistics indicate increases in 1988 college enrollment

over 1976 for every ethnic and racial category. Nationally, col-
lege enrollment increased 13 percent tbr whites, 9 percent
for African-Americans, 77 percent tbr Hispanics, 151 percent

for Asian.Americans, and 22 percent for American Indians.

More minorities are going to college, especially Asian
Americans and Hispanics. But given the variation in factors

like population growth, the size of different age groups, and

high school completion rates from one group to another.

interpreting the significance of these numbers is complex.

For example, over the same 12.year period, the nunther
of 18. to 24-yearold whites decreased K percent while high
school completion rates remained the same. Yet, despite the

smaller population, ciillege participatkm increased 5 percent

age points (.see figure 5). Among African.Americans, however,
the populatkm in this age group increased 7.6 percent, high
sclux)1 graduation almost K percent. But out of this bigger
population, a greater percentage of whom were high sell(

graduates, a smaller proportion (5 percentage points fewer)

enrolled in college. Among liispanics, the same phenomenon

is even more profit ninced. The 18. to 24.year.old population
increased fully 70 percent while high school completion
stayed the sanw. Yet the percentage enrolling in college of
this much bigger pc Tulatkm, consisting of the same p rOpc

tion of high sell( graduates, also decreased 5 ivrceniage
points (Carter and Wilson 1989). While the overall increases

I. NI( all 01 the 211 ethnit Ries that comprise the Asian and Pacifit

Iskind community Ilave ILIt,l lhe smile eXperiences in the I 'lifted States, nor

do they !kite the sante degree nt etiticationaI attainment. Vor exan iple. the

percent of 25 year I ilds with a high sehtiol or college education was higher

hir live (it the six Asian groups cininted in the PM Census than for the 3%11

age I '.5 with the exceptit in 011ie Viehuthese (:msethitently,
although aggregate figures pri wide an imp( irtant twemew timid., Ii r Asimis

and Pacific Islanders as a whole, the Aross munlyrs t all illISClIre a less npl

Mist lc reality kir tvriain stihgrt mils, especially Filipuit is. Nitithea.st Asians,

and tither refugee grimm

Reeri filing Cothge .11m(wit)' .Niudenis
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in the number of minorities enrolled in college reflect impor-
tant advances, they must be considered in light of the changes
in demographics. These data concerning thc same 12-year
perkxl seem to indicate that the nunther of 18- to 24-year-
old African-Americans and Hispanics enrolling in college has
increased. The number who do not enroll has increased even
more, however.

FIGURE 5

COLLEGE ENROLLMENT FOR 18- TO 24-YEAR-OLDS,
1976 VERSUS 1988

111976

01988
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RACIAL/ETHNIC GROUP

Anwrit3n EdUtiat >n I Li59.

White

The college going nite of young mint wit y men in particular
ko dropped significantly in recent years. College enrollments
amt mg 18 to 24 year old white men have increased 4 per
centage points since 1976, toll liule wer 39 percent, but
among African Amerkan men in the sanw age gn kip, they
decreased tinge than In iwrcentage pomts, to 25 percent.
Aniong 11ispanic men, An )st 31 percent of 18 to 24 year
olds wvre eimilled in Lollege in I 988, down mi we than 8 per
centage points frtgu 12 years earlier (Carter and Wilson 1989).

The difference in college participation between men and
women varies tin. different populations. Iiistorically. more
Ilispanic women graduate in high school than men. A



smaller percentage, however, enroll in college. The gap
between men and women within the 18- to 24-yearold group
in the 12 years kom 1976 to 1988 has closed from a difference
of almost 7 percentage points to about I point, but not
because a greater proportion of women in this age group
enrolled in college; it is the result Instead of the relative
decrease thr men in the same age group (Carter and Wilson
1989). In absolute numbers of I lispanics enrolled in colkge,
however, including all age groups, the number of Hispanic
women grew 112 percent, compared to 48 percent for His-

panic men over the 12.year period ( U.S. Dept. of Education
1989, updated 1990).

In the AliicanAmerican community, the situation is a little
differou, but the general outcome in terms of gains for young
women is the same. In the 18. to 24 year-okl group, although
a larger percentage of African American women traditionally
graduate fmm high sch(xd, 12 years ago a larger percentage
of male high sch(s)1 graduates went to college than female
high sch(xd graduates. This situation is now reversed; More
African-American 18- to 24.year old women enrolled in col
kge in 1988 than men. Tlw reversal, however, is the result
of the precipitous dn p in male enndlments rather than ()I'
any increase in the pn portion of female enrollnwnts. In fact,
a smaller pt.( porti()n of women in this age group enrolled
in 1988 than in 1976 ( Carter and Wilson 1989 ).

11Wo-year Institutions, I w all the minority groups and fi w
whites, the proportion Of two year enrollments has increased
in tlw past 10 years ( Dept. of I:ducat it ni 1989, updated
1990). In the 10 years between 1976 and 1986, participation
of African AmerkAns in two year Institut fi nm decreased Inno
11 percent to 10 peivent. Fur American Indians and Native
Alaskans, condiments remained %int (ally unchanged, at I per
cent. Ilispanic participation increased somewhat, from 5..t
percent to 7.2 percent, and markedly fin. Asian Americans.
from 2 percent to 4 percent (1'.5. Dept. of hlucation 1981,
1989. updated 1990

In terms of pR n-tional representat it nt, it is clear that
minorities are heavily concentrated in tw; year scht S )1s. Of
all I lispanic and American Indian students in college. the
absolute majority arc enrolled in community colleges. Amer
'can Indians have the largest concentratit nt of all minority
groups. 56.6 percent, and Ilispank-s are similarly represented.

runing .11m(071.1. miaow.%
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at 54.8 percent (bylor 1983). Compared to the enrollment
at two-year schools for white students (36 percent), African.
Americans (43.1 percent) and Mian-Americans (42 percent)
are also disproportionately represented (U.S. Dept. of Edu-
cation 1984).

Data from 194 providing a breakdown of minority par.
ticipation by full-time versus part4ime attenthmce indicate
that twoyear institutions have a larger part-time population
than full.time population: For Ilispanks, Mian-Americans,
and American Indians, about two students attend part time
for every one who attends full time, which is also the case
for whites, For African.Americans, the difference is somewhat
similler, 58 percent part time and 42 percent full time (U.S.
Dept. of Education 1984).

Four-year institutions. In fouryear colleges, where par
tidpatkm of African.Americans has always been dispropor-
tionately low relative to the size of that population overall,
participation also decreased over the sanw 10.year period.
from 8.5 percent to 7.9 percent. Hispanic participation in
creased from 2.4 percent to 3.6 percem but remains sign&
icandy underrepresentative, as does partic:pation of American
Indians and Natiw Alaskans in fouryear institutions, w-lich
remained unchanged at 0.5 iwrcent (U.S. Dept. of Education
1989, tipdated 1990).

Of students attending colkge, a larger proportion of A:dan-
Americans (58.5 percem ) and African Americans (56.9 per
cent) attended fouryear colleges in 1986. These percentages,
however, are down 1.6 percent tbr both groups from 10 years
earlier. A .4111311er pn portion of Hispanic (45.2 percent ) and
American Indim and Native Alaskms (43.3 percent ) attended
tbur year colkges. Among whites, attendance at tbuyear insti-
tutions was 63.9 percent of the college-going populatkm
()co. of Educatkm 1989. updated 1990).

College completion in four-year institutions. 11w col-
kge completion rate at tlw badwlor's level varies enormously,
&pending on race and ethnicity. According to t 1986 study
of 120)0 students, after six years of college, 1iispanic students
gradtuted at a rate of 20.4 percent and African nwricans at
23.9 percent, compared to Mian.Americans at 41.5 percem
and whites at 43.9 percent. That is, Afrk an Americans and Ills
panics in ft )ur year colleges and universities earned degrees



after six years at about half the rate of white and Asian.
American students (Porter 1989).2

Baccalaureate and advanced degrees obtained
Minorities as a group obtained more degrees at all levels in
1987 than they did in 1976, but when the data are examined
according to subgroup, certain distinctions emerge. Hispanics,
Asian.Amerkans, and American Indians made gains at all lev-
els, and women made considerably more gains than men.
But African-Americans, intim particularly the men, lost ground:
Fewer African.American men obtained degrees at any level
in 1987 than in 1976 (Carter and Wilson 1989). Front 1976
to 1987, the number of AfricanAmericans earning bachelor's
degrees fell 4.3 percent overall but 12.2 percent for men; the
number of master's degrees decreased by 31.8 percent but
by 3.1 percent for men. The number of Ph.D.s also declined
22.1 percent from 1978 to 1988, with a 46.7 percent drop
among the men. While African.American women did obtain
more degrees at the bachelor's, doctorate, and first proles
sional levels, the number of master's degrees dropped 30 per
cent among African American women between 1976 and 1987
(Carter and Wilson 1989).

While Ilispanics are still seriously underrepresented among
thtise receiving degrees.-- the percentage of I iispanic tinder
graduates ( 5.3 percent) is almost twice the percentme of
those obtaining degrees (2.7 percent )---the number of
degrees conferred to Hispanics over the period from 1976
to 1987 increased significantly (50.3 percent at the bachekw's
level and 32.9 percent at the master's level); 52.8 percent
mt we wt )men and 16.1 percent mt we men earned a degree.
For all degrees in this group, the percentage increases
occurred largely among women; however, so kw wonwn
earned advanced degrees in 1976 that even large increases
result in relatively low numbers. For example, from 1978 to
1988, 25.6 percent more I lispanics earned d000rate degrees,
75 percent more wonwn and 1.3 percent more men. In actual
numbers, lumever, 273 i1( wtorates were awarded to women,
321 to men. First prokssional degrees increased by 90.1 per
cent lin' Ilispanics, for a total of 2,051 degrees; 748 were

2 it is Am l cst ing to nt it thin nth. a !own pi ill II n of ;III slut lents I a
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awarded to women (a 356 percent increase over 11 years ear-
lier), 1,303 to men (42.4 percent more than in 1976).

The sharpest increases were among AsianAmericans, and,
in keeping with the trend, women made the greatest advances.
Between 1976 and 1987, bachelor's degrees awarded to this
group increas'ed 191.4 percent (215.3 percent among women),
master's degrees 1188 percetu (121.1 percent for women);
d000rates increased 56.9 percent between 1978 and 1988
(93 percent among women), and first professional degrees
increased 24.9 percent (306.2 percent tbr women).

For American Indians in the same 11-year period, the num-
her of degrees granted to women also increased to a great
extent. Bachelor's degrees decreased 5 percent among men
but inclosed 36.1 percent among women, master's degrees
increased 21.3 percent among men and 65.9 percent among
women, doctorates increased 51 percent for men and 42 per-
cent for women, and first professional degrees increased 12.9
percent for men but 365.4 percent for women. In this group,
htmever, the number of advanced degrees awarded is
extremely small. In 1988, 93 Lkx..torates were awarded to
American Indians.

Public sector versus private sector
Private institutions continue to have more success in retaining
and graduating students than do public institutions, hut a
rcent report Inn the National Institute of Independent Col-
leges and I Iniversities (Porter 1989) indicates that for African.
American and Ilispanic students, the advantage of the inde
pendent sector is not really much greater. In that study, the
completion rate after six years at private institutions for
African Americans and I lispanics wa.s approximately 30 per-
cent. about half the rate for whites and Asian Americans and
only a few percentage points better than file completit in rate
tt n- African Americans and 1 iispanics at public institutions after
the sante perk id of time.

The pri portion Of while students in private institutions is
greater than in public ones, altht nigh the figure has been
slowly decreasing in recent years. In 1986, white students
accounted ft w 81.3 percent t if st udentN at private institutkins,
cun.pared tu 78.8 percent at public colleges and universities,
abt+ut 3 percentage points lower in each sector from It) years
earlier. The difference has been made up by illiVatit'd enroll
omits, especially in public instit utit ins. of Asian Americans.



Hispanics, and nonresident aliens. AfricanAmerican

ipation actually decreased in both private and public colleges

since 1976. Proportionately, African mericans make up the

same part of the student population, within 0.1 percent, in

both the public and private sectors. Their representation in

the public sector, however, decreased 0.9 percent from 1976

to 1988. Hispanic enrollment in private institutions increased

kom 2 to 3.2 percent between 1976 and 1988 and from 3.9

to 5.8 percent in public colleges. AsianAmericans made up

1.4 percent of private school students in 1976 and 3.2 percent

in 1988 but increased from 1.9 to 4 percent of students in

public institutions. American Indians and Native Alaskans ac.

counted 0.4 percent of private and 0.8 percent of puhlk. stu-

dents in each year, with no change in either sector in 12 years.

Summary
Disparities persist in high school completion rates between

whites on the one hand and African.Amerk.ans, Hispank.s,

and American Indians on the other. While the gap has been

narrowing for African.Americans, Afrkan-Amerkan high school

completion rates have decreased in the past two years. The

high school completion rate for Hispanics fluctuates almost

from year to year. In the 12 years from 1976 to 1988, ilispanics

made only small gains and frequent losses The 1988 rate was

slightly kwer than that frit. 1986, and in 1988, close to half

of I lispanic 18 to 24 year okls did not have a high school
diploma. 'Me high sclu nil attrition rate is as high fin. American

Indians as for African Americans. The overwhelming majority
of American Indians attend state run publk. schoi its. As a

group, Asian Americans complete high sdiool at a higher rate

than whites. large subgroups of the Asian American connmu

nity, however, especially Southeast Asians and Filipint)s, do

not tit tlk. educational profile of other Asian subgroups.

While a growing proportion of white high school graduates

got.s on to college, the proportion ofAfrkan American and

lispanic high school graduates who go to college is shrink

ing. in 1988, the gap was even wider than it wls 12 years ear

tier. Hispanic college enrollment has increased 77 percent

overall since 1976, 112 percent among women. Neither Ins

panic nor African Anwrican 18 to 24 year old winnen are mak

ing real gains in oillege participation, however. Propirt ion

ally, fewer of these wimieif attended colkge in 1988 than

in 1976.

Recrliniii,g illiNe .111)11,riti Vudeia%
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The college-going segment of 18 to 24-year-old African-
American and Hispanic men has been declining seriously:
Only 25 percent of African-American men and 31 percent of
Hispanic men enrolled in college in 1988, compared to 39
percent of white men in that age group. This difference is 14
percentage points greater for African-Americans and 8 per-
centage points greater for Hispanics than in 1976. Compared
to whites, a much greater number of all minority groups
attend community colleges as opposed to four-year colleges.

According to a recent study, only about half the number
of I lispanics and African-Americans earned bachelor's degrees
after six years than did whites or Asian-Americans. Contrary
to the gains made by Hispanics, Asians, and American Indians
in obtaining degrees at all levels, fewer African-Americans
obtained degrees in 1987 than they did in 1976. Hispanic,
Asian-American, and American Indian women have made great
gains since 1976 in obtaining all levels of degrees, from
bachelor's through first professional. The actual numbers,
IR Avever, remain very low. African-American wmen have
made some gains in cloctorates and first professional degrees
since 1976 but only a very modest gain (1.7 percent) in bac-
calaureate degrees; the number of master's degrees obtained
by African-American women dropped considerably.

Private colleges and universities retain and graduate more
students in general th:tn public institutions. African-Americans
and Hispanics in private colleges and universities benefit only
slightly from the advantage of the private institutions in this
regard. The completion rate at private institutions for these
two groups is only a few percentage points higher than the
completion rate tbr the same groups at public colleges and
universities. The proportional representatiim of American
Indians and Native Alaskans did not increase in public or pri-
vate colleges in the 12 years from 1976 to 1988.

.



INSTITUUONAL COMMITMENT

The Role of Leadership
Leadership from the top is the driving force behind institu-

tional change. Inspiring leaders are "dynamic, flexible, and
preciseable to work with people, anticipate and accommo-

date change, and make decisions" (Fast 1977, p. 38); they

look to the future (Fantini 1981), hut "what is expected of

them . , . is that they provide institutions with leadership
appropriate to the times" (Murphy 1984, p. 443). A more eth-

nically and racially diverse campus environment begins with
the commitment to this goal by the institution's governing
board and the college president. In higher education, as in
government or industry, it is the institution's leadership that
must provide the challenge as well as the energy and the
direction to meet it. Dedicated individuals among the faculty,

staff, and administration can have a profound effect on the
lives of indMdual students, but their influence is limited to

the sphere in wHch they work. Achieving cultural diversity
through the presence on campus of people from different
backgrounds demands an institutionwide commitment
(Arvin' and Arciniega 1985; Kelly 1989; Navarro 1985). This
fundamental commitnwnt must be expressed in the institu

tion's mission statement. 'I1w development of a misskin state

ment, although (den expressed in broad terms, should
include the concepts of diversity and cultural pluralism in

a way that does not relegate them to the periphery.
The goal of bringing people of color to the campus is com

municated to the trustees, faculty, staff, and students thrinigh
the president's actions and words. It is the college president's
demonstrated personal belief in the goal of cultural pluralism
that will set the tone and send the message that minorities

are welcome (Cole 1990; Rivera 1986; Wilson 1986). FtTective
leadership requires pamion (Bennis 1990): On no issue will
passion be more necessary or effective than on the issue of
achieving a culturally diverse environment on campus.

A holistic approach to creating this environment includes
relating the functions of mintwity recruitment, admissions,
and retention with a diverse curriculum and an open, tolerant
campus ethos. 'lite tendency to view recruitment Is a separate,
isolated function at the institution is limiting, because the
institution's policies regarding admksk Ms and retention
directly affect the functk of recruiting minority students
( Leming, ikal. and Sauer 1980).

runtng C011twe inority Nni(Ienis
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Recruiting minority students to college campuses and pro .
viding the mechanisms to support their success involves no
mystery:11w basic ingredient is institutional commitment
(Christoffel 1986; Guichard and Cepeda 1986). If colleges
and universities wish to include people of color in the college
community, they need tt, set that goal as a priority and allo
cate the resources required to accomplish it (Halcon 1988).
Having said so, however, it remains clear that the matter is
not so simple. In many cases, it calls for a reordering of prior .
hies and a redistributkm of existing resources. In any com-
munity, change- -and especially social changerequires cour .
age and vision, "Effective leaders exude confidence in their
own abilities and engender confidence in others *they
lead with their eyes focused on the future, working long hours
to improve higher education in general, and stx..lety in par-
ticular" (Fisher, Thch, and Wheeler 1988, p. 19). Once the
vision has been transformed into a community goal, the insti.
tution is in a better position to develop the programs, services,
and pet vie to achieve it.

While no single measure can solve the problem of minority
undereducatkni, and higher educatkni institutions cannot and
should tun have to do it alone, nitich remains within their
purview. Own the enormous complexity of the problem,
a college's responses need to be diverse. An instittnion's com-
mitment is expressed in its support of minorities from recruit-
ment through graduation.

Recruitment in the Institutional Structure
The cdkgewide perceptkm of the importance of recruiting
minority students depends on recruitment's place in the insti
whim's organimtional structure. Because organimtional struc
tures and perceptions of the kication of p( iwer and authority
within those structures vary, it is difficult to generalize about
the (iptimum place ft w min( wily recruitment. One thing is true,
however: the more authority vested in the administration that
oversees min( nity recruitment, the more likely that the matter
will lie perceived as a priority Further, the mc we direct the
repining line to a senior administrator, the greater the per
ception that leadership is millmitted to the issue.

Institutions (if higher education have ad( ipted a variety of
approaches to recruiting minorities. The most common lotli
lit )11 fin. this function is in the admissitins office, where two
ctmllicting philost vhies have devehiped. one is the belief

411



that the responsibility kw recruiting minority students shoukl
be shared by all individuals in tlw admissions Mice, regard .
less of race or ethnicity. Supporters of this position argue that
if nonminority individuals are included in the effort, the issue
will move from being a minoritcentered concern to one
of interest to the whole college. Tlw other point of view holds
that only minority role motlels should recruit minority sm.
dents, because it has been documemed extensively that
minority students in fact respond more readily to people
with whom they can identitY (Rodriguez 1982). Accommo-
dations to these conflicting positions have been made in vary-
ing degrees.

On some college campuses, minority students arc recruited
through special minority recruitment offices, which some-
times arc stalled by a single recruiter. The extent of the insti-
tution's commitment to increasing the number of minority
students is expressed in the size and physical location of and
budget alk toted to that office. On campuses where no other
minority centers exist, the minority recruitment office often
becomes a magnet where mitutrity students congregate and
where minority concerns are addressed.

Special support prt)grams established with state and federal
funding fitr ectnunically and educatitmally disadvantaged
students have historically been involved! in recruiting minority
students. Because ktrge numbers of minority students enter
..olleges through these pn)grams, they frequently become the
sole avenue through which minority students are recruited
Commissit in on Califtirnia I983). In these cases, although

mini why students might also enter through regular admis
sions, no other special recruitment efforts are employed, and,
as a result, the huge nunther of minority students accepted
to these colleges are educatitmally disadvantaged.

In response to sikial and political pressures, many cam
poem established the etitlivak.ht of an (acc of nthu affairs

to aiklress such matters as cultural warciless and StUdent
kadership and to serve as advocates I( ir min( irity cullivrns.
Incrt.asing the presence of Minorities oil campus in mime
cases became a natural outgrimth of these offices, finmally
tit. informally.

Often no special minority recruitment exists (in L'aillpuses:
rather, min( wity students enroll through pn)grams and offices
that %vere not designed specifically l'or this purpose. In these
cases, coordinatkm and communication among the various
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offices are critical to realizing the goal of increasing the num .
ber of minority students.

The Recruhmem Team
Institutional commitment is also expressed in the moral sup-
port and financial resources given to those who will carry out
the task of recruiting minority students to the college (Com.
Illi SSW on California 1983). 13y setting the activity on center
stage and arming thaw responsible with sufficient financial
backing, the president can demonstrate the priority of the
commftment invested in this goal. On the other hand, in insti.
tutions where the responsibility rests with a single individual
and that person has no authority to create policy, institute
initiatives, or commit resources, it will be clear that nu real
institutional commitment has been made,

Among the various people participating in recruitment of
minorities, minority faculty have been central, Although most
campuses have a limited number of minority faculty, histor-
kally, because of their personal commitment to people of
color, many of these individuals have taken an interest and
been active in recruiting minority students to their colleges.
While such dedication is commendable, it has become a
double.edged sword: Mttre minority students attend c(41ege,
but voluntary personal interest frequently is tnmsformed into
an additional function they are expected to perform. Because
the activity receives little recognition or reward, the time and
enew it requires can jeopardize reappointment, tenure, and
promotion. From tlw point of view of the goal, the outcome
is limited because of the amount of time and energy faculty
can spend on the ailivity.

In aiklition to isiilated indivkluals in departments through
Out the college, dedicated faculty in academk. departments
and privams ()tiering majors, minors.concentrations, and
courses in areas like American Indian, Asian, African American,
Chicano, and Puerto Rkan studies are also directly involved
in recniiting students fin. tlwir pri)grams. Thrt nigh these
departments, faculty members can pn Aide a direct line of
entry to the college ft ir minority students.

Staff and faculty involved in special support programs that
sci ve disadvantaged students are alsi) important advocates
kir minority students' pan icipation. In some cases, in addition
to teaching in and administering the pnigrams, these people
Work cliiscly with admissiims and recruitment offices by par



ticipating in activities such as visiting schools, addressing

minority students who visit the campus, and creating and

maintaining networks in the community. Naturally, the degree

to which they are involved in recruitment depends on the

communication and coordination between the offices.

Some admissions and recruitment offices contain specific

individuals who are responsible for recruiting minority stu-

dents and who concentrate their efforts on locating and cul .

tivating potential i-wruits. This function can he full time or

part time, and it might be performed by one or twIre indi-

viduals in the office. Admissions and recruitment personnel
establish links with the minority communities (Illinois Com.

munity College Board 1986), organize crvative campus ac.

tivities of interest to minority students, provide free trans .

ponation for school students to visit the college, set up
information booths at schools and in public places, and write

brochures and other literature tailored to students of different

ethnic backgrounds (Bender and Blanco 1987; Warfie Id 1985).

All of the people discussed in this section can he effective

as individuals and as members of a tem, liven at those insti

tutkms where no formal office or specific individual has been

identified solely to recruit minority students to the college,

effective structures can be established to accomplish the gtxtl.

From a single individual to a heavily staffed administrative

office, the types of mechanisms empfiiyed to recruit mint wity

students are less important than the twed for everyone to

work as a team ( Bender and Blanco 1987). Bringing individ-

uals utgether who are resptnisible fin. and concerned Ana
minority education in commissions, committees, or task forces

is often the answer. Such gn tup.s alfitw all the constituencies

of the college to participate. creating a collegewide eflOrt and

fostering a unity of purpose.

Respecting Diversity
One of the pciints most frequently raised in the literature on

minority students is the propensity of institutfims to treat ev

eryone who is It( t white as a single group. '11w tendency to

classify all people of color in the same calm try is p(Averful,

enctturaged perhaps by the nature of the bureaucracy in

higher education and even larger institutions. Data collection,

analysis, and report writing. for example, are simpler when

fewer categories exist. The term "minority- does not represent
homt)geneous wimp, hi never. The number and variability
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of the people included in the category make the definition,
at best, imprecise.

As the campus presence of students from the larger minor-
ity groups increases, their desire to be recognized separately
intensities. In turn, the cultural identity of different national-
ities within each group emerges to claim its place in the col-
lectivity. The desire of Hispanics to be acknowledged sepa-
rately from African-Americans or Asian-Mlericans is the same
desire Chicanos feel in wanting to be acknovv:edged sepa-
rately from Cubans, Dominicans, and Colombians.

In addition to differences stemming from cultural identity,
other important factors affect the quality of a student's expe-
rience at the institution and directly affect persistence and
graduation. One of these factors is social class (Astin et al.
1982). Regardless of the stereotypes that persist, all minority
groups include people from all social classes. The same
recruitment techniques and the same support seMces will
not be effective in recruiting a middle-class Puerto Rican who
was born and raised in Puerto Rico as in recruiting a Puerto
Rican student who was born and raised in New York City.

Other important factors differentiate !ndividual members
within the group, such as cultural values affecting the role
of women. The closely knit fitmily structure in Hispanic and
Asian cultures and the pnItective attitudes toward women
make it necessary kw colleges and universities to work not
only with potential students, but also with their families if
campus residency is a consideration.

Because of the differences between the Euro-American and
Native American cultures, American Imlian students may IRA
be receptive to aggressive recruitment techniques; "hard-sell"
recruitment may in fact be countelpro)ductive. Therefi we,
the participatkm of Native American recruiters is indicated
a,s being critical for this population.t

African-American students who come from rural areas rather
than urban centers are sometimes as different in their expe-
riences as students of different nationalities. Tlwir interactkm
with people and their fiwm o)f communication, for exampk,
could pose a social harrier in the opposing social context.
An urban institution that recruits African Americans from rural

YA iii Alute VSX) ktalith fl Ritvr High st. Ii viI. New Thrk. person3I interview:
Minerva White IW). SLIk- I mwrsny ut New Thrk, personj1 interview.
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areas has an obligation to provide them with assistance in
adjusting to an eiwironment that might be far removed from

their j)erstmal experience.
Immigration within the minority subgroups has been so

great in recent years that it must be considered a distinguish
ing lador when recruiting Asian-Americans, African-Americaim,

and Hispanics. Newly arrived immigrants have different pro-

files from their American born coumerpans and others within
the gnmp. The new Asian immigratk)n includes a large num.
ber of ti(nitheast Asians who have less educatkm and financial

means than American-lx)rn Japanese or Chinese (Hsia and

Ilirano.Nakanishi 1989).
While in sonw cases the issues relating to recruitment itre

of concern to all minorities, in other cases, differing circum

stances, needs, and obstacles Wen* issues Specific lo one

(if gnnips that cannot be generalized to all. Tlw reality,
of et mrse, is that both inter and intragroup differences are
significant, and recruitment must therefore be sensitive to
individual circumstances.

A notable example of institutional leadership in the arena
of creating diversity on campus and responding to the denu)
graphic changes in the state is the tIniversity ofCalifornia at

Berkeley, where attaining a pluralistic sukklu lusly was an
expressed gin& Between 1980 and 1989, the composition of
the undergraduate juvulation shifted frimi 66 to 45 percent
white. In the 1990 freshman class, 34 pexent of students are
white, 30 percent are Asian American, 22 percent are Chicano

or Latino, and 7 percent are African American ( Magner 1990).
Referring to the goal of diversity at the university, the pres

ident of the system, D.P. Gardner, expressed !he university's

purpuse of "assuring that an entering freshman class is pos
sessed of the kind of experience, potential. ethnic differences,
sista! differences, rural and urban differences, and so 1011 I

lo enrich the whole k-arning environment and experience
that these young people have . . 1987).
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RECRUITMENT: A Collegewide Perspective

Recruiting more minority students into college brings with

it the need to institute measures that address all of the rea.sons

that relatively few minorities are on college campuses in the
first place. Not only educational factors, but also mvial, mu-
Milk:, and political factors contribute to the exclusion of
minorities from higher education. Because the problem of
minority undereducation is so pervasive, recruitment in higher
educatkm is inextricably hound to the subjects of college
access, admissions, and retention. Inadequate academic prep-

aration affects all of these areas because so many minority
high school graduates leave school less prepared than non.
minorities (Smith 1980). Even if more aggressive recruitment
were to succeed in enrolling all the minority students who

meet the standard admissions criteria of most four-year col-
leges, the problem of severe disparities in higher education
between minorities and nonminorities would persist: The
proportion of minority students who attain that level of prep-
aration is simply too small (Richardson 1988). Preparing stu-
dents at the precollege level is critical if they are to be suc-
cessful in college, and colleges have found that their direct
involvement in this area has proved to be effective as part of
both short-term and long-term strategies for recruitment (Wil
bur et al. 1988). Widely recognized, nationally replicated mod-
els of programs that strengthen the academic preparation of
students and prepare them for college include the University
of Southern Califirnia's MESA program (Mathematics, Engi-
neering, Science Achievement) and Mkkile College High
School at 1AGuardia Community College in New York, where

a majority of graduating students go on to higher education,
with many c11(xising to attend the spons( ring institution.

At the. same time. for minority students as a group, the edu
catic mal system breaks down regardless of academic ability
or achievement. For example, lugbability African Anwrican
men drc)p out of ct,llege at a rate that is second only to the
rate for the lowest ability group ( Porter 198) 1. If institutli HIS

want to provide access and it cultural diversity is a serk
goal, then c()Ik.ges must rem( we all of the barriers that con
Thule to obstruct the educational achievement of minorities.
For most institutions, it will require a comprehensive policy
involving admissk His, recruitment, and retentiim (Christof
tel 19861.
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Preparing for Minority Recruitment
Much has been written about the "revolving door," in which
minority students, Once succemfully recruited to college, find
it impomihle to succeed. Researchers emphasize the impor-
tance of relating policies and strategies for recruitment to initi-
atives fin. retention, as so many minority students are recruited
into colleges and universities, only to leave within a matter
of months. Factors afteding retention of minorities are re
ported abundantly in the literature, including academic prep .
aration, financial need, and feelings of isolation and alienation
as key examples. It is to the institution's advantage to use as
much institutional data as possible to understand the reasons
fin. students premature departure befbre developing a l'oln-
prchensive plan for recruitment; it makes no sense to recruit
minority students if most of them will leave the college with-
out degrees (Magner 1989). Determining whether problem
areas exist in the institutkm with regard to minorities is the
essential starting point.

A discussion of Tinto's model oktudent institution fit (Pas-
carella 198( ) emphasizes that the dynamics of students' per
sistence or withdrawal are unique to the particular institution.
Bi)th the variables that influence retentk )n and the interven-
tk ins designed to affect it "may not be generally applied from
one institutk in to another" p. RA). A cts irdinated program
of research investigating minority students' enri diluent and
tilit'll'Sti and the ways in which recruitment is presently per
fi irmed is the recommended first step in any recruitment plan
( Pelletier and NIctiamera 1985; Wilstni 1986).

Such an institutii mai audit (Green 1989 ) Wi at Id include
a student profile that not only separates the principal minority
gr( nips (African Anwrican. I f ispanic, Asian American. American
Indian ). hut also pn wides inft )rmatk in on the vark nis sub
groups they comprise. 'Me pri ifik. should include factors stich
as empit)yment, part time or lull time enrollment. si icioeco
n( imic background. backgrtnincl and proficiency in the English
language, degree pri igram. and academic preparatit in and per-
t( mance. These tlata should be analyzed fi ir the student b(xly
as a vIkile and for the entering freshman class in particular.
as it will include all students hefine attritii in. Similarly, a pro
file oldie faculty, staff. and administmuws by race and eth
nicity is imp( irtant to determine not only the number hut also
the rank and visibility of mint nay members.



While many aspects of minority recruitment will apply in

all cans, any strategy undertaken should include a compre-

hensive understanding of the local situation, taking into

account the institution's mission, the financial and human

resources at its disposal for accomplishing the task, and an

understanding of the complexities of the problem as it ex-

ists locally.

Recruitment and Admimions
A system of higher education based solely on merit excludes

most people of color and has been charged 11.4 "the single

must serious obstacle to the educational progress of disad-

vantaged minorities" (Mtin ct al. 1982, p. 154). Under such

a system, the extent of change in the individual as a result

of education, or its value-added benefit, is subverted in lavor

of screening for the best performers at the time :4'entty, Fur-

ther, the widespread use of standardized testing in traditional

admisskms practices is "detrinwntal to the progress of minor-

ities" (Astin ct al. 1982, p. 157). According to a simulation sur

vey conducted at the Higher Education Research Institute:

When /college/ applkation rates are so high that only one

out of ten audicants can IX, adttatted . a school relying

solely on test scores to determine selection would admit only

1 percent of the black applicants and 3 percent of dm Chi-

cano applicants, compared to 10 percent of the white qtpli.

cants. In other wordv, a white student is three times more

likely to he wlected than a Chicano student, . . . ten times

more likely than a black suulent. . .
Clearly, if these minor-

ity groups are ever to apprualmate educational parity, sow

other approach to admivsions must be found (Amin, Fuller,

and Green 1978, pp. 162-63).

Must admissions policies are grounded in the ix Ninon that

those students should lw admiued who are mast likely to suc

wed (Ascher 1983). Folic ming fA)m timt position, the pre

dictive measures of high school performance, reflected in high

sclux4 grades and dass rank and scores on standardized tests

like the Act. and SA1', are widely used as indicators of future

academic performance and persistence in colkge. These cri

wria are consequently the principal determinants in most

institutions deciskms to accept or reject students for admis

. . the (*tent
of change in
the individual
as a mutt of
education . .
is subverted
in favor of
screening for
the best
performers
at the timeof
entty.
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sion, Much of the discumion involving the use of alternativecriteria for admissions disputes both the validity of these mea-sures and their use to the exclusion of all other measures aspredictors of success for minority gudents.
High school grades have been shown to predict collegeGPA for all groups, minorities and whites alike, but not to thesame degree. High school grades as predictors of academicperformance in college are less consistent for African.

Americans, Chicanos, and Puerto Ricans than they are forAmerican Indians and whites (Amin et al. 1982). Furthermore,standardized test scores do not contribute to the predictionof college grades for American Indians and Puerto Ricans,although they are shown to be predictive of college (WA forAfricanAmericans and Chicanos (Amin et al. 1982). mag .nitude of the relationship Idlest scores to college GPA, how.ever,1 is quite small in comparison to the relationshipbetween high sdxx)I gradel and college grades" (p. 92). Indefense of the valkiay of the SAI', "it consistently mea.suresfor all groups of students what it is designed to measure, with-out inherent disadvantage to any single minority group" (Ilan-Iiird 1982, p. 3).
While the SM' is a reliable predictor of academic perfor .mance regardless of race or ethnicity, all of these variablestest scores, class rank, and high school gradesare relatedto stwioeconomic status and parents educational background(Ascher 1983). Consequently, minority students have less ofa chance to do well. "The measurement of academic aptitudeand achievement represents only one dimension of an incH-vidual's capacity for growth and education in the broadestunderstanding of that term" (lianti)rd 1982, p.14).I Ising alternative criteria fin. admissi( ins in the selectionof minority students for entry to college provides an ()my.!unity to weigh all admissions factors in relation to oiwan( xher. Where deficits surfiice with the regard to the standardcriteria, other measures that signal potential for success cAllin this way he equally considered (Finclwr 197S; Martinezlk.rez 1978).

Recruitment and Financial Aid

Aftinnimb the niPiorily partiCipition problem cannot bestdred with financial aid filmic, a Cannot beii caber( I iardesty 19(x),



One of the most frequently repeated observations in the lit-
erature regarding the decrease in minority students' partic-
ipation in higher education is the unavailability of financial
aid (Fields 1.)48; Green 1982; Jackson 1988). Studies concern-
ing the impact of financial assistance on enrollment rates are
IS yet inconclusive, but "evidence suggests that financial need
plays a part in admissions decisions and enrollments" and
"denying financial aid to needy applicants does prevent those
students from enrolling in higher education institutions"
(Nora and Ilorvath 1989, p. 301). For minority students, the
effect of financial assistance not only on enrollment rates but
also on persistence is relevant if we are to understand the rela
tionship of financial aid to minority students' attending col-
lege (Nora and Horvath 1989). Very little data are available
regarding the effect of financial assistance on minority stu
dents' persistence; however, some studies (Astin 1975; Astin
and Cross 1979; Nora 1987) suggest higher positive effects
on persistence rates for minority students who received grants
and campus basal aid.

Allocations tbr financial assistance have been severely
reduced in the past decade. ln the 1960s and 1970s, increased
access and participation were expressed concerns, and the
federal government responded by directing federal outlays
to individual student:: through financial assistance. In 1975,

student aid totaled 7 liwrcent of federal spending in higher
education. The imp rtance of the government's financial aid
for minority part.;cipation in higher education can be seen
in the liwt much of the enrollment of minority students
in public ,:olleges was the result of federal initiatives and
incenti, es, particularly financial akl programs (Green 1982).
Since .hen, most of the government's financial aid initiatives
that %%ere in.stituted have been umsistently and drastically
cut back

The rapidly escalating ci)st to attend college is a major factor
in a student's decisitm to go to college. But at tile same time
et)sts are sturing, source's thri,ugh which financial assistance
is available are hecoming more siarce, and tluise that are
availahk. have largely changed from Ili nirepayable grants and
scholarships to loans (Ilardesty 199() ). A study of enrollment
patterns in five major metn)politan areas links declining
minority :wcess to increasing costs and limited financial aid
(Orfiekl and l'aul 1988: see also Allen 1988 and Orfiekl 1988).
Further, financial assistance is IU we and ni( we awarded based
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on academic achievement, leaving academically less prepared
students with tew options. For minority families already in
difficult financial conditions, assuming the responsibility of
paying back large college loans is simply not viable (Or.
field 1988).

Other ratkmales also support the use for avoiding reliance
solely, or even mostly, on loans for financing a college edu-
cation. The type of aid and the make.up of the financial aid
package students receive mighl also be important factors in
both access and persistence. A study of the effects of financial
aid on access to higher education concludes that financial
aid packages that include a combinatkm of grants, kuns, and
work appear to be more effective in promoting access than
giving minority students kmns as the only tbrm of aid (St. John
and Noell 1989). Studies have also indicated that students who
receive diversified financial aid packages, including federal
and state grants (Porter 1989) and work-study programs (01i.
vas 1986), are more likely to persist in college. It is also in.
teresting to note that some minority groups hold cultural
biases against Ixorowing ('l1-oms Morwnson, cited in liar.
desty 1990).

While the principal barrier concerning financial aid is the
lack of available funds, for many minority students, the first
and tin some, insurmountableobstacle is the process of
applying tbr financial aid. 'lite problem begins with access

Insic intbrmatkm about what is available and how to apply
for it. Often at a disadvantage in obtaining accurate and timely
intormation, minwity students can easily miss filing deadlines
and theretbre potential opportunities ( Fields 1988; Olivas
1986). Advisers can help in compiling financial aid forms cor-
rectly and providing accurate information concerning the stu-
dent's actual financial needs.

A financial aid adviser to American Indians in the New York
area reports that many American Indians tend to shwtchange
themselves when tilling out financial aid applicathms. One
way is by reporting high lit nirly salaries for their parents with-
out rep(wting that work is seastmal or that high ummiuting
costs must be paid. Ant ither common error is rep( irting owfl
ership of one's home when the house is tni Indian lands.
Because such houses catmot be used to secure bank loans
Indian lands are hekl in trust by the federal gtnernment

they sh( nikl tit 4 be counted among the family's assets, which
contribute to the amtnint of parental c(mtribution (Wiley



1989). Besides compiling accurate aid applications, another
important consideration for American Indians concerns the
schedules of federal, state, and tribal payments. Because the
actual funds frequently arrive after tuition and other costs
are due, students are unable to begin dames on schedule
(Wiley 1989).

The rising costs of higher education have been cited as a
major concern for most Americans. For people of color, three
times as many of whom live below the poverty level, they are
often the deciding factor in getting an education or not. Spe
cial programs focusing on financial aid can facilitate recruit.
ment and are one way to bridge the gap. The Amockttion for
Loan Free liducatk HI atisists U mincome mimwity students
with grants and counseling about financial aid in addition to
its other academic and personal services (Ibrdesty 1990).
At the llniversity of Rochester in New York, undergraduate
minority students are recruited to the university with a view
to graduate scluml through an innovative program called
"Fifth Year Free." The financial incentive of tuition.free grad
uate study can be an alluring prospect fbr entering freshmen.

Recnsitment and Retention
A study of student retention notes that the.relationship
between recruitment, admissions, and retentitm is a pertinent
but, until recently, neglected phenomenon (lAmning, Beal,
and Sauer 1980). Students are more likely to stay in college
if they make informed il,!cisaHlS based on a sense of their
personal and academic needs, on the one hand, and a knowl
edge of the institution and its programs, on the other. 11/4)st.
secondary institutitnis need to pnwide students with ade
quate institutional and program int.( wmation so that they can
make decisions that will best allow their educational needs

) be Met.
Studies have slit vn th:a geographk.al regit )n. institutional

size, the setting ( rural, urban, or suburban ), scht El selectivity,
and costs are some of the factors that count toward students'
satisfaction and ultimately affect their chances of success
(Astin 1975). For minority students, who may have special
financial and acauem.c requirements and interests related to
diversity, elements like die ethnic mix of the student body
and faculty, the availability of ethnic studies prtNnims, the
Itwatitni of tlw scho)01 in relation to laalle, the availability of

I h11111s linen 19mx. (Arm mai t t H) 1mmilt..11 It HI
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special support programs and services, and provisions for
financial assistance are especially important.

The tblective of recruitment has been to enroll students
in colkTes with little concern as to the match, or fit, between
the student and the institutional environment (Lenning, Beal,
and Sauer 1980), Without an understanding of students' needs
and the prmision of programs and services that arc responsive
to them, however, the likdihood of retention is less than it
could be.

Characteristics of students and the college environment
that influence minority students chances of staying or leaving
include:

Academic preparation before colkge (high sdiool grades
are an important predictor of college retention, much more
so than standardized test scores);
Good study habits and a college preparatory high school
curriculum;
Socioeconomic factors, such as parents' income and edu,
catkm, and the need to maintain a full,time kh while in
school;
High seliratings in icadentic ability;
Relative youthfulness at the time of enwring colkge;
Attendance at an integrated high school ( for African-
Americans and Chicanos);
Initial enrollment in a fmr.year colkge as wposed to a two.
year college;
A higher quality instinakm;
Financial aid. espcially grants and scholarships;
Residence on campus;
Choice of fiekl of study (for both minority and white stu
(lents, btter grades are achieved in the arts and humanities,
sc >dal scicnces, and educatlim than in the natural sciences,
engineering, and premedical (uificula) (kstin et al. 1982,
p. 17K).

A survey of mileges and universities reports that different
types of institutions klent Hied negativ(Y characteristics of the
campus in different ways (Beal ',tilt' Noel 1979). In two year
public schools, conflict between classes and jobs was most
impormt, hut in finir year institutions, the most important
factor was inadequate academic advising. Other studies sup



mil

port the contention that academic advising is an important

Factor in retaining students in college, in part because of the

opportunity it provides for interaction with faculty and coun.

saws (Astone, Nuñez-Wormack, and Smodlaka 1989, Glennin

and Risley 1985; Mancini-Billson and Brtiokstrerry 1987).

campus characteristic considered most important by all four

campus types, however, was "a caring attitude of faculty and

staff' (Beal and Noel 1979). For students prone to dropping

out, almost all institutions reported low academic achieve-

ment and limited educational mpirations Is their two nurst

important characteristics (pp. 2, 9).

Other research defines the university as an enclosed social

system with two subsystems, the academic and the social, into

which students integrate and suggests that alienation from

these subsystems contributes to dropping out (Unger 1987;

Mallinckrodt and Sedlecek 1987; Nora 1987; 'I'into 1987). A

growing body of literature concerns retention a.s it is affected

noncognitive variables (Gosman et al. 1983; Pascarella and

(....apman 1983; Pratt and Feder 1982). While the quality of

academic preparation hls been shown to have the most fre-

quent and significant relation to persistence, it is not the only

variable that has proved to be important (Amin et al. 1982).

For example, the incidence of academic dismissal represents

only 20 percent of all droixnas nationally, and voluntary

departure, despite a sufficient (WA, results from other fitctors,

most importantly the "nature of individual ::ocial and aca-

demic experiences in college after entry" (Tinto 1989, p. 3).

relative importance of academic, sfvial, and ectinf)mic

factors in minoritia participatkm and success in college can-

not yet be stated comlusively, but studies of attitude and per-

ception also indicate that, in addition to academic preparation,

several other factors bear on these students' chances for suc

cess. Feelings of social estrangement (Suen 1983) and socio-

cultural alienation experienced in feelings of cultural dont

inatkin and ethnic isolation ( Lou and Robson 1986) are

evident among minority students at pred( )minant!y white uni

versifies and attrition may he just a.s much a function o1. them

as of it. aLk.mic factors.

As a result, improving access and success in higher eu:,

cation requires a change ma only in the students who aft'

entering hut also in the policies and practices of the institu

lions themselves (Amin et al. 1982).

11/1111010.1111.1
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Recruitment and Wander
Much of the effort in recruiting minorities into postsecondary
education has focused on increasing the number of students
who make the transition from high school to college A large
pool of minority students already enrolled in community col-
leges, however, are an untapped resource for minority recruit-
ment into fouryear institutions (Sanders 1987). Dispropor-
tionately large numbers of minority students who go to
college attend twoyear schools (43 percent of all African-
American undergraduates, 55 percent of Hispanics, and 57
percent of American Indians). Together, these students make
up about 30 percent of community college enrollments (U.S.
Dept. of Education 1989, updated 1990) and are the least
likely to continue their education at fouryear institutions
(Crook and Lavin 1989; Orfleld 1988). In Florida and Cali-
fornia, where 76 and 85 percwt, respectively, of all minority
students begin their educations in twoyear colleges, this real-
ity is sobering (Commission on California 1983, 1985; Com-
mission on Florida 1984).

Compounding the problem is the fact that minority students
are not randomly distributed among two-year colleges;
because most live in predominantly minority conununities
and commute to local colleges in their neighborhood, they
are concentrated in a relatively small number of schools,
where they make up more than half the enrollment. In fact,
it has been suggested that the problem of transfers exists
mainly at those institutions where most minority students
enroll, that transfer is a "qualitatively and quantitatively dif
ferent experience" in the two-year colleges attended by most
minority students (Richardson 1988, p. 2; see also Commis-
sion on Calitbrnia 1985). Me California community colleges
with the highest population of African-American and Hispanic
students transferred few, if any, students to the University of
California (Orfield 1988). Furthermore, a study of community
colleges in eight cities ft:Lind that, in most cases, "minority
students were less well represented among transfer cohorts
than among community college students, and within con
munity ctilleges, minority students were not proportitmately
represented in high-demand, selective programs . . ."
(Richardson 1988, p. 3, citing Richardson and Bender 1987).
In r:ict, according to the American Association of Community
and junior CcIleges, about 35 percent of all two year college
students are enrolled in academic transkr curricula, while
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the remainder are in vocational education programs.

Determining the actual number of students who transfer

from twoyear to fouryear institutions poses a question that,

according to some, is presently impossible to answer (Cohen

1987).11w issue involves two principal problems; (1) The

data referring to transfer are relatively scarce, and (2) the

parameters for measuring transfer have not yet been firmly

established. No generally accepted description of just what

constitutes a transfer exists, and different institutions conse .

quently use difterent definitions, inevitably resulting in diverse

findings that are not strictly comparable (Cohen 1987, 1990).

A precise definition has been proposed (Cohen 1990) that,

if accepted, coukl prove to he an important step toward

resolving the fundamental problem of inconsistent data. Mak

ing more data available, however, will depend on the willing

ness of higher education systems and individual institutions

to recognize the importance of conducting such studies.

Given the complexity of the is,sues surrounding the matter

of transfer, this subject is one of the most important in the

literature regarding minority students (Bender and Blanco

1987; Cohen 1987, 1990; Cole 1986; Olivas 1986; RendOn and

Nora 1988; Richardson 1988).
One of the missions of community and junior colleges is

to prepare students for the first two years of a baccalaureate

degree (Cobol 1990; Velez and Javalgi 1987). 11w reasons

few minority students actually succeed in transferring to and

graduating fn m fmr-year institutions are varied. First, many

minority students are not placed in academic transfer pro

grams when they enroll in twoyear community colleges. IAM

inconw students especially, because of financial and family

obligations, are faced with conditkms that motivate them to

clux)se v xational pnigrams leading to more inmwdiate job

t)ppt)rtunities. A lack of adequate ctkinseling and advisenwnt

precludes them from exploring other options and from pos

sibly reordering their priorities (Ohms 1986). Being enrolled

in an academic transfer track increases the likelilux x.1 of

acquiring a bahelor's degree. Students at CM who were

enn Med in a lilwral arts curriculum, for example, were "sub

stantially more likely" to obtain a baccalaureate degree than

mudents enrolled in v(x-ational piognuns (Crook and lavin

1989), Second, minority students in two year colleges are

often academkally unprew-eJ for higher education as a result

of interior elenu.ntary and secondary schtx preparation,

Being entviled
in an
actuleisk
transfer track
intimacy the
likelihood of
acquiring a
bacheloes
degree.
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which can result in low GPM and prevent them, in manystates, from entering four-year colleges. In other cases,although students might enroll in four-year programs, theyencounter academic difficulty severe enough to cause themto drop out. Third, four-year colleges typically reserve fewspaces for transfer students. Consequently, competition forthese seats is strong, eliminating all but those with the highestGPAs (Nuñez-Wormack 1989). Fourth, even when admittedto a tbur-year college, many students discover that a significantnunther of credits earned at the two-year college are notaccepted toward the four-year degree, translating into extratime, effort, and money beyond the expected two years tocomplete the baccalaureate degree and frequently resultingin attrition (Cole 1986).
Other researchers have investigated the problems surround-ing trmsfer from ditkrent perspectives. Four principal obsta-des to transferring for minority students include:

I. Tlw poor communication of transfer requirements;2. The lack ofcomputerized data base systems coordinatedwith four-year institutions for the purposes of advisingstudents on transferring;
3. Complex prtvedures for admissitms and registratk)n;4. The lack of financial aid (Castillo 1984).

Hispanic and African-American students have reported unavail-able financial aid as the must serious problem they face intransferring (Alvarez et al. 1984). At Mesa Community Collegein Arizona, over 94 percent of American Indian studentsexpressed concern about financing their education (McIntoshet al. 1987).
A study using the data [use from the National UmgitudinalSurvey investigated the effect on transfer of four predictors:personal backgnmnd, academic pificesses, psychosodal pro-cess, and institutional integration (Velez and Javalgi 1987).Among the findings: Even for students with low sock)eco-nomic status, the likelihood of transfer is high when the stu-dents also have high aspirations and good grades. Addition-ally, facilitating transfer to four-year colleges tbes notnecess:trily facilitate graduatitm.

tic:r.. state systems of higher education have instituted pot.icie., .lat address the problems of transferring. The Commis-sk m Florida State Pi )stseci mdary Education, tbr example,
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created a policy in 1984 facilitating admission to four.year

public colleges for students holding degrees from community

colleges. Similar policies exist in other states, including New

Jersey, California, and Michigan. These ix)licies address ques-

tions regarding admission to senior colleges or the number

of credits accepted. In Florida, Barry University and the Uni .

versity of Miami have cons,dered the ISSLIC of credits lost dur

ing transfer. While admissions standards remain at these pri-

vate four-year colleges, special agreements have been made

stipulating that, tbr students who arc admitted, all credits

accumulated at the twayear college will be accepted (Cole

1986).
One stumbling block in developing articulation agreements

between two.year and fouryear colleges is that of curriculum.

In many cases, the curriculum for the same major is different

at the community college from the curriculum required at

the senior college, resulting in students having to take sub .

stantial additional credits to complete the baccalaureate

degree. liven when courses coincide, fouryear colleges fre-

quently do not accept all of the twayear credits because of

factors related to standards and quality, also resulting in hay

ing to repeat credits. In anotlwr case, the four.year college

might accept most of the two-year credits but assign them to

the categories of electives and general education only, requir .

ing the student to repeat completed courses in the major at

the baccalaureate institutit m. One of the impt giant areas in

recruiting minority students is the devekpment of articulatkm

agreements that will overcome harriers related to currkillum,

which so often discourage students from pursuing a bacca

laureate degree.
Interinstitutit mai collahmation to efteil better opportunities

tor transfer is also one of the key recommendati(HM of a sp.

dal report describing the recent emergence of a new kind

of onnnmnity college, the tribally owitrolled colleges of

American Indians (Carnegie Foundation 1989). Thiemy four

community oilkges founded and ofltrolled by American

Indians and operating mostly in the North Central and north

western states from Michigan to Washington ofkr a moven

tional college curriculum. At the same time, these institutkms

view Indian culture as their "curricular center.- Reaffirming

tribal traditi(m.s, these colleges also offer courses in native

language, sury telling hisuwy, and arts.
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Ikyond the classroom, traditional values also are embedded
in the voy virit of these institutions, Cooperation is valued,for example Repect for Wen Ls encouraged Differing
ideas about how time should be managed and how people
should interact with each other are understood and
accepted. In mainstream institutions, Indians find their own
vahws undermined; tribal colleges reinforce the values of
the Indian culture (Oimegie Foundation 1989, p. 4).

In its recommendations, the report urges that connections
be strengthened between tribal colleges and non-Indian
higher education, especially through the transfer of credits
to tbur-year institutions and the development of cooperative
degree programs. Many successful collaborations between
tribal colleges and four-year colleges and universities havebeen ectablished, including Oglala lakota College with the
University of Colorado, Black Hills State College with the Uni-
versity of South Dakota, and Little Big Horn College with Mon-
tana State University. Recruiting transfer students from tribal
colleges may be a successffil strategy in itself. Evidence sug-
gests that students who complete their degree in a tribal col-kge and transfer to a non-Indian college are better prepared
socially and academically. According to a study at the Center
for Native American Studies at Montana State Univeisity, grad-
uates from tribal colleges "are at lea.st twice as likely to suc-ceed in a non-Indian college as Indian students who did not
first study at a tribally controlled institution" (Carnegie Foun-dation 1989, pp. 77-78).

Responding to some of the problems of transferring fir
minority students in general, other innovative recruitment
programs have been developed, such as joint admissions and
proactive transfer. In joint admissions programs, students areaccepted to both the two-year and the four-year institutions
simultaneously. such is the case in a program between
laGuardia Community College of GM and Vassar (Rudd-
guez 1988). In proactive transfer programs, a recruiter/coun-
selor from the four-year college, working with counselors
from the two year college, identities potential transfer studentsin their first semester at the community college. These stu-
dents receive academic suppcm services, enrichment activities,and et mnseling, all sixinsored by the finiryear institutit )n.such a program exists between Glassboro State College in
New Jersey and its feeder community colleges (Ryan 1986).
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An interesting concept presented in the literature and
responding to the finding that being enrolled in an academic
transkr program increases the likelihood of transfer is that
of a "transfer college" within a community college. Students
participating in the transfer college would be exposed to close
contact between students and faculty, peer support, network
ing opportunities, and the staffs high expectations, in addition
to other benefits (Rendem and Nora 1988).

The difficulty surrounding the subject of minority students'
transferring is couched in a complex set of circumstances
involving all of higher education. Matters of curriculum,
tilt), resistance, state and local bureaucracies, and financial
constraints pose real challenges to the higher education com-
munity. Sonic of these challenges are being addremed by state
and national programs, such as the Exploratory Itansfer Insti-
tute (ETD, a collaboration between the University of Arizona
and Pima Community College. The mission of the institute
is to encourage students of color who are not considering
transfer to attend summer institutes at the university, exposing
them to a world they might not otherwise have considered
(Elvin and Wotx1 1989). Another initiative, a project of the
11nited Negro College Fund, involves 16 universities and 10
community colleges in the South. According to the Rind, the
institutions work together to increase the number of African
American students, in particular men, who receive baccalau
reaw degrees.
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INSTITUTIONAL CLIMATE AND CAMPUS PLURALISM

Pluralism is a euphemism camouflaging the deep.seated

conflicts that rage throughout the corridors of our economy,

beliefs, and values, And some of the conflicts that prevail

in the political arena originate on anvils. The campus;

&vitt, its frailties and inadequacies, contimws iv 1w the

major seedbed for nem-generation ideas. Higher education,

in the splendid chaos of its courses and the ulld army Of

its activities, reflects the !gager society and presages its future
(Enarson 1984, p. 24).

For many minority students, college life is their first indepen-
dent experience in a predominantly white ciwironment. The
ethnic hetert tgeneity in middy is not indicative of most

minority students' individual lives, because many minority

youth grow up in ethnic neighborhtxxis, attend mainly minor-

ity schools, and socialize with people of their own ethnic
backgrounds. '11w circle of family, friends, and community

before college is therefore one of mxial and cultural cond.
nuity. For these students, going to college can be a kind of

culture shock. One brief glance around the room at (mien-

tation can quickly sum up a new reality. Without any struc-

tures for support and inclusion, their feelings of isolation can

only intens4 Forni 1989; Smith 1980), as white students and

professors predominate in classnx tips, and the courtyards,

cafeterias, and dormikiries fill with others who are so much
like each other and so little like themselves. transition

required, suddenly and not really by choice, is a difficult and

kmely one to make.
Froln the mimirity student's iwrspective, the climate of Ow

campus is male up of all the subtle and not so subtle ways

in which attitudes are expressed: the response with which

One is received in the cafeteria, at the bursar's office, and in

tlw btxikstore; the degree of attention extended in the tuttir

ing center or in the classlisnn and library; whether or not
nonwhite culture is visibly reflected among the people. in
the curriculum, and in the sticial and cultural programs avail
able. Ilk. quality of the campus climate and the degree to

which it is welct lining, indifk.rent, or openly hostile k mad

a minority presence are not simple to mea.sure.
fk.rceptions of whether or nix a campus is hospitable to

minorities differ to an important extent between minority and
white students ( 1,tro and Holism 1986). Surveys at preik liii

inantly white campuses repeatedly indicate the disparity

get ruding CoM ge AI/minty Shalen/N
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between whites' and nonwhites' impressions of similar cir .
cumstances, which may lead to misconceptions of minority
students' behaviors, Even though no incidents of overt racism
are recorded on a campus, an inhospitable atmosphere could
exist, affecting minority students' ability to cope and their
determination to stay.

Curriculum
Colleges and universities arT! presently engaged in an intense
debate over curricular reform that is of immediate interest
to minority and Third Worki students. The subject is being
discussed in all sectorslarge prestigious research universities
to local community colleges, conservative and liberal insti
tutions, public and private institutions. Proponents of reform
contend that the present curriculum excludes to a large extent
the points of view of women and of minority cultures, while
opponents argue that matters of race, ethnicity, and pluralism
are inherent in clamical inquiry, and reform is therefore
unnecemaly (l-limmeltarb 1988).

Response to the issue of curricular change has taken a vari.
ety of forms and covers a wide spectrum. In some institutions,
it has meant creating courses that focus on specific ethnic cul.
tures (7.ita 1988). This approach aims to educate students
cross culturally, an objective that could be confbunded when
swdents elect only courses that focus on their Own sixial or
ethnic group (Olstad et al. 1983). Courses of this nature could
be more or less etkctiw, depending on whether or not they
are included in the college's LI we curriculum as a require.
merit. Curricular change has also been instituted through the
revision of the composition course, usually a college require
mem. by using multicultural subject material about which stu-
dents can read and write (Clark 1987).

At some in.stituti(ms, such as the 11niversity of California
at lierkeky, changing the curriculum has been viewed as one
aspect of a broader initiative to infuse the principles of cul.
tura! pluralism throughout the culture of the university. In
these instances, a major institutk)nal effo)rt has been made
to) "heighten faculty awareness of the historical, social
political, and ethical bases of their disciplines with respect
to) race, class, and gender" and to infuse these perspectives
in courses throughout the curriculum ( Nicholson et. al 1989.
p. ). At Rider Colkge in New Jersey, a project of this nature
included four main onnponents: ( 1) a publk .symposium



featuring recognized scholars that explored the various aspects
of curricular integration, followed by workshops for panic.
Ipating faculty; (2) a collaboratively designed interdisciplinary
course directly addressing the issues of race, class, and
gender; (3) a faculty development program in which faculty

from various fields each created annotated bibliographies and
revised a course in their discipline to incorporate the issues
in the stated areas; and (4) a tivus group, in which eight
AfricanAmerkan female students and four faculty and staff
explored the issues of race and gender on the campus
(Nicholson et a). 1989).

Rel'orm has also taken place in teacher education. The
National Council for the Accreditation oflimcher Education
has recognized the need to prepare future teachers to under .

stand the cultural backgrounds of the increasing number of
racial and ethnic minority children they will be teaching,
requiring teacher education 'migrants to include a multicul.
tural component as part of the teacher educatokin curriculum
(Bermingham et. a) 1986). Again, the breadth and depth of
a particular institutkm's response depends on the degree to
whi:h the underlying phikisophy of multicultural education
has been accepted (Grant 1983).

As colkges embrace the change and incorporate minwest
ern perspectives in their curricula, a new ditnension will he
akkd to the critria students et niskler when selecting an insti
tution of higher learning. it seems evident that institutions
that choose to include minority perspectives in the curriculum
will be perceived as being IN we respinsive, tolerant, and

committed.

Critical Mass

Re.poadia,14 to a iliwstion aboat she chose to attend a

pinkular colhge, youm; shulent put it snccinctly: -There

are Other minorities there, so I don't have to fee/ like a Mar

tian." . . No matter iHne Outstanding the academic insti
tution, ethnic minority students can feel alienated if their
caulk repwsemation OH cammis A small (14x) Lh Rolison

1986, pp. 69, 72 ).

In this context, the existence (if a critical mass means having

cil(mgh studei U.s anmnd who are like meself so a.s to feel
isolated, uncomfortable. and alone ( F)rni 1989; Smith 1980 ).
One element in the nebuious concept of campus climate, crit
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ical mass is perhaps the most concrete, the simplest to under-
stand. The term is usually applied with regard to the "comfort
factor," the degree to which students feel as though they are
part of the campus community as opposed to feeling like out-
sidersalien, marginal, unimportant.

Being "the other" means feeling different; isawareness of
being dtstinct; is consciousness of being dissimilar It means
being outside the game, outside the outside the set
(Madrid 1988, p. 56).

It is easy to feel like an outsider to the community when the
community is made up mostly of "others."

Feelings of discomfort stem from a variety of sources. The
academic difficulty that many minority students experience
can compound the feeling of not fitting in, making it doubly
difficult to adjust (Green 1989). Knowing that others are
around with whom to identify can facilitate adjustment, and
seeing that other minority students have succeeded can affirm
the value in the effort. The academic benefits and the effect
on persistence of being among others of the same background
may be significant. Whi!;.- the practice is not necessarily typical
of or endemic to etMic minorities, the strategy of forming
.study groups was :ihown to 1w ct)mmon and effective tool
among one group for improving their academic success rate
in a very challenging course aeisman 1985).11w presence
in sufficient numbers of student.s from the same racial and
ethnic background is clearly a prerequisite to forming eth
nic supptirt grialps, whether they are academic, six:ill!, or
personal.

ks concrete 1tA the concept of critical mass may he, it raises
important questkms with regard to the various ethnic sub
grimps emht)died in the catew ny of "minorities." Wlui is
included in a critical mass for American Indians? Are they the
same students with whom Chicanos will feel an affinity? Does
the presence of African American immigrants, fr(,)m Nigeria
or the Caribbean Islands, fin. example, increase the comft)rt
factor for African-Americans at a predominantly white college?
The gn nip with which a person identities is pnibahly influ
enced by many factors besides ethnic origin. Only a few of
them may be micial class, duratkin of time in the United states,
native language, and educational background. A I fawaiian stu-
dent studying at I !tinter WIege in New York, t r example.
in discussing her experience with other Mian students, noted;

bl)



In Hawaii, we never talked much to different Asian stu
dents. Most of my friends were "locals." At Hunter, you can
meet firsgeneration students from Hong Kong and main-
land China. Most of these students are from working dais
families. At first, I was sutprlsed that, even though ourback.
grounds are different, we share a lot of common ground
I also understand better what these firstgetwration students
have eAperienced(Bagasao 1949, p. 34).

Institutions with a genuine interest in understanding what
constitutes an identity group for the various ethnic minorities

on campus might consider investigating the question through
surveys of the minority student population, counseling ses-

sions, or informal smallgroup discussions,

Role Models
In general, minority students have not had much opportunity
to see people from their own ethnic backgrounds in pres.

tigious and authoritative positions in society. Students who

are first in their families to go to college are not prepared for

the demands and have nonspecific educational objectives Is

well as an "inadequate understanding of the relationship
between higher educatkin and career mxils" (Richardsim

1988, p. 6). The mere existence of Ill i minty faculty and staff
who make decisions, pn wide direction, and influence polky
within the college community can have a powerful effect on

a young and impressionable mind. Wbile most students are
challenged and motivated enough when they arrive on cam
pus, the daily routine, the untitmiliar responsihility of inde
pendence, and the constant demands of college can cause
students to hise sight of the benefits a college education can
bring. 11w presence of successful peciple of color can have

a imitivating, positive efket.
Minority students frequently seek (nit minority faculty role

models t w academic advice and ciiunseling. Connecting with
someone who can identilY with their personal situation is felt

to be imp mant, and relationships are established either
through the hirmal procedures or informal networks. At many
colleges and universities, the benefit of creating links between
student.s and faculty from the same ethnic background has
been rec.( ignized as being instrumental in students' devel
opment and persistence. Faculty mentors act as friends, ailvis

er.s, and cimfidants, and students accept them as peciple who

Me pmence
of successfid
people of
color can have
a motivating
positive effect
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can show them the ropes because they have had similar expe-
riences in similar circumstances.

Other important role models at the institution include
administrators and staff, whom students may not see as reg .
ularly hut who often provide valuable assistance. For many
students, minority people in positkms of leadership and influ-
ence are rare. More important, however, is the integration of
values from other cultures into the institutional structure that
minority administrators hring with them. A minority student
who, for example, needs special intervention because of cul-
tural obligations that cr .1flki with a college responsibility may
find himself or herself better understood hy an administrator
who understands and can communicate to others the values
of his or her culture.

Whether a student consciously selects a campus because
of the iwesence of people of color in the professional ranks
is uncertain. The benefit role models provide, however, while
perhaps not tangible, objective, or wily measured, is clear.

Programs Enhancing Diversity

If we hall) learned wolhing from our rekaionship the

Native Amerkan, it is that people cannot be torn from their
cultural roots wUbout harm (Nuss 1989-90, p. 3).

Ethnic studies programs
Clearly, tlw inclusion in the curriculum of ethnic studies pro.
grams is an indication to students that the institution supports
them and their experience. 11w existence of academic pro-
grams in ethnic studies demonstrates the institution's recog
ninon of their inherent value and affirms the experiences and
perspectives of minority cultures on the world scene. For most
minority students, the opportunity to learn about the hisury
and culture of their ethnic heritage has been limited, as the
curricula of most secondary schtx As is just beginning to reflect
the diversity of cultures in America. Such a program in itself
could be a strong attraction and an inducement to participate
more actively in other areas of minority campus life and in
campus life in general.

As iit)ted earlier, minority students gravitate to programs
and places where they can enjoy shared experience. The
attraction of ethnic studies is therefore also a matter of people.
An African Anwrican studies program, for example, is sure
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to provide an environment where shared African-American

experience will predominate. The professors and the students

are likely to be AfricanAmerican, the program of study per-

sonal and "relevant," For students whose native language is

other than English, the additional attraction of dialogue in

their native language will, at least in part, be possible.

Academic support programs
The literature is clear about the importance of academic sup-

port programs in developing students' basic skills and the

impact that such programs can have on retention. For many

students who enter the university underprepared, these pro-

grams provide the supplemental instruction needed to achieve

and the emotional and psychological support needed to sur-

vive. The staff of tutoring/learning centers often become the

persons with whom they can connect. Such individuals :mist

minority students in adjusting to college, meeting their aca-

demic responsibilities, and negotiating the system.

Students kx)11 for programs where they will feel welcome,

and they gravitate to people who will listen and who care.

It is frequently in these programs where they find refuge

(West, Simpson, and Jones 1975). And minority students are

quick to share these positive experiences with others in the

college and in the community at large.

Social program
Offering opportunities for minority students to join clubs and

organivations that can provide academic enrichment a.s well

a.s social rewards is important. For most students, belonging

to a group that fosters and promotes their cultural or ethnic

identity can be extremely gratifying. Such opportunities to

meet with others like themselves are limited on campuses

where few minorities are enrolled, and social activities can
provide a stimulating way to meet new friends and establish

helping relationships. Many organizations for minority stu-

dents become involved in civic or community projects, which

establish a kind of bridge between the old neighborluxx.I and

the new campus environment and allow them to return to
their communities as "educated- persons who still care. On

residential campuses where nlinority students are not able

to go lune for holidays because of financial constraints,
friends become their bridge to a new extended family.

RCriliting ColliVC .16t4ifIS
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Social functkms and artistic performances, including ethnic
cekbrations, such as festivals, theater, and dance, also play
an important inn in attracting minority students to campus.
Opportunities for sellexpression and cultural development
arc integral to personal fulfillment.

"(1



ME RECRUITMENT PLAN

Ca) lieges and universities have developed a variety of Imo .
vative strategies for recruiting minority students. The key to
effective recruitment, however, Is not only in the strategies
themselves, but also in the way they are incorporated into
a larger design. Recruitment should therefore begin with the
design of a plan. The type ot' recruitment plan a college (level
ops depends on many factors: The institution's mission, the
targeted minority groups, the abilities of the students to be
recruited, and the resources alkvated to do the job are only
a few. And these factors are not mutually exclusive: The mis.
sion of the institufion, for example, might delineate the range
of abilities of the minority studerts it will plan to recruit.
Given the wide array of characteristics ot' institutions across
the nation, the scope and methods of each college's recruit
ment plan will vary.

Despite these variations, however, research has shown that
a comprehensive plan will meet five basic ccmditkms:

I. It will be culturally sensitive, demonstrating an awareness
of the cultures of the varicius minority pcipulations.

2. It will be based on a recent assessment of minority student
enrollmem.

3. 11 will be integrated with the institution's broader educa
tional objectives.

.4. Its objectives will be stated in terms that are suffidently
specific so as to permit a thorough and detailed
evaluation.

S. It will he holistic., incorporating all the principal consti
tuencies I if the institution.

Develt ring the recTuitment of mini idly students as 3 CUM
prehensive instittitiorml initiative requires 3 considerable
investnient of time. setting up committees, colkoing data,
engaging participants in healthy debate, arriving at consensus
are phases of devdopment that coukl require years instead
of months. In additicm. the delicate wiwk of encouraging key
peopk. to participate, sustaining a puiductive levd of involve
mem, and drafting preliminary verskms of the plan are 04.401

tial It, the process beti We a final plan is rendered and the insti
tution is ready to nu ive t() implenwntat )11

--- - --v.
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Basic Elements
Cultural awareness: The backbone
of minority recruitment
AfricanAmerican, Chicano, Fuca() Rican, Navajo, Mohawk,
Vietnamese, Colombian, Filipinothe languages and cultural
values of all these students vary greatly from mainstream
America, and these differences must be understood and
reflected in the design and implementation of the recruitment
plan. Educators may be aware that minority studer !s' language
and culture are different from each other and from the major-
ity, yet this reality has rarely been considered important
enough to influence recruitment. Understanding the cultural
values of the minority students the college wants to recruit
might require a special effort, but it really is essential ground.
work if these students are ever to become an integral part of
the university (Green 1989; Madrid 1988). Many more stu-
dents could be reached if the approach taken to recruit them
were understanding of or, at the very lemt, not in conflict with
their cultural values. The messages the institution conveys
can present the college as a place students and their families
can feel comfortable about or ;Ls a place where the environ-
ment seems olicnating and unacceptIng of their differences.
Several categories of cultural characteristics are important to
know about when tbrmulating strategies for recruitment.

Family. "Ihtditk mal cukures depend heavily on the suppcm
system provided by the family. Families are frequently
extended, and the value of respect tbr ekkis both inside and
outside the family is strong (Dupuis and Walker 1988). These
young people are not accusk muted to spending hmg perk)ds
of time away from hi ink!, :aid they might be apprehensive
ahout being on their own. Away fr(Jm the support of their fam
ilk's. they can feel incomplete and lonely (Camgk. Foun-
datIt )11 1989). They might questium their ability to make
pn uper decisions on their ()WM Beginning with the selection
of the sack)! and tAmtiluting to the selectic)11 of a MOM% the
family's influence can be deeisive. and it will more likely than
not he respected. Depending ()ri the distance in )rn -)r prox
inlay to traditiinual %aloes, virtually all ()I the ethm, :!nd nicrt !
minority groups and .subgroupsliave populatiims to whom
this tultural description of family applies. II ail institution
wants tt ) recruit Aillericail Indian students, fin' example. an
awarenem (4 the imp( irtance of ale family network to th( /Se



students' well-being must be demonstrated in the recruitment
workshops and seminars they will attend, Parents and other
family members should be encouraged to participate, accom-

mmlated at the seminar, and addressed directly. If possible,

they should be greeted in their tribal language. Recruiters

should make personal appointments, perhaps at home, with
those families who may have concerns not addressed at the

seminar.

Normative social structure. In many minority cultures, the

social organivation is more formal and kss flexible than in

American society. Prescribed roles within the culture mean
that individuals work together to achieve common goals.
Unconventional behavior that does not conform to the norm54

of the group is frowned upon, and social premure is exerted

on those who exhibit behavior that serves individual rather
than community goals. Individuals are expected to put aside

interests that could conflict with thc good of the group, and
cooperation is valued highly. These social conventions could

result in passive and unobtrusive behavior in group settings
(National Coalition 1988). Because this social organiation
exists in Asian cultures, recruiting Camixxlian or Laotian stLi .

dents, for example, should involve indivklual or oneto.one

contact. Recruiters must be willing to supplement the larger

group format with private consultations so that students will

have an opportunity to express their own interests and appre
hensions. Individual contacts could he conducted in a tbrmal

manner, consistent with the student's culture.

Group Oficntity. Relationships with others in the community

are impttrtant in the cultures of minorities. Interpersonal rela

tionships weigh heavily in the individual's cultural experience

( /it miler, Rauch, and Schwarzer 1980. The opinions of others
who are held in high tegard, whether family or friends, matter

a great deal, and the importance of belonging to a community
and identifying with a set or subset of that community is
strong, bringing with it a sense of group bonding. Come
quently, k)yalty to the gnItip is valued highly, and actions thAt
signal a sepanition from the group can result in feelings of

alienatk in and misgiving. The group identity may be p(iwerful

enough to dissuade the individual from realizing personal
objectives that could even be in his or her best interest (nit

of fear of being rejected by the group. Such is the cast: anl. ing

riolot,q Odlege Aliii(oty dent%
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many African-American youth who are potential college stu-
dents. In recruiting these student.s, the college must therefore
be prepared to go a step beyond the standard program and
provide services like counseling to help them work through
conflicts arising from this cultural dilemma.

Cultural concepts of time. American society is commonly
described as oriented toward the future. Intricate planning,
delayed rewards, present sacrifice for future gain are concepts
typical of American mainstream culture. But these ideas about
time do not necessarily exist in other cultures. On the con-
tray, many minority cultures are much more oriented toward
the present (Dupuis and Walker 1988). Concern is focused
on meeting immediate needs and solving immediate prob-
lems, on living fully in the present and extracting as much
as possible front the n-:ament at hand. Because the future can-
not be governed, it is addressed when it becomes the present.
'these ideas about time are manifested in a variety of ways,
such as by attending to domestic routines on a daily basis or
by organizing and participating in spontaneous, rather than
pl.inned, activities. These concepts are directly opposed to
many of the organizational and structural requirements at
American colleges and universities. For many Hispanic stu-
dents, whose culture embodies the present time, this discord
can create what might be avoidable difficulties. With Hispanic
students, recruiters should convey the long-range benefits
of college mainly within a context that emphasizes short-term
gains. Placing emphasis cm what will happen after graduation,
flair or five years away, will not necessarily motivate Hispank.
students to apply to college. Additionally, recruiters should
understand that, in many cases, Hispank. students might he
interested in ctillege without having planned for it finandally,
calling for close finandal aid and personal counseling during
recruitment.

Dependence versus Independence. All cultures do not
share the mainstream ideal of a self sufficient, assertive, goal-
directed individual. In many minority cultures, an almost con-
tradictory set of values prevails. In the Ilispanic culture, for
example, relying on othi N for assistance and support is nor
mal s(wial behavior (Oakland and Ramos Cancel 1985 ), in
Asian cultures, being reflective or reserved is not considered
a sign of weakness but of apprupriate wnduct, and among
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American Indians, promoting cooperative decision making

by groups rather than individuals is valued and fostered (Bad

wound and Tierney 1988; Dupuis and Walker 1988). Yet the

presence of one or a combination of these characteristics,

especially in minorities, can easily cause them to be categ .

orized as lacking the capacity to he independent. Colleges

and universities nuist recognize that minority students Ire

quently ptissess other cultural qualities and characteristics

that can support them in being successful, despite the fact

they might not exhibit the independence valued in American

mainstream culture. Their success will depend largely on the

university's accommodation of alternative cultural styks.

Facts and figures: A solid foundation
Good plantang is based on accurate information. It is impor-

tant not only to know the fitcts about minority education in

general, but also to understand the situation of minorities at

the kical institution (Green 1989; National Center 1989).

first element in building a successful recruitment plan there .

fore is solid institutional research. A careful analysis of data

collected by race and ethnicity will accomplish several things.

Mrst, it will form the basis for developing various profiles of

minority students, indicating who stays, who leaves, when,

and under what conditions. These profiles will reveal specific

conditions the mllege needs to know to have a ctimpletc pie

tore of minority education at the institution. A side benefit

of having this factual intimation is that it will dispel any pre-

vailing myths about the academic profile of minority students.

Second, by iv( widing the statistical f iundation, an institutional

audit will influence the direction or focus of recruitment. For

these data to be useful in terms of understanding the sub

tidies that coukl atTect specific ethnic minorities, it is essential

that the statistical analyses be pertOrmed relative to esich

minority subgroup rather than for the groups as a Whole. The

disaggregated data will flag infiirmatkin that otherwise wimld

go ennoticed. Finally, performing an institutiimal audit at the

outset of planning for recruitment will serve as a benchmark

for evaluating the progress and effectiveness Of the plan. Min

finally, the data colk.cted according to racial and ethnic sub

group should include the following information:

Overall enrollments. The 111( eit basic statistic to institutknial

research, this information is rarely collected separately for the

. . . it is
essential that
the statistiad
analuses be
per ormed
relative to
each minority
subgroup
rather than
for the groups
as a whole.
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various subgroups within the major minority categories. Dis.

aggregated data will indicate the proportion of minority sw.

dents at the institution within each subgroup and the trends
in their patterns of enrollment. Reviewed periodically, these
dna will reveal low enrollments of a particular subgroup and
the fluctuations that might occur within each group as a result
of migration and demographic changes.

Retention rates by semester. It is fundamental to a good
recruitment plan to know whether or not minority students
exhibit a higher dropout rate than nonminorities and the
degree to which it might affect each subgroup. Analyzing per-
sistence by semester for each ethnic subgroup will reveal pat.
terns specific to the institution. Correlated with other factors,
this information will aid in developing timely interventions.

Graduation rates. The complete picture of minority edu .

cation cannot be hilly understood unless the rate of gradu
ation is known, but it is also important to determine the
length of time needed to complete a degree. Consequently,
rates beyond the traditional twayear and four.year exit points
should be tracked.

Transfer rates. The objective of determining transfer rates
is to) determine the effectiveness of articulation between two.
year and iburyear programs. Senior colleges should therefore
look at the number of minority students who transfer into
the college, the point in their academic careers at which they
LI() so, :ind the two-year schools from which they come. 'IWo-
year colk.ges need to establish the numher of students who
transfer to) fi)uryear programs, regardlem of whether they have
completed the asmxiate degree.

Academic performance by semester. Because GPA has
been slit min to affect retentiLm and graduation rates, this infor-
mation should be collected early and reviewed frequently.
t inderstanding the academic profile of each minority sub.
gr( up will help deterniine whether or not recruitmeilt straw
gies combined with interventions wadi as academic support
programs are indicated. In addition, correlating academic per
I( mance and high scho()I origin will indicatc the relative Ka-
demic preparation of st LI( 'CMS froIll various feeder sell( x



Enrollments by curriculum. Research indicates that,
depending on their ethnicity, minority students cluster around
certain curricula and underenroll in others. For example, the
literature clearly shows that curricula in science and technol-
ogy attract very few African-Americans, Hispanics, and Amer-
ion Indians. In fact, enrollments among these students in
the sciences, mathematics, and engineering are so low that
some researchers consider this fact to signal a national crisis,
given the changing demography of the country. For Asian-
Americans the problem is the converse: High numbers of
Mian students enroll in science and technology, while few
enroll in the social sciences.

Identifying minority enrollment rates in each curriculum
will determine the degree to which this phenomenon occurs
locally. An institution can design interventions and direct
recruitment efforts to help counterbalance these trends,
although it should be recognized that this issue cannot be
addressed through recruitment alone,

An integrated design: Linking objectives
Another principal characteristic of an effective recruitment
plan is that it be constructed from an institutionwide perspec.
tive (Pul hams 1988). Because recruitment is a starting point
and not an end objective in minority education, it should be
integrated with other institutional goals (Christoffel 1986).
Involvement in both the academic and the social a.spects of
college life are important determinants in the succem of
minority students in higher education Hanger 1987; Mallinck
rodt and Sedkcek 1987; Nora 1987; Tinto 1987). Architects
of the recruitment plan must recognize that such factors a.s
stwial integration, academic perfigmance, retention, and cam
pus pluralism are closely related to recruitment. Research con
ducted in these areas will provide the basis from which to

hiestablish these connections.
Facttws that surfitce in the institutional audit, such as low

graduation rates, could indicate problem areas for mintwity
students that cannot be resolved thrt nigh recruitment as an
isolated function. This information is nonetheless valuable
to recruitment, because it will place the institution in a better
position to integrate recruitment with other institutkmal ini
tiatives related to minority education. For example, it' the low
graduatkrn rates of Vietnamese students were determined to
be a result of limited proficiency in English, a strategy could
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he designed that simultaneously addresses the academic prep.
aration of potential Vietnamese students, such Is a high
school/college collaborative program focusingon instruction
in language. Such an initiative would ensure that the students
the institution is recruiting are academically prepared to suc-
ceed and ultimately to graduate.

Relat)ve to social Integration, an institution might determine
through research that African-American students who are
actively involved in clubs or other organizations fare better
than those who are not, By using this information in recruit.
ment, the institution can accomplish two goals: to devise a
strategy for recruitment specifically related to these findings
and to address the retention of newly enrolled African-
American students through better social integratkm. This goal
might be accomplished, for example, by reviewing the appli
cation and general intake forms of African.American students
to identify their special inte-ests, perhaps playing a musical
instrument, working on the school paper, or participating in
student government. A system could then be devised to match
these students' interests with existing clubs and organizations
on campus and to arnmge personal contact through these
offices with these potential students. With a holistic, multi
faceted approach, this strategy combines both the recruitment
and retentkm of African.American students through social
integration.

Ethnic studies centers, departments, or programs on cam-
pus have been recognized in the literature as important ele-
ments in the education of minorities. A college might deter
mine from its own institutional research, for example, that
Americdn Indian students who regularly attend prognmis and
participate in activities at the Native American center on cam
pus are better abk. to negotiate the university system and to
establish stronger social networks with other American in
dians. "16 capitalize on one of the institution's identified
strengths, the Native American cenier should be fully ince
grated in the college's recruitment plan, perhaps by engaging
the fiiculty and staff of the center in recruitment. Ideal rtile
mixiels, these individuals can relate to the American Indian
community the center's programs and activities by addressing
Nmall groups at local schools, visiting pt)tential student.s at
home. and telephoning prospective students. By combining
recruitnwnt with the people and activities of an ethni- studks
center. this strategy addresses social integration on campus
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and the "comfort factor," two variables in the persistence of
minority students.

Spedficity: Me key to a measurable plan
When working toward an objective they believe in, most peo-
ple want to know whether or not their efforts are carrying
them toward their goal and, if not, why not. No one wants
to invest time, money, and energy in something that yields
no results. Strong evaluation is therefore an essential con
ponent of the remament plan (Middleton and Mason 1987).
As an institutkmal investment, recruitment is accountable to
the college community, and it will necessary to rep(xt on
its effectiveness. Faculty, staff, administrators, studentsall
those who participate in the processhave a stake in its suc .
cm and are entitled to be kept informed about its perfor-
mance, whether positive or, on occasion, negative. It is even
more important if the project is controversial at the institution.
In that case, the frequent reporting of objective facts and fig-
ures will help counteract misconceptions.

At the same time, those responsible for recruitment will
want to determine whether the human and financial resources
invested are being expended efficiently. In an era of shrinking
budgets and difficult fiscal decisions, a project of this nature
could be vulnerable. In additkm to assessing pr()grammatk.

therelbre, the financial aspect of the project should
be part of the evaluation, because clear and convincing evi
dence that resources are used resourcefully and responsibly
will strengthen the project.

Complete and accurate information concerning the out
comes of the plan for recruitment will require continuous
monitoring. Especially fruitful methods should be klentified
so they can be further developed, while ineffective ones must
be assessed and reconsidered. And it will he easier accom
plish if the goals and objectives of the plan are stated in spe
cific, measurable terms. A plan for recruitment who Kie gouls
are too broad and undefined can result in limiting rather than
promoting recruitnlent, because outcome's will be difficult
or impossible to measure. Vague and (pen ended objectives
will not indk.ate whether results are all they could be.

A general and vaguely stated objective, such as "to increase
the enrollment of II ispanic students," leaves U ) much n)oni
for unanswered quest k nis. The desired ()Montle remains
ambiguous, inviting silt),ect.ve assessillents of success. hif
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example, what would prevent a favorable evaluation of thisobjective even ifonly three new Hispanic students wereenrolled? Or suppose all the new recruitswere middle,class
Hispanic students from a foreign country or male; would theobjective have been met? No one of these outcomes per seis unacceptable; the point is to ensure that the result achievedis the one that was planned for. Stating objectives specificallywill force the plan's architects to think each objective throughand to articulate it in concrete terms. In this way, the desiredoutcome will be clear and measurable.

For example, a more detailed plan might explicitly statethis objective as follows:

'lb increase I-14spanic enrollment by 5 percem ( approxi.mateo, 50 students). Of this 5 percent:
At least 40 percent will be female;
At least six students will be Puerto Ricans from U.S. urbanareas;
At least six students will be Puerto Ricans residing in PuertoRico;
At Imst 15 students will he Chicanos from the Chicago area.The remaining number will be randomly recruited.

Depending on the institution's needs, it is important whendefining objectives for recruitment to he specific not onlyabout who will be recruited but also about how it should beapproached. In another example, a generall, stated objectivelike "to increase the number of American Indian transfer swdents" might be made more specifically:
7b increaSe Mil* transfer enrollments by 50percent( approximately 30 students A Of this number:

Five students will be from tribal colk,ges:
Six students will be recruited through the Native Amerkanstudies center;
six students will be recruited through a new joint admis.
Mons pr()gram with an area community college;
Thirteen studems will he recruited through the existing
pnyactive transfer pn)grain with an area community college.At least 20 percent of all students will be recruited into saence curricula.
Of course, objectives at this level will not be wmplete untilan accompanying set of activities is developed. In the previous



objective to recruit Navajo students, each strategy defined
should specify how it will be accomplished and by whom.
The strategy using the Native American studies center, for
example, might he written as follows:

Six students will he recruited through the Native American
studies center and:

Counselors will make weekly home visits;
Native American fitculty will conduct small-group semions
at targeted community colleges;
The Dean of Science and Technology will host a group of
Navajo community college students visiting the Native
American studies center;
Brochures and open invitations to visit the Native American
studies center will be mailed;
Native American upperclassmen will follow up with phone
calls after the mailing.

Defining specific objectives of the recruitment plan will
make it necessary fin. those inv()Ived to think through pro
posed ideas and to express them precisely. The more concrete
and specific the terms of the plan, the better able the insti
tution will lx. to evaluate i t , attributing success to die elements
that are effective and ident4ing strategies that do not produce
results. Periodic evaluations will pn wide the data needed to
conmiunicate the plan's progress to the college community,
an essential component of any instit aionwide

A holistic approacbt Tbe team
A holistic approach to recruitment incorporates a variety of
constituencies, bringing together representatives of each
from the initial (level( pment of the recruitment plan to the
iniple;nentatk ni 'of specific strategies for recruitment (Pulliams
19R8; "lYsinger and Whiteside 1987 ). Three principal consti
tuencies are administrators, faculty, and counsel( ws and pro
fessional staff

Administrators. Ideally, the initiative of collegewkle recruit
ment shoukl he organized at the presidential or near
presidential level (Rivera 19Ko; Wilson 1986). Leadership at
these levels will signal to the college community that creating
diversity on campus is a priority and :II% the administratfim
is connitted to accomplishing the goal. Moreover, individuals
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from the institution's various constituencies will generally be
more likely to participate and cooperate if the initiative comes
from the top. Even if organized at some other level, however,
it remains important to have the president's or another top
administrator's endorsement, because doing so naturally lends
authority to the project.

Because a strong effbrt in recruiting minority students
necessitates evaluating present policies and possibly creating
new ones, the participation of top-level administrators is fun.
damental. Many of the main responsibilities of high.level
administrators include developing, implementing, and mon
itoring policy. Depending on the issue, policy might he devel
oped elsewhere in the institution but implemented and
monitored by the administration, such as with the use of
curricultim.

Considered an academic concern, policy related to the cur.
riculum falls within the purview of the faculty, but it is the
administration's responsibility to implement it. On other mat.
ters and depending on the institution, consultation with other
constituencies could be necessary or well advised to formu.

late policy, but the final decisions rest with the administration.
An example might be procedures for student appeals. Regard
less of whether administrators are directly or indirectly respon-
sible for the institution's policies regarding recruitment of
minority students, they are central to the discussion. Once
a plan fin. recruitment is operational, the administrators will
lillmitor whether the outcomes of the plan satisfy institutional
policies.

Because a collegewide, uninvested perspective is needed
to pull a team together to work on recruitment, a primary
responsibility of administrators is to recruit and appoint its
members. Much of the Success of the entire effort will depend
on the individuals imlilved. Consequently, the people respon
sibie for tlw effort should be respected and held in high
regard by their peers; faculty must be tenured, full time faculty
with senitir rank. Pr( widing broad representatk m from all sec
tors of the institutkm, including student affairs, academic
affairs, and special programs, should Aso be considered. The
team must include a full range of people. from thimie working
in front !ilk' positions to those in the upper administrative
ranks. Anent ic ni shoukl also be paid to ensuring represen
totion tr An vark)us f:Ices and ethnicities. With their bird's
eye view of the college and their ability to identify indivkluals



with influence from each area, administrators are in the best

positkm to see that these criteria are met.

In an ideal world, instituting change on campus would he

simple to accomplish and would require no additional resour-

ces. Realistically, however, any significant effort, such as

improving the campus climate and increasing the number

of minority students, will almost certainly require resources.

Among other things, they may include additional secretarial

support, releme time tbr faculty, or more professional staff.

Because allocating resources is an administrative responsi-

bility, it requires the support of' administrators in positkms

of authority and influence regarding the institution's budget.

Indeed, without committing dollars to this initiative, it is

unlikely to yield significant results.

It is the administration's responsibility to communicate with

the college community about the purpoxe, goals, progress,

and evaluation of minority recruitment, which will require

developing a system of communication in concert with the
other constituencies of the project and devising the methods

and techniques to disseminate the information to the college

as a whole. By reporting on the status of the project at meet

ings cabinet, faculty senate, institutional planning, and stu

dent government administrators can ensure that all segments

of the colkge wnlnitality remain informed and have the

oppt munity to exchange views.

Faculty. Faculty are e.ssential constituent.s in recruitment fin.

many reasons. First, in the design of the plan for recruitnwnt,

policy issues like standards might need to he decided, and
faculty are critical in this discussion. And for recruitment to

be recognized as an academic as well as an administrative

flatter, la.--tilty must be iiivolved, because they are the natural

advocates such a position and they are the natural conduits

thrt nigh wl lich it can lw enacted. While all faculty, of course,

will not be direlly involved in the design and implemen
tation of the institution's plan fiw recruitnwnt. they unild be

kept inibmwd thanigh their representatives at wwerning

lxklies like tlw faculty senate. Indeed, by placing the subjed
of recruiting minority students on the agenda of the faculty

senate, it will be rec(wiii.ed a.s a central rather than a mar

ginal matter.
Second. Iwcause a greater minority presence on campus

signifies change, the active and informed participation of such
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a principal constituency as the faculty is essential tbr sultess,
especially when the change concerns the student body, with
which faculty are so intricately involved. Professcirs have the
most direct and constant contact with students after they
enroll. They know students' academic needs, they design cur-
riculum, and they evaluate performance. It is therefore natural
they should be in the forefront of the eflon to bring new sw
dents to campus. M the complexion of the student body
changes, faculty should be prepared through an awareness
of how the changes were planned fiw, and they should under-
stand the cultural diversity of each subgn

Third, in addition to the important contributions they can
make in designing the institution's plan to recruit minority
students, faculty are specially qualitied to implement certain
strategies for recruitnwnt. Thnnigh their general knowledge
of the institution, its requirements and standards, and the
intricacies of the system, faculty are in an excellent position

HMI' important information to students and parents.
More important than all of this, lurwever, is the intellectual
excitement many faculty possess for their field. Professors who
have a k we kw their discipline and can transmit that enthu
tilatilll to young and impressionable minds can he the most
eikttive recniiters.

Counselors and profemional staff. In a traditional nwdel,
it is admissi()115 counselors and recruiters %.vho are mainly
responsible kw klentifying, kwating, and recruiting students
to the campus. While in many colleges this appniach ha.s met
with some N.IlVess ill increasing the enrollment nr min( wity
soidents, it has a nal% Av range of participants and :Is a result
might n( t realii.e the institutilm's full pi nential for recruiting
minorities. Professionals in other areas (if the iliStitLitil Hi who
have experience working with minonty students have much
to offer the initiative. such individuals often have a special
commitment to minority students, a knowledge of minority
communities, and an understanding of their various cultures.
In this catewny, therefiwe, key perm ninel include admissknis
counsel( ws, recruiters, and the professional staff of min(way
offices and special pnigrams.

)ecades 1 fn nit line experience make this (1 instituency's
intrihuti( in significant not (nily in implementing re( ruitment

kit also during design, when the scope and fllethOd of the
plan fin. recruitment are being developed. With their wealth



of knowledge and expertise concerning recruitment and
minority CoMMunitieS, the perspective of experienced coun-
selors and pn)lessional staff can inform the discussion and
keep it within the practical realm. Anned with gt x)d intentkins
but a lack of experience specific to recruitment, administrators
and faculty might propose tivsealistic objectives or initiatives
that are not feasible to implement. The participation of t oun
selors and professional staff in the design of the plan for
recruitment will balance the discusskin.

Counselors and professkmal staff will execute much (if the
dayto thy implementation of strategies for recruitment. They
will therek we be in the best position to nioniun the pulse
of the plan :Ind determine its pnigress. 'this important work.
which might he accomplished through the systematic col
lection of oblectivo and subjective data, detailed rect.rd keep
ing, and regular repining, is critical to evaluating progress
and modifying future plans. Coumelors and professional staff
therefore play a vital role in developing systems and orga
nizing the operatic ins relative to evaluatkin.

This aspect t if the role of ct iunsek WS necessarily calls fin'
yet another dimension of their participation the timely and
thorough reporting to other members of the team regarding
the status of the plan. In any collaborative efli in. the regular
sharing of infkirmation aiming the parties greatly enhances
its effectiveness and is fundamental to maintaining cohesk )1)
in the project. By communicating regularly, evetytine involved
will be ahle identft prr 'Nen) itreas and will be in a better
position to offer Mt Kfilications or solutions.

Models of organization. Members of the recruitment team
conunittee could be organized in several different ways.

The crininlittee could he an institutionwide brxly organi/ed
at the top, reporting directly to the president or ani it her top
administrator and transmiuing the ctnnmittee's decisit nis and
rectffliniendatit nis dtnnward thniugh the vaiotis committee
Menthers t hemselves and their constituents. In a sec( ind
mr kid, the crillegewide crimmittve would he organized at
the midmanagement level. most likely in the recruitment or
admissk nis office. and \\Amid pnibably report to the direct( ir
of that ()Ulu-v. conunittee's decisions and recommenda
lit ms wr mid he transmitted ht nh hit wi/ontally and vertically
thn nigh the recnntment team Although r irganized at this
level, this in( dcl t i atm) I e eticcnve if it 113s stn mg and t
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mitted leadership, most often emanating front the chair. Mttll
models, however, need the endorsement of top administrators
to gain the authority necessary to create institutional change.

Implementation
An effective, holistic plan for recruitment implies the panic
ipation of a broad spectrum of individuals at the college or
university. an approach that applies not only in designing the
plan hut also in implementing it. individuals representing
different segments of the colkge communityincluding
administrators, faculty, and professional staff have diverse
responsihilities and expertise that are essential if the plan is
to he well executed and .successful. By capitalizing on all the
talent.s of individuals at its dispiNal, the institutiim can create
an efficient and costefiective program to recruit minorities.

A strategy will lw more effective with a specific minority
group or subgroup if the particular cultural characteristics of
that group are considered. The following strategies include
examples of the kinds of activities suitable to one ir another
of the three constituencies descrihed in the previous suhsec
tit tn. 1i si wile extent, however, the assignment of a given stria
egy to a particular category is flexible. Several of these activ
itics require the eisperation and participation of a cross
section of individuals from different areas of the institution
or even in nil outside. Many factors can affect the way in which
the strategies might or inight ni it apply to different colleges
w universities. institutional characteristk.s. such as sector, size,

traditions, and protoo )1, will affect potential adaptations of
any type ot strategl!' Mid will deternline the If vus t tf respf Hi
sihility t it inipletnenting it.

Strategies for administrators
Alternative admissions. 'Irani it many. it tlkge.s ;Ind um
versities use high school grades. achievement test scores, class
rank. and recommendations as predictors of academic success

determining acceptance. With tic intraditional nwasures,
such as akernatuv admissigms, the weighting of these criteria
is different ( Berger 1988a, Pincher WS: Martinez Perez.
ir8 For example, because some minority groups have been

shi twn to perform lem successfully on standardized achieve
ment tests ( Ascher 1983: Astin et al. 1982: Navarro 1985; Payan
et al 1981). this criterii in would not he considered as heavily,
%011ie (Alters. such as letters ol Ivo niiniendatic ni. wi add be
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given more weight (Wright 197S). For example, the I !niversity
of Massachusetts Roston has found that SAC scores are not
predictors of GPA and therefore admits students based on
nontraditkmal measures.

When an evaklation based on normal criteria would have
precluded admission, a portfollo, originally used more fre
quently in the creative and performing arts, would override
all other criteria. Special writing ability, for example, would
he recognized. Ramapo State College in New Jersey has pro
vided this opportunity for minority students for more than
15 years.

ligher education institutions LiSe contracts h Motivate
minority students to aspire t() college by guaranteeing adn)i.s
sion while they are still in high sch(x)l, provided they meet
the criteria specified in the contract. It does not mean that
admisskm standards are lowered; rather, the student no longer
has to compete for the seat. Cornell Iiniversity in New York,
for example, contracts with Amerk.an Indian students in k)cal
high schools for admissi()n to the university.

Transfer programs. 11..ecause so many minority students
attend two year college.s, these schools have become a
resource f()r recniiting minority students int() fi)ur year insti
tutions ( Illinois Community College Board 1986; Samuels
19K5). Although these i)n)grams are not new, they did not
always address the difficulties inherent in earning a four year
degree fr( H11 two different institutk)ns Guichard and Cepeda
1956), and transfer students would sometimes rind it neces
sary t() study t w a semester or more at the senkw college
befi we achieving third year status.

Thu High intennstitutional ((x)perati( in. the Utnitse offerings
in two year and final. year dept.(' pt.( ignuns are articulated so
that suklents who have earned an ass( iciate degree in a spe
cific major can enter the senior (olkge degree program at
the third year level. l() enc(iurage and facilitate the recruit
mew of min( )rily students into senkw colleges. pan! athniN
sums pnigranls ease the transition It w students who success
fully cinuplou the associate degree by indicating accept;ult'y
u ) the fi air year c( dlege at the time the student enters the
munity (()IIew.. prt )gram. la Cluardia Community Alege and
Quens w ex;unple, both part of CI 'NY, have cstal)
Itshed eftet-ti\ e boint adMissions prt)gram through which

toilege sttKients transfer to kkvalaureate program,+.

14.(rtritrug ( ull(Ne lbw a in snit/cut\
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The gt ral of a proactir.e transfer pnigram is to klentitY
mimirity students who are potential transfers to a four-year
program at an early stage in their college careers. Acceptance
into such a prt )gram guarantees acceptance into the four-year
institution. In this model, the liaison from the community
college recruits students into the transfer program. Meeting
regularly with the liaison fr( m the finir-year institutkm, they
design workshops, seminars, and activities that bring the stu-
dents to the senior c()Ilege campus. Students who complete
the pnigram and transfer have the advantage (if having had
sustained contact with the senkw.college liaison, who be-
comes their counselor or adviser during the first semester.
Glassboro State College in New Jersey, fbr example, conducts
Project PROMIST, a proactive transfer program-that fosters
dt NC collaluwatk)n between Glassluwo and its surmunding
connmunity colleges to increase the number of minority stu
tient transfers.

Scholarships/financial assistance. One of the most essen
tial ingredients in a plan to remit minority students is cum
prehensive financial aid (lianfin.d 1982; Samuels 1985).
BL'Calltit! NU many mint wity students have no other means of
financing a college education, providing financial aid i.s cult
kal. Most full scholarships and compkte financial as.si.stance
programs are based on nwrit and limited to the best and the
brightest..Iust as using alternative admissions criferia is net.
essaly to break the barrier of access fin. large numbers of

irity stut lents, alternative criteria for awarding scholar
ships, grants, and other financial aid are also important (Com
mince on k.iticatk in 1985; South Carolina (;ommission 1987).
kir ex:unpk, the I 'niversity 31 Coloradii provides reduced
tuition fin. American Indians ci ironing in the university's
programs.

Colleges and private industries have devised creative ways
to underwrite the CUM!, ( )1 higher educatkm. One cinnpany
provkles full financial hacking for a minority student the col
lege identifies as having potelitial in the specific discipline
of interest to the sun insor.

Athletics-related recruiting. Athletics has long I,)een an
avenue by which a few talented mini Way students have had
atVesS 1,(1 larger, rik cinnpentive universities. Through spe

ial scluilarships, alternative admissit )ns, and ;iggressive
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recruiting, such students reach campuses armed with a variety
of academic hackgrounds. In the minority community, how
ever, athletics.related recruiting has becr nue an item of con-
cern. The academic needs of students recruited (*or their ath

letic prowess are (glen only minimally satisfied or neglected
(Lapchick 1989).

As a strategy for recruitment, athletics.related recruiting can
be effective for the institution and a valuable opportunity for
the student. A large percentage of minority students with
above-average though not ex eptional abilities in sports do
not cc msider college because of academic in- socioeconomic
reasons. Conversely, institutions have not fully exploited the
motivating prwer that sports can engender. With the pi-riper
guidance and suppirt, this pool of minority youth can be
come another source of successful students.

Four plus One. The idea behind this strategy is to address
the underrepresentation of minorities at both the undergrad
uate and graduate levels simultaneously. A university offering
both degrees miuld recruit a student into the graduate pro
gram at the beginning of his or her college career rather than
at the end. In Four plus One programs, st tident.s receive dual
acceptances and are awarded the fifth year .the master's

degree program free. At first glance, this creative idea
appears to fi)cus on recruitment into graduate schc nil. Guar
anteed acct.ptance into and financial support Icw graduate
sdunil, however, are attractive ways to build undergraduate
enrollment.s. particularly in undersubscribed curricula.

'Me potential fin- this program is great. For the cost of (ale
year of graLluate study, inidergraduate enr( illments are
increased, graduate enp)Ilments are increased, and the pH,'
of pi tient ial Phi ). candidates is expanded. The I riiv rsity if

Rochester in tiew wk offers a Httli Year Fre :. pnigram
attract mini wity undergradt late sluldellt:Ilti Ilk' university.

Strategies for faculty
joint ventures. Col lborati()Ii 1)etween colleges and it het

entities, sudi as sdi( s ifs, c( immunity based organ ifat i ins. and

businesses. has bee( inie ire popular in re( ent years. 'Mese
nut Ventures .share resources. a )id duplication, stimulate

innovation. and increase the etlectiveness of the cooNrating
institutions With regard to the education of minorities Col
laIN wail( ni is eltedity t ally ill Mills Lust, llowecf: ii

Re( ruiling ( raw thimriti. Vnacith
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can also impr( we the efficiency and effectiveness of each sep-
arate partner. New structures and streamlined procedures can
reYilt, without compronlising each individual partner's dis-
tinct identity ( lynton 1981). Tlw best reflect an awareness
on the part of the higher education community of the inter.
.elatedness of the )bjectives of recruitment, retention, and
graduation.

ligher education institutions have exerted their greatest
efforts toward the participation of minorities by developing
and operating special schoQicollew collaborative programs.
Of course, the availability of (nitside funding fn um the state
and federal g(wernments, private foundations, and business
and industry has played a large part in fostering their devel
opment, but institutkins have created an enormous variety
(if approaches and activities to carry out their was ( Galligani
I 98e Kimmel, Martino, and 'limikins 1988; Wilbur et al.
[988). These pnigrams encont!lass all facets of educating
minorities, fn carly intervention in elementary' schexil to
supporting gifted and talented high sell( x ii students.

A frequently used model 1(X:uses on impnwilg academic
preparation by emphasizing the devekTment of basic skills,
cognitive and study skills, and knowledge in specific content
areas (Jordan I 98 1; Mend( iza 1988). 'rw() important types (it
nusiels are used. In one, the college has a presence in the
school thn nigh faculty members and staff who visit the school
to give .seminars, teach, and partitipate iii devek Ting cur
ricula. The other type brings students to the college campus

!nstruct ion or special activities (11alcon 1988). In Cases
where students live mime distance fn Hu the colloge, the pro
grain is conducted as a summer residency program. Vie target
populatit In as well as the goals and thjectives of programs
in this model vary. st inhe provide remedial instruction, while
n hers concentrate on academic enrichment Given the scar

(it ( l rest nirces ni many sch(xl districts, ci llalx wative pl.()
grams provide scluxii students ui opportunity to use lab()
ratiiries nd state of the art equipment that %Wt Iok! otherwise
be unavailable u ) them. College of staten Islield and sev
eral other units of el 'NY. tor example, prt wide acaticillic
instruction and support fin. science. engineering, and com
puter ;ilia student:, in ;I partnership between scht it )ls and
olleges called the wience ;Inc Teclmology Entry Pr( igram
sill)) funde(I by the New NOrk 1)epartment it klucation.



Besides academicbased activities, collaborative pRigrams

also foster personal development. Through workshops with

teachers and other professionals like psydiologists and cow

selors, students explore themselves as individuals and as

members of society by clarifying values, developing the ability

to lead, and engaging in interperminal communication
(National Puerto Rican Coalition 1989). For example, MFIRA,

a national, Puerto Rican, communitybased organization,

works with high schoxils and colleges to help develop the

potential fi n. leadership among high school students.

Because tlie regular school curriculum is limited in offering

the history and culture of minority children, collaborative pro

grains have been developed to fill this void. Co sponsored
activities, perhaps focusing o in Puerto Rican Heritage Month

and Black Ilistoty Mt null and celebrating the culturaliwit
grounds and traditions of people of colon., teach the students

to value and take prkle in their heritage. Faculty and admin

istrators at Mount saint Mary's College in Los Angeles, for
example, have developed strategies to use cultural differences

as a positive part of die educatio mai process to teach students

more effectivdy.
In recoignition that the education of minority children is

affected by die social and economic drcumstances of their

lives, a holistic model addressing ail aspects simultaneously

has been developed that prowides academic support and per

sonal and cultural enrichment through the school, the col

legv, and community bus(11 oiganiZatiOns. "Ilk.se part

nerships help meet family needs, such as housing, fo x

counseling, and health care. Professionals from each of the

three componwnts conuminicate with each other, woirking

)golier as if ttini tt l'e.suhe the ph hiems. Ncw Niwk state

has o wer 4;0 Lilwrty Partnership programs. which require the
inclusiom of a communit based orwinization in co Mali( wat ton

with sdlools mid colleges to pro A ide at risk junior high and

high scho JO oh students with acat.k.mic aild family support

services.
Private huswes.ses and industries have ht..conie increasingly

involved with colleges in the education of minorities, pro)

viding granIs. in kind smices. and training and internship

Tv( >nullities ( Natio nial Acti( ni (:( mud 1988) At tivItio fox us

ing o on career dew!, vino". in which high Ito x il students

explore and expend), c die world of wt irk. take plak c either
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at the college campus or on site. Studying in seminars and
workshops with minority role models as guest speakers, stu
dents learn about the kinds of career opportunities available
and the academic programs necessary to pursue them (Hal.
con 1988).

Because businesses are interested in developing the aca-
demic skills of their workers (Berger 1988a), collahoratives
have been devekred in which employees, spoils( wed by their
employers, enroll in college to begin or co tmplete a degree,
leading to all impftwed status or promotion. This type of col.
lahotrative pntgrain among cofleges, business, and indastly
is a potential resource for institutio His of higher education
interested in recruiting adult minority students. AT&T, for
example, hrings high school students to company sites, where
college faculty and company staff conduct workshops; it also
provides sununer internships.

Addressing student groups. Whether faculty go to the local
5clu5)15 to address students ow meet with them oin campus,
the hendits of having dired faculty student contact are many.
When faculty members can transmit the enthusiasm they feel
for their disdpline, it can he a powerfUl stimulus, especially
for minority students, who in fact might never have met a col
lege profess( w lick we. In many instances, students might have
only a vague notion of what a given discipline encompasses
( w. in practical terms. what studying in that discipline entails.
'Illese forums provide an opportunity low mita wity students

explowe vark otis academic areas of study with an expert in
the flek.l. To make students feel cornlowtable ('nough to) ;A
questions and participate openly, these groups shoukl be
small and info tunal.

Classroom and laboratory audits. No %Law Jute LANs for
first hand experieme. Kw students to begin to) unokistand
w hat college would be like. a personal visit to ) a college class
w sew iniar can he tine of the moist effective metho ds. Nh)st

minority student.% are the first in their fanlike!, to consider a
college educatio on. Consequently. they have not had the hen
crit of family discilssionis ah nit college life tor trips lo college
campuses. Pet-Mating potential students to sit in (on their
classes and taking a few nu oments to discuss the student's
unpressio ins afterward create an ()pp( wtunity that only the lac
Illty call oiler. In do nng so. the) pro% ide a ',pedal ()coastal



for students to gain a personal perspective on the way college
classes are conducted and on what might be expected of them

in such a situation.

Role models among minority faculty. "I( x) often minority
faculty are asked to be personally involved in all minority.
related imues at the college or university. Not only is this role
taxing on the individual, but numerous extracurricular
demands can also seriously detract from the time and effort
they would normally need to devote to their own scholarly
and professional efforts. Other strategies mentioned in this

section apply to both majority and minority faculty, but in
this case, the involvement of minority faculty is key.

Because most minority students have had limited exp()sure
to minority adults in prestigious or otherwise successful pos1 .
tions of authority, personal interactions with minority faculty

members can make a lasting impression. Many minority fac-
ulty have had to (werconw obstacles similar to those faced
by today's students. In sharing their personal experiences and
points of view about setting and reaching their own goals in
life, these individuals can inspire minority students to focus

on their own aspiratk ins. Because of their unique vantage
point, minority faculty can provide valuable guidance and
advkv that others cannot.

Strategies for counselors
Public relations and information. The classic strategy of

recruitment by disseminating information alukit the institut
has been adapted to reach more mint irity constituencies by
creating intimation centers in urban areas and mini wily coin
munities. The, include providing advice and guidance regard
ing p)stsecondary alternatives by experienced cikinseltirs and
advisers. Often the informatk )n is put Aided in languages other
than English, and technical assistance in filling out colkge
applicatk ins, financial aid limns. and othur iii vtimcnts is

p( )Vided.
liecausc ist it i pera:ing ttiese centers can be pn

itive hit a single institution, consortia are devehiped, with the
additkmal benefit of providing guklance and direction regard
ing chi iices or postsecondary educatk iival ipp

Fi ) reach pnveoive students in communities where lan
guages other than English predtiminate, media usmg native
languages( nc.wspaper ads, teleVish in and radki commercials)

_ _ - ___ - -
ket rmimg cuilege.thipirm. sindem,
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are comnlon and useful means of spreading informatkm about
college programs and services. Hostos Community College,
part of CUNY in the Bronx, for example, advertises in the
Spanish media, targeting intimation in particular to women
returning to college.

Direct mail and follow up phoning have been tailored
to provide a more personal focus in the recruitment of minor
ity students. In this strategy, the literature that describes the
college reflects the ethnicity of students and highlights the
special programs and activities available for that particular
group. After the mailings are sent, special staff or student
recruiters of the student's same ethnic backgnnind call them
to answer questions and encourage them to visit the campus.
The I lniversity of "lexas at Austin, for example. in its SHARE
program (Students Ilelping Admissions in the Recruitment
Efli )rt ), employs student aides who phone minority students
who have applied to the university as well as students whose
names are located through the PSAT search as competitors
in the National Merit and National Achievement Scholarship
pro)grams.

Campus visits. For colleges to be more competitive in an
already competitive nurket, scmie selective institutions that
recruit students nationally have expanded the concept of -col
lege days- to a hill weekend orientation, all expenses paid.
For many of the students, experiencing the atimisphere
the college first hand would not have been possible
otherwise.

Thi.s ni Kiel can be itiapted to target the large port kni of
minonty siudents who are not pan of the I(T) ID percent and
who are unable kir financial reasAms to visit college campuses
they are ciinsidering. These students frequently chi xise an
institutk)n based (in limited knowledge gleaned from the lit
erature or informationl they receive from friends. Naturally,
a positive experience is likely to result in a successful recruit
nicnt for the college. For example, liniwn (Iniversity in McKie
Island, Dartmouth in New Hampshire, and Wesleyan in Con
necticut pay air fare and other expenses for minority students'
visits to campus.

Parental involvement. Some strategies developed for gen
eral recruitment and adapted for recruiting minority students
have met with less mkeess than expected. Parents' involve



ment has always been an important and useful recruitment
tool, but if it is to functkm effectively in recruiting minorities,
it will have to be tailored to suit their needs. The involvement
of Hispanic parents should occur, for example, when their
children are still in elementaty school, because by high schtml
in some cities, more than 50 percent of the Hispanic student
populatkm has already dropped out (Fernandez 1989). An-
other limitation of programs to involve parents is that too
often the tix:us is on middle-chass minority parents, ignoring
the large percentage of parents with limited education and
financial means (Wilson 1986).

Cultural factors and family values play a significant part in
the decisions minority students [mike regarding higher Wu
cation. In cases where residency is hwolved, protective 'atti
tudes, especially umard women, can have a decisive influence
on the student's ultimate choice. Personal and sustained con-
tact, when neces,sary in the family's native language, is one
way to foster understanding, build trust, and allay the family's
fears (Ramon 1985; Woodland and Goldstein 1984).

Successful recruiters of minority students have indicated
the importance of maintaining a presence in the community.
They can do so by attending Itx:al churches and cultural and
civic activities, and by working with community based orga
nizathms. Creative initiatives have combined recruitment with
social functitms that the college sponsors for the benefit of
the ci )mmunity.

it is equally imp(mant kir parents and family tO experience
campus life. Strategies organized around this purpose may
focus tnt one time activities, such as festivals or celebrations
humoring minority cultures. or a talk given by an individual
recognized in the community. Other strategies of this type
include the Lk.velopment of ongoing prk)grams (Conmlissitm
on (alifornia 198S ) involving both the student and the family
in extended activities, such as instruction in a second haii
guage and bask. skills. Pn)grams of this type have a dual ben
efit: Besides the obvious contribution t,) thc parents' personal
devekipment, the experience of participating in college activ
hies increases parents understanding of college and helps
them to better support their chiklren at home. Arizona State
En iversity, for ex;unple, targets young !hispanic female sin
dents and their nu t hers by providing them with edocatkinal
experlt'ikes t )11 the university campus.

get rioting C. )1114e. Alinuoti %Indent%
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Lia ;sons as recruiters. In minority groups like American
Indians, students are more likely to respond to encourage .
ment to go to college when that encouragement is provided
by another American Indian (Kleinfekl, C(oper, :Ind Kyle
1987). An interesting and innovative strategy for recruitment
was develiiped in the Yukon.Koyukuk high scluml district In
Alaska. 11w po.stsecondary counselor program, based at the
high schools, recruits potential American Indian college stu-
dents for a variety of wIleges in the area. The key element
in this attractive program is the high schiml counselor, who
continues to counsel and advise the student and family, not
()illy to the point of enrolling in college, hut also through his
or her entire undergraduate career. The long-term, personal
relationship established with a counselor from the student's
home town and high schixil offers significant support, affect
ing both college recruitnwnt and persistence.

Colleges are now hiring "student amhassadors" to help in
the recruitnwnt of new minority students. This practice is
based on the concept that pnispective students will naturally
be nuire inclined to listen with care to students who share
the experiences they haw had at a college.

Other indivkivals, such as high scht)01 teachers, are also
employed in recruitnwnt. Their direct and sustained contact
with students wlunn the kollege is interested in enahles
teachers to assist students in determining what ciillege to
attend. 'leachem Imist ins can also play an imp( )rtant r le in
influencing students wlhi might not he Lonsklering college
as an opti(in. Valencia Cymmunity (A)Ilege in Florida, for
example, works with high sch()ol teachers in the sum ninding
tlimmunity to help identify students and facilitate their cnnill.
ment in (()Ilew...

Recruiting through soda! activities. A problem recruiters
often face at many of their fluMilHIS is a It AV tUris au of minor
ity studems. One way to address this pr( iblem is by h(
:ictivities in the local minority communities, rather than at
the college, and combining them with st)cial activities. In this
way, people who would not ( wdinarily auend a college recruit-

Sessitn1 May il() s because of the micial
example, recruitment sessitni might he scheduled between
-so() and 8:00 at a local church and then folhAved by a
dance featuring a Familiar musk group. While many yt ning
pe( vie might he attracted by the anticipation of socializing

U ti



at the dance, those who intend will have the benefit of expo

sure they probably walk! not have received otlwrwise.

ensure participltion in the function, organizers conk] charge
admission to the dance and then waive it for people who
attend the recruitment sessk Hl. Even t H tht )tit.' wh L'ill)()til!

tO pay tlw admissitin, it is g(x)(1 puhlic relatkwis kir the college

tO host an activity in the minority community, and the invest

men( could pay off at a later date.

ket (0/AVe \111(1011%



SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Summary and Conclusions
Clearly, improving edt catk tnal opportunities for et hnk and
racial minorities must become more than an ohjective of the
admissions office. It MUM become an in.aitutional priority.

More and more elementary and high sclu)ol students c()Ine
from minority backgrounds, and, acc( trding to demographers,
their numbers continue to increase dramatically. Yet the pro
portion of these students who graduate from college is clis
tressingly small.

Such trends cast a shad( A over the future of higher edu
Canon indeed. over the allure of the country Solutk)ns Must
be found.

Recruiting more minority students to colleges and univer
skies is certainly (Hie sultilk)ii. hecalise I he issue involves
complicated social, ec()11()Inic, and educational factors, recruit
Molt of min( way students is most effective when it also rec
ognizes the other factors that affect the educational success
and persistence of minority students.

fighe educatk 111 ilislitLitU nis have adopted .ark kis pre
scriptive measures t() reauit minority students and improve
their chances I.( )r success, hut these measures are infrequently
interwown in an overall, collegewide plan. Incolporating
recruitment ill other college initiatives, aside from being an
t...fficient use (if college resources. ;1151) nuximizes the mllege's
ability to attract, retain, and graduate more min( wit). students.

Broadening recruitment in this way. however, is nil ire likely
he achieved if the college mm111(1110. recognizes and

understands the g();ils of increasing the presence of people
of color and of k)stering the values (If pludism and diversity
in campus life. and adopts them as an institutional priority.
(:11..ulge of this nature and scope, however, axitiirt's
Muni, ciniperal )11. and leadership. The literattire clearly Indi
cates that institutions are transformed through presidential
leadership and expressed inslitutii mid commitment.

Such leadership and commitluent Lima' easily. II
the I'm >CUSS of recruiting minority students is to have integrity
and if Institutions ar,,. serious ;dunk their commitment to
minority youth. then recruitment will be ;t reflective and con
sidered process. '11) he most effective, it should begin with
introspection_ Aliai is it :ilk an the institution itself that has
contributed to the present situalk 1111114 wine's' km, LIM ill

moll? An( idler equall% important suhiect that is integral to

ket 1g (.4111eke 11111(1111V Vlideil(
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the issue of enr)llment is the question of success. If minor
ides are heing enrolled in significant numbers only to Limp
out atter the first or second term, then all the recniitment prt1
grams in the work! will not serve to achieve the real
academic success and graduation.

The problem of minorities' loiw participatio)n and grailu
ation rates at college is explained to) a great extent by a break
down in the flow of minority students along the educational
contiimunl. While different minodty communities can lw
affected to) varying degrees, o m the whole, people of color
experieno..e much less success than white students. Mthough
the problem of a "leaky educational pipeline" has been dis
ciissed in the literature for almost a decade, foir II ispanics,
African Amerkans, American Indians, and many Asian
Americans, the prohieni in many ways is worse now than
beforo... (:olleges and universities need to take an active role
in preparing minority youth for the challenges of higher edu
cation. Higher education institutions, by cooperating with ele
mentary and secondary schooils, parents, business, industry,
and government, can provide essential direction and support.

Presidential leadership is needed to provide the inspiration
row dungy ano.I make the recwitment of pet plc if et )lor a cell
tral priority at the college. W'hether it he to) expand the cur
riculum, offer a broader pro igram of social and cultural activ
Hies on campus, Or promote racial diversity hy enrolling more
millmity students, suppirt and courage of all a university's
L'ullstallUndes are neo..ssary. attain a significant increa.ie
in the number %if minority students on campus, a strong insti
tutional commilment must he inao.le to foirging the kinds of
changes required. With( tut the visioin and leadership ()Utile
president and 0 ither top adniinistrators. die issue is likely to)
remain marginal.

Fot using on the chlraderistics ot students that allco t iiii
ciall attililltnellt. sii II as academic preparation and sock)
e« Ii)) 01)1k stallls, xviIi Hut th'ci.ssarily guarantee gmiter M1Ccesti

st lkkgIts. Also important are changes in the cli
nite of higher education institution.s. College campu.se.s
enriched hy divers4 and cmhniemg a pia isophy cultimil
pluralism will do) 111101 to) ellhalh'c the participat kin and slit'

CS.s st idctits from ethnic and racial hackgruunds. illeges
and tillivcrsities that reco ignite anti respo Hid to) the denund
tor greater cultural diversity in the aiademy will bruaden the
i.iiIt.t oit e\perivik e ton all students



To he most effective, the pktn for recruitment silt wild

emerge frt)m an it istilUtiOnal plan. The objectives of the col
lege's plan, however, SIR add he ctwisidered as only pat of
the hrtrackr goal of educating and graduating int we mint wity

students. Institutions slunikl take a holistic approach to
recruitmera, integrating recruitment with other educational
objectives, such as academic performance, social integrant Hi,
pluralism, and diversity. In developing and implementing the

plan ft w recruit Men!, the perspeo Ives of varit flis colkge )11

stituencies shtnikl cc msideml, as everyone at the college

faculty, administrators, counselors, and prof'essional staff

has ail interest and an investment in the Lanni:He success of
all students.

An awareness of cultural differences is an essential part of

designing a gt It KI plan for recruiiment as well as of imple
molting it. While some strategies lc tr recruitment can be tbed

to recruit students frt till various ethnic and racial backgrt iunds.
the inallner in which the strategic.'s are put into practice and

the pet tple involved slit wild depend (HI who the targeted sni
dent.s arc. An awarcncv, of differing cultural \-alties and needs

is an essential first step to a truly culturally diverse college

campus.

Recommendations for Further Research
liteNture concerning the recruitment of tuinority students

would benefit enornunisly from additional research and LILA el

(villein ill seeral My( wiallt areas. The lollowing ones ale

the most pressing.

Collection. analysis. and interpretation )1 higher education
data concerning minority may( vulations, al-forted in dis

aggregated It mu;
2. ( if nit program.s to improve the insinunimal

chiliale nd cultural pluralism (Hi ct tilegc c-ampuscs:
:thunun t il the V:111( HIN Yak' policies addressing transfer

from two year to four year colleges;
1. aluat ton 1)1 l ullyge hased pn %rams designed hi increase

the rate of nun( wit% students' transferring to knit year
colleges:

S. Analysis of tiltural klillerences among minority groups
and suhgn nips nd their eticct on Mint tritics' act ess and
success,
Illects ()I financial aid (in mint wines entering t dlcgc

lurtling itI ellinit antl raL LII subgroup,

Re( //woo; ( rfio.( Witricia%



Evaluat km of collegewide recruitment pmgrams, espe
cially those relating to specific minority groups;

8. Evaluation of innovative strategi(s for recruitment that are
culturally specific;

9. Investigat k )11 of factors affecting minority students' succes.s
111;11 are oth(.r than academic:

kvaltrat i( )11 of precollege recruitment pr( )grams that
emphasize preyntrat ion fin. Miithernatit's and sckwe.

1r).!
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ASHE-ERIC HIGHER EDUCATION REPORTS

Since 1983, the Associatkm for the Study of Higher Educatkm (ASHE)

and the Educatkmal Resources Information Center (ERIC) Clear

inghou,se on Higher Education, a sponsored project of the School

of Education and Human Development at The George Washington

University, have cosponsored the MHEERIC Higher Education

Rtport series. 'I1w 1990 series is the nineteenth overall and the

second to be published by the Schtrol of Education and Human

Development at the George Washington University.

Each monograph is the definitive analysis of a tough higher edu

tution problem, based on thorough research of pertinent literature

and insitutional experiences. Topics are identified by a national sur.

vey. Noted practitioners and scholars are then commissioned to

write the reports, with experts providing critical reviews of each

manuscript before publication.
Eight monographs (10 before 1985) in the ASHE ERIC Higher

Education Report series are published each year and are available

on individual and subscription basis. Subwriiition to eight issues

is $80.00 annually; $60 to members of MI1E, AIR, or AERA; and $50

to ASHE members. All foreign subscribers MUNI include an additional

$10 per series year fin. postage.
'lb order single copies of existing reports, use the order fOrm on

the last page of this book. Regular prices, and special rates available

to members of AAIIE, AIR, AERA and AMIE, are as follows:

Series Regular Members
1990 $17.00 $12.75

1988-89 15.00 11.25

1985.87 10.(X) 7.50

1983 84 7.50 600
betbre 1983 6.50 5.(X)

Price includes book rate postage within the I C.S. For foreign orders,

please add $1.00 per lx)ok. Fast (Inked Parcel Service available within

the contiguous U.S. at $2.50 for each order under $50.00, and cal

culated at 5% of iiwoice total for orders $50.00 or above.

All orders under $45.(X) must Ix. prepaid. Make check payable

to &SHE ERIC. For Visa or MasterOrd, include card number. expi
rati( m date and signature. A bulk discoum of 10% is available on

orders of 15 or more bixiks (nut applicable on subscriptions).

Address order to
ASHE ERIC Higlwr Education Rep nu
Tlw George Washington liniversity
1 Dupont Circle, Suite 630
Wish ingtt 2(X)36

Or phone (202) 2% 2597
Write or call luir a complete catalog of AMIE ERIC I ligher Edu

cation Reports.
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1990 ASHE-ER1C Higher Education Reports
1. The Campus G1 Fund Raising in Higher Education

Barbara E. Briningham and Thomas R. Pezzullo
2, The Emeritus Professor: Old Rank New Meaning

James E. MauclA Jack W Birch, and Jack Matthews

3. "High Risk" Students in Higher Education: Future lends
Dionne," Jones and Betty Collier WialSon

Budgeting for Higher Education at the State Level: Enigma,
Paradox, and Ritual

Daniel 7: Loyzell and Jan W lyddon

5. Proprietary Schools: Programs, Policies, and Prospects
John B. lee and Jamie Merismis

6. College Choice: Understanding Student Enrollment Behavior
Michael B. Palace's

1989 ASHE-ER1C Higher Education Reports
1. Making Sense of Administrative Leadership: The VOW in

Higher Education
kw/a tI. Bensimon, Anna Newnan's, and Robert Birnbaum

2. Affirmative Rhetoric, Negative Action: African.American and
Ilispanic Faculty at Predominantly White lrniversities

lidora tVisshington and William Darryl'

3. Postsecondary Developmental Programs: A 'filiditional Agenda
with New Imperatives

Ionise M Thmlinson

i. 'I1w Old College Balancing Athletics and Academics in
Iligher Educatk)n

John 71.)elin and Lawrence I.. Wikniall
S. 11w Challenge of Divecsity: Involvement or Alienation in the

Academy?
Datyl G Smitb

6. Student Goals fir College and Courses: A Miming link in Assess
ing and Improving Academic Achievemem

Joan S. Stark, Katblevn .Shity, and .1kalmim et Lowther
". The Student as Conmmter: . "eloping a Comprehensive lnsti

tutional Response
Barbara Jac*,

S. Renewing Civic Capacity: Preparing College Students for Service
and Cit izenship

suzanne
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1988 ASHE-ER1C Higher Education Reports

1. The Invisible Tapestry: Culture in American Colleges and
Universities

Geroge°. Ruh and Elizabeth Whin

2. Critical Thinking: Ilwory, Research, Practice, and Possthilities
joamw Gainers Kurflis

3. Developing Academic Programs: '11w Climate for Innovation
Daniel T Somour

4. Peer 'limiting: 'lb Teach is 'lb Learn 'Mice
Neal A. Whitman

S Iligher Education and State Gmernments: Renewed Partnership,
Corveratiott, or Competition?

Edu'ard R. Hines

6. hltreprelleurship and Eligher Education: Lessons tbr Colleges.
Universities, and Industry

James S Fairuvather

7. Planning tbr Microcomputers in Higher Educatkni: Strategies
fir the Next Generation

Rtynoktv !:errante, John !legman, Mary Susan Cadcon, and
I lam Phillip

S. '11w Challenge fbr Research in Ifigher Education: liarmonizing
Excellence and

Nan W: Lindvay and Ruth!: Neumann

1987 ASHE-ER1C Higher Education Reports

1. Incentive Early Retirement Programs tbr Faculty: loin wative
RespInmes to a Changing Enviroimient

fay t Chrontqter and Ammo R. tie/p/e,

2. Working Effectively with li-ustees: Building Cooperative Campus
Leadership

Barham E Thylr

3. Formal Recognition of Employer Sponsored Instruction: Conflict
and Collegiality in Pt oitsecondary Education

Nancy S. Nath and Elizabeth M. Hawthorne

4. Learning Styks: Implicatk ins fin Improving Educatic mai Practices
(harles S. aixton and Patricia II. Murrell

S. Higher liducatkm Leadership: Enhaming Skills thrimgh Pro
fessh nal I )evelopment Programs

ham', A. AkDade
6. fligher Education and the Public nust: Imprt Wing Stature in

Colleges and liniversities
Rkhard 1.. Alfred and Julie treimman
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7. College Student Outcomes Amessment: A Talent Development
Perspective

Maryann Jacobi, Alexander MN and Prank Ayala, Jr.

8. Opportunity from Strength: Strategic Planning Clarified with
Case Examples

&bola Cope

1986 ASHE.ER1C Higher Education Reports

1. PosLtenure Faculty Evaluation: Threat or Opportunity?
arktine M Ikeda

2. Blue Riblxm Commissions and Iligher Education: Changing
Academe from the Outside

Awl R Johnson and Laurence R Marcus

3. Responsive Professional Education: Balancing Outcomes and
Opportunities

Joan S. Stark, Malcobn it lowthm and Bonnie MX litverty

4. Increasing Studems' framing; A Faculty Guide to Reducing
Stress among Students

Neal A. Whitman, David C. Spendlove, and Claire II Clark

S. Student Financial Aid and Women: Equity Dilemma?
Maq Moran

6, 11w Ma.ster's Degree: ltaditkm, Diversity, Innovation
Judith £ Giazer

7. 11w College, the Constitution, and the Consumer Student:
cations fin Policy and Practice

Robert M. Ilendrickwn and Annette Gibbs

H. Selecting College and University Personnel: Quest and
the Question

Richard et haploultz

1985 ASHE-ER1C Higher Education Reports

I. Flexibility in Academic Staffing: Effective Policies and Practices
Kenneth P Mortimer, Marque Bagsbaw, and Andrew 7:
Masland

2. Associatkms in Actkm: The Wa.shington, Higher Education
Community

Harland G. Noland

3. And on the seventh Day: Faculty Consulting and Supplemental
Inconw

Carol At Boyer and Darrell R. toils

I. Faculty Research PeriOrmance: Lessons from the Sciences and
Sc)cial Sciences

John W Creswdl
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5. Academic Program Review: Institutional Approaches, Expec .

tations, and Contmversies
Clifton E Conrad and Richard F Wilson

6. Students in Urban Settings: Achieving the Baccalaureate Degree
Richard C Richardson, Jr. and Louis W Bender

7. Serving More Than Students: A Critical Need for College Student

Personnel Services
Peter it Garland

8. Faculty kirticipatkin in Decision Making: Necessity or Luxury?

Carol E. Fkovl

19/4 ASHEARIC Higher Education Reporog

1. Adult Learning: State Policies and Institutional Pradices

K Patricia Crtiv and Anne,Marie McCartan

2. Student Stress: Effects and Solutions
Neal A Whitman, David C Spendlove, and Cktire ii Clark

3. Partime Faulty: Higher Education at a Crossroads

Judith M. Gappa

4. Sex Discrimination law in Higher Euucation: The Lessons of

the Past Decade. ED 252 169.*
J Ralph i'.indgren, ;wilt T Ota, Perry A. Zirkel, and Nan Van

Gieson

5. Faculty Freedoms and Institutional Accountability: Inwracti(ms

and Conflicts
Mom G Olswang and Barbara A. lee

6. The High li?chnology Connection: Academic/Industrial Coop

eration for Economic Growth
imiri G. Johnson

7. Employee Educational Pnigranis: Implications for Industry and

Higher Educatkm. El) 258 501.*
Suzanne W Mom

8. Academic libraries: The Changing Knowledge Centers of Col

leges and liniversities
Barbara B. Moran

9. Futures Research and the Strategic Planning Process: 1mph

cations for Higher Education
James L Morrison, William I. Renfro, am, Wqvire I Boucher

10. Faculty Workload: Research, Tlwory, and Interpretation

Harokl E Yuker
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1983 ASHLERIC Higher Education Reports
1. The Rath to Excellence: Quality Amurance in Higher Education

Lawynce k Marcia, Anita 0. Lame, and EdwardD. Gohlbem

2. Riculty Recruitment, Retention, and Fair Employment: Obli-
gations and Opportunities

John 5 Wamaman

3. Meeting the Challenges: Developing Faculty Careers. ED 232
516.*

Afichad Brookv and Katherine I. German

4. Raising Academic Standards: A Guide to Learning Improvement
Ruth 1hlhott Neimig

5, Serving Learners i Distance: A Guide to Program Practices
Charles E. Feasley

6 Competence, Admimions, and Articulation: Returning to the
Basics in Higher Education

Jean I, Neer

7. Public Service in Higher Education: Practices and Priorities
PaIrkia Ii thwon

H. Academic Employment and Retrenchment: Judkial Review
and Administrative Action

Robert M Hendrickson and Barbara A. ke
9, Burnout: 11w New Academic Disease. El) 242 255.°

WOUfred Albizu Mdendez and RafaelM. de Guzmhn
10, Academic Workplace: New Demands, I leightened 'rensions

E Austin and Zelda E Gamson
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Quantity Amount
Please send a complete set of the 1989 AVHE-ER1C
Higher Education &ports at $80.00, 33% off the cover
price.

Please begin my subscription to the 1990 ASHE.ERIC
Higher Education Reports at $80.00, 41% off the cover
price, starting with Report 1, 1990
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PRAISE FOR PAST REPORTS

"I welcome the AgIETRIC monograph series. It is a service
to those who need brief but dependable analyses of key issues
in higher educatitm,"

Rer. 1 Theodore M. Hesburgb, CSC
President Emeritus, l/nii.ersity of Notre Datm!

"Running a successtitl institution requires mmtering details
quickly. The ASHE.ENC Ifigber Mucation Reports are valuable
because they give a national perspective that helps me meet
my own reponsibilities."

Miltim Greenly% Proi,ost, Amerkan

"The first lui.oks off my shelf when I'm looking for answers.
Keep me aware of potential problems and offer solutions
that really work."

Eati.nyil ,tloore, Prqessor
Micbigan State Vniversitv

l'he monographs make excellent textbixiks, and their
bibliographies are exssential for graduate students."

Eileen Kulms, (bordinator
Education Administration Prognim
Michigan State I 'Hivers0.

"Excellent pubhcations, authoritative and Well researched.
on timely topics."

Rmiald tt. Collins; Prmost and Vice Pnwident hi*
ekmlemic Affairs, Eastern ,tlic44an I 'niversity

"A g(xlsend to al' administrator of a brand new docuwal
prt)gram with caps on resources for course developnwnt."

Antonia D'Onofrio, I Nrect(w
EdLcation Program

Widener I nil vrsity

"Excellent scholarly. ink mative. enlightening superb
kn. administrative and faculty development."

Robert Gleamm. Director of Lawful, Seri lees
Rockland Community Colltwe

"An invaluable resource that gets me on top of a kg* in a
very efficient manner."

nonaki Reichard, Director of Institutimud Research
'nu vrsiir of .Vorth Carolina at Greensboro
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BARBARA ANYONE is director of retention programs at The
College of Staten Island, City University of New York, where
she also teaches developmental reading and writing and English
language, She received her graduate training at Fairleigh
Dickinson University and has taught at Ramapo State College
and Bergen Community College in New Jersey. From 1981 to
1986, she taught at the Universiti degli Studi di Roma and
the Ubera Universita degli Studi Sociali in Rome, Italy. She
has an extensive administrative background in special academic
and support programs. Her current research interests include
minorities' dropping out of high school and the effect of pre.

freshman programs on academic performance and persistence.

Eum tantEZWORMACK is amociate dean of faculty and associate
professor of English at The College of Staten Island, City Uni.
versity of New York, Previously, she was associate professor
of English at Ramapo State College, where she received several
research grants. Dr, NutlezWormack is chair of the Hispanic
Association for Higher Education and chair of ASPIRA, Inc., of
New Jersey, Her publications and scholarly achievements in .

dude numerous articles and ess#s on the education of minor.
ities. Her current areas of research concern curricula in higher
education, particularly those relating to diversity. Stemming
from her research interests in recruitment and retention, she
has been a consultant to state departments of education and
colleges and universities in NewJersey and New York.
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